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1. In the conversion of the cross section of muoproduction of J/\j/-mesons to that of

photoproduction, the use of a propagator dependence of an off-shell J/\|/-meson is not

justified.
EMC, J.J. Aubcrt ct al., Nucl. Phys. B213 (1983) 1.

The suggestion by T. Kitagaki et al. that the EMC-effect can be studied in bubble

chambers by the comparison of neutrino interactions with freon in which either slow or

no protons are produced is not necessarily contradicted by the observed larger difference

in interactions with hydrogen.

EMC, J.J. Aubcrt ct al., Phys. Lett. B123 (1983) 275.
T. Kitagaki ct al., Phys. Lett. B214 (1988) 281.
J. Guy ct al., Phys. Lett. B219 (1989) 421.
C. Ishii ct al., Phys. Lett. B216 (1989) 409.

3. The measurement of the nuclear-mass dependence of J/\j/-production at its threshold

provides a new way to distinguish between photon-gluon fusion and vector meson

dominance processes.

4. De twee geboden waarin de samenvatting van de wet en de profeten is geformuleerd

dienen niet alleen als gelijkwaardig maar ook als identiek geinterpreteerd te worden.

5. Het tempo waarmee het wetenschappelijk onderwijs verplicht is studenten tot specialisten

te vormen gaat voorbij aan het begrip universiteit.

6. Le destin d'une these est d'etre ephemere et vite oubliee.

Inspire de B. Lancy

7a. All animals are equal, except the bug.

After Orwell.

7b. The bug is the missing link between the human being and the computer.

After Darwin
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I INTRODUCTION

In this thesis, experiments performed by the New Muon Collaboration at CERN, Geneve

are presented 111. The programme of the NMC is devoted to the study of" the nucleon structure

by scattering high energy unions off various targets. The principal aim of the analysis reported

in this thesis is to obtain information about the gluon distribution in the nucleon. The nucleon

is commonly considered to be composed of quarks held together by a strong interaction

mediated by gluons. In the present analysis, the momentum distribution of the gluons is

extracted from the measured cross section of muon induced production of J/\|/-mesons. In the

following, a brief historical review is presented along with an introduction to the contents of

this thesis.

In the 19ltl century, various elements of matter were identified by their specific chemical

properties. At that time, these elements were believed to be indivisable and therefore called

atoms. In 1869 Mendeleev ordered these atoms systematically (21. For the completeness of

his particle classification, Mendeleev postulated the existence of three new elements . The

experimental discovery of these new atoms supported strongly his particle table and presently,

it still serves as a reference for all known atoms. Our present knowledge of the atomic-

structure was founded in 1911 by Rutherford's experiments on the scattering of a-particles by

atoms |3]. The obtained results lead to the conclusion of atoms being composed of a dense

positively charged nucleus surrounded by a relative large dilute volume containing negatively

charged electrons. In this composition of the atom, the electrons are irresistably attracted to the

nucleus by the well known Couiomb force. In 1913 Bohr introduced the atomic shell model in

which the electrons are assumed to move in stationary orbits around the nucleus | 3 | . This

model supports the principles of classical electrodynamics and yet, it incorporates the non-

classical idea of quantisation of angular momentum. The ordering of the atoms in Mendeleev's

table could then be understood in terms of filling of the corresponding energy levels with

electrons.

The regularities of atomic masses in Mendeleev's table formed a stepping stone to the

understanding of atomic nuclei being composed of protons and neutrons. The nucleons are

tightly held together by a strong nuclear interaction mediated by the exchange of virtual

mesons. Unlike the electromagnetic force, the nuclear force has a short range determined by

the rest mass of the mediating particles.

In the early sixties, the number of known particles which react to the nuclear force

became unsatisfactorily large, such that a strong need grew to classify these particles, called

collectively hadrons, in a structured way. In 1964 Gell-Mann and Zweig introduced

independently the quark model |4|. In this model, the elementary role of hadrons is substituted

1



by a small number of quarks, three at that time, in a straight forward replay of the arguments

for the composition of atomic nuclei. Soon a fourth quark called "charm" was postulated by

Bjorken and Glashow to pursue the completeness of the quark-model, like Mendeleev

perfected his table of atoms with the introduction of three new elements |5| . A strong support

of the quark model was put forward in november 1974 by the discovery of a new particle, seen

independently at Brookhaven and Stanford |6). This particle, called J/y-meson, was

immediately recognised as the ground state of the postulated charm-anticharm quark pair. The

theon,' of quantum electrodynamics, elaborated in the early thirties to describe the interplay of

electrons and photons, was adopted to the interaction between quarks. From this, the theon'

of quantum chromodynamics arose in which the interaction is described by the exchange of

gluons between two colour charges |7 | . This interaction would be a twin of the

electromagnetic force if it did not include configurations involving the coupling of a gluon to

other gluons. It turned out that this feature emphasizes the interaction between coloured

quarks, such that only clusters of quarks appear in nature. These quark clusters were formerly

introduced as hadrons.

In the late sixties, the experimental developments in electron accelerating machines put

across the disclosure of the nucleon's substructure, like Rutherford's experiments unfolded the

structure of the atom |8|. The observed deep inelastic electron scattering processes could be

described well by the elastic scattering off a single quark. Recently (October-1990), these

experimental efforts were rewarded with the Nobel price for physics. Detailed studies of the

measured cross section revealed the momentum distribution of quarks inside the nucleon |9|.

It was found that the charged quarks carry only half of the momentum of the nucleon. This

momentum deficit leads to the conclusion that the electrically neutral gluons carry a substantial

fraction of the nucleon's momentum. In the framework of quantum chromodynamics. it was

shown that the gluonic constituents of the nucleon could be disentangled by the measurement

of J/\|/-meson production in deep inelastic scattering 110). The process of muon induced i/\\i-

production is described as the product of two terms: i ) the virtual photon emission from the

incident muon and /'/) the process of photo-absorption by a nucleon leading to the production

of a J/\j/-meson. The primary process can be calculated rigorously in the framework of

quantum electrodynamics. The description of the photoproduction process is model dependent

because the photon-nucleon interaction is not well known. In this case, the process of photon-

gluon fusion is assumed to be the dominant source of charm production. The observed

(iN—>|TJ/\j/X reaction and the process of photon-gluon fusion are presented in fig. 1. In the

latter, the first gluon gi has to be provided by a target nucleon and the second gT gluon depicts

the nucleon fragmentation X.



Fig. 1
The observed JA)/-production process (left) and the photon-gluon fusion diagram (right).

The momentum distribution of gluons can then be extracted from the measured cross section of

J/i|/-production by comparison with that calculated in the photon-gluon fusion model [10).

In the seventies, a series of experiments on deep inelastic scattering started, aiming at a

precision measurement of the charge structure of the nucleon. A most striking result was

found by the European Muon Collaboration, showing a significant change of the quark

momentum distributions in the nucleon when embedded in an iron nucleus [11]. This, so

called, EMC-effect caused a torrent of theoretical responses and presently, new experiments by

the NMC are being worked out in order to measure the this effect accurately. The EMC-effect

is now experimentally well established; little is known however about its impact on the gluon

distribution in nuclei 112|.



In this thesis, pan of the New Muon Collaboration programme concerning the production

of JA|/-mesons is reported. The theoretical framework of the JAj/-meson production process is

worked out in chapter II, which includes a review of the models describing the various reaction

mechanisms. In chapter III, the muon beam line and the spectrometer are presented together

with the analysis of the events in which a J/l(/-decay muon pair is detected. The description of

a Monte Carlo simulation of the detector response to the observed JAj/production processes

can be found in chapter IV. In order to reconstruct the particle trajectories in the near beam

region, a specially designed reconstruction programme has been developed, which is explained

in chapter V. Finally, the results of the analysis are presented in chapters VI and VII. In

chapter VI, JA)/-production from muon interactions with hydrogen and deuterium is studied at

an incident energy of 280 GeV. It is shown that part of the measured cross section of J/y-

production can be described well by the (colour singlet) photon-gluon fusion model 113). The

measured cross section, when compared with this model, yields the gluon distribution of the

nucleon. The gluon distribution of free nucieons is extracted in the range of the nucleon's

momentum fraction x = (0.02, 0.3()|. A significant fraction of the J/i|i-signal, however, is not

described by the colour singlet model. It is shown that these processes have a different

signature, which indicates a source of J/\|/-production other than that of the (colour singlet)

photon-gluon fusion process. The analysis on J/y-production in deep inelastic scattering of

280 GeV muons off tin and carbon is presented in chapter VII. From this analysis, the

dependence of the gluon distribution on its nuclear environment is obtained. In chapter VIII, a

summary is presented.
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II THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF J/\|/-PRODUCTION

M.I INTRODUCTION

The reaction between a beam particle and a target nucleon in which the nucleon breaks up

is generally referred to as deep inelastic scattering (DIS). Once the mechanism of the reaction

process is understood, the cross section can, in principle, be calculated 11 ]. In the case of

muon scattering, the primary interaction is well understood in the framework of quantum

electro-dynamics (QED). The scattering process can then be described by the exchange of a

virtual photon. The strength of the interaction is characterised by the electomagnetic coupling

constant a c = e2/4rc- The small value of a e = 1/137 132) justifies the description of the

scattering process with a single-photon exchanged between the muon and the target nucleon.

Measurements involving the comparison of interactions between nucleons and leptons of

opposite charge indicate a two-photon exchange contribution of less than 2% |2| . It is then

possible to separate the effects due to the muon probe from those due to the target nucleons.

As a result, the cross section of DIS can be written in terms of factors describing the photon

flux at the muon vertex and the response of the nucleon. In this, two photon flux factors

describe the emission probability of longitudinally and transversely polarised virtual photons as

a function of the scattering angle and energy loss of the incident muon, and the corresponding

response functions describe the absorption probability of a virtual photon by the target

nucleon. The photon flu* factors can be calculated rigourously in the framework of QED,

assuming that the muon is point-like. This assumption is supported by the measured cross

section of e+e- -» ji+ji- and by the magnetic moment of the electron and the muon (3,4], which

both agree with QED predictions of point-like behaviour down to distances of 4 x it>17 m.

In measurements of inclusive deep inelastic muon scattering (iN ~> (i'X, the final state

fragmentation X of the target nucleon N is not detected. The cross section of the scattering

process from an unpolarised target then depends only on the scattering angle and energy loss

of the incident muon. Both scattering angle and energy loss can be expressed in terms of the

virtual photon parameters Q2 and v, with -Q2 the invariant mass squared of the exchanged

photon and v its invariant energy defined by the Lorentz contraction of the four momentum of

the photon and the target nucleon divided by the rest mass of the nucleon. In the laboratory

system, v corresponds to the energy loss of the incident muon. Equivalently, the scattering

process can be described by the two parameters Q2 and x, with x defined as the ratio of Q2 and

2MNV where MN stands for the nucleon mass. In the Bjorken limit where both Q2 and v go to

infinity but their ratio remains finite, the process of DIS off a nucleon resembles the

(phenomenological) elastic scattering process off a subnucleonic parton [5]. The nucleon



response functions can then be interpreted as parton distributions. In the Breit frame (or the

infinite momentum frame, i.e. the frame in which no energy is transferred to the nucleon), the

parameter \ corresponds to the fraction z, of the nucleon momentum carried by the struck

parton off which the incident muon scattered elastically 111. Detailed measurements of the

cross section of DIS as a function of the photon parameters Q : , v and of the incident energy-

revealed that these partons are point-like particles and carry an intrinsic spin of s=l/2 |6).

Comparison between DIS of charged leptons and neutrinos showed that each parton contains

an appropriate fraction of a unit charge. As such, the observed partons in DIS can be identified

as the quark constituents of the nucleon | 7 | . As a result, DIS probes the quark constituents of

the target nucleon.

Experiments in DIS revealed that the cross section is spread over a broad range of x and

that the total momentum fraction carried by quarks amounts to only 5()ri [6|. The large width

of this response is commonly ascribed to the strong interaction between quarks. In the

framework of quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD). this interaction is described by the exchange

of coloured gluons. A possible solution to the apparent momentum deficit is that the missing

half of the momentum of the ruicleon is carried by gluons which do not react to electromagnetic

or weak forces.

A refinement on inclusive scattering measurements is given by semi-exclusive

experiments in which one (or more) panicles in the final state .;re detected in coincidence with

the scattered muon. A special case of semi-exclusive DIS processes is provided by the

production of J/ty-mesons. It has been emphasised that J/y-production in DIS offers a unique

possibility of extracting information on the gluon constituents of the nucleon |8).

The kinematics of the (iN --> |i'J/vj/ X reaction is presented in section II.2 and its general

formalism in section II.3. In sections II.4 - II.7 models describing various mechanisms for the

J/\|/-produciion process are reviewed. In section II.S and 11.9. radiative corrections and two-

step processes are discussed. A brief summary is presented in section 11.10.

II.2 KINEMATICS OF THE \iS -> n'J/y X REACTION

The kinematics of the |iN -> yi'i/\\i X reaction is shown in fig. 1. An incoming muon

with momentum k emits a virtual photon with energy qo and momentum q. The final

momentum of the muon is denoted by k'. In the laboratory system, the angle between k and k'

is referred to as the scattering angle 6. The invariant mass of the virtual photon and the

scattering angle are then related through Q- = - q- = 4 EE' sin-0/2. w ith E and E' the energy of

the incoming and scattered muon. respectively. The approximation is justified when

ir^ « EE' sin :6/2. with m^ the rest mass of a muon. In the laboratory system (or target rest

frame), the energy qo of the photon equals v. where v is defined by the relation v = q»P|\j/M|s;

in which Ps and MN are the four momentum and rest mass of the target nucleon, respectively.



In the laboratory system, v equals qo. For an unpolarised target, the muon scattering process

can be described by the invariant photon parameters Q~ and v.

Invariants:

k1 = (E'.k1)

k = (E.k)

v = q«PN/MN

z =

Laboratory system:

PN = (MN.O)

v = q4,

Q- = 4 EE' sin2e/2

z =

Fig. 1

One-photon exchange diagram of the (iN X reaction.

The transverse component of the J/\j/-meson momentum Pj/V with respect to the photon

direction is denoted by PT. In general, the JA|/-meson momentum vector is not contained in the

muon scattering plane. Therefore, an azimuthal angle 0o around the photon direction is

introduced. In this, 0rj is the angle between the the muon scattering plane defined by ic and k'

and the production plane defined by q and Pj/V . The JAjz-production process can be described

completely by the quantities IPj/vl, PT and tyo- The energy of the J/ty-meson can be expressed

relative to the photon energy by the ratio z of the contracted four momenta Pj/V »PN and q»P|\j-

In the laboratory system, z is given by the ratio Ej/^/v. By definition, the variable z is often

referred to as the elasticity parameter of the JA|/-production process. The J/v/-production

process can also be described by the commonly used variables : P j , z and <J>D, all defined with

respect to the photon. As a result, the quantities Pj , z and 0D observed in the laboratory

system can be directly interpreted in the photon-nucleon centre-of-mass system, which acts as

a natural reference frame for model calculations.



Experimentally, the JAj/-meson is observed through the requirement that both decay

unions are detected. Its momentum can then be reconstructed from the measured decay-muon

momenta. The decay process of the J/y-meson (J/\)/—>|i+|r) in its rest frame can be described

by the polar angle 9j and the azimuthal angle <J)d of the emerging | i \ which are defined in a

given reference frame. The angular distribution of the J/y-decay is usually given in either of

two reference frames. These are both defined in the rest frame of the J/y-meson and they

differ only in the choice of the spin-quantisation axis: the Gottfried-Jackson system and the

helicity system. In the Gotifried-Jackson system the z-axis is defined by the direction of tr _•

(virtual) photon in the rest frame of the J/i)/-meson, whereas in the helicity system, the z-axis is

defined opposite to the direction of the nucieon fragmentation in the rest frame of the J/i|/-

meson. In the helicity system, the z-axis corresponds to the direction of the JA|/-meson in the

photon-nucleon centre-of-mass system.

The list of variable definitions used in the description of the reaction ^N --»(i'JAj/ X is given

in Table I.

List of

m .̂ MM. MJ/W

Q 2 = q 2

v = q»PN/M

— — D , « D

Pr

<J>D

9d,0d

Table 1

variables used in the description of the reaction : (iN —> (i'J/y X

N

j/q.PN

The rest mass of the nuion, nucieon and JAji-meson, respectively.

The invariant mass squared of the virtual photon.

The invariant energy of the virtual photon.

The elasticity parameter of the J/y-production process.

The transverse momentum squared of the J/y-meson with respect

to photon direction.

The azimuthal angle between the J/y-production plane and the

scattering plane.

The polar and azimuthal angles of direction of the positively

charged decay muon in the rest frame of the J/y- meson.

10



11.3 FORMALISM OF THE ^M ->U'J/yX REACTION

The cross section for the muon induced J/y-production process p.N -> P-'J/y X is in the

one photon exchange approximation given by | 9 | :

da =

I Mi
spins

with F the flux factor of the initial state and d9i the final state phase space. The physics of the

reaction process is contained in the matrix elements Mj , which depend on the spin states i of

the in and outgoing panicles. For an initial state p.N, the flux factor is given by:

F = 4 V(k»PN)

where the approximation is justified when mM « E. The final state phase space of the

outgoing muon, the produced J/y-meson and the nucleon fragmentation is given, in the

narrow-width approximation for the J/y-resonance. by |9 | :

[in) 2E1 (27C) 2EX |27tl 2

2 *

with the finite lifetime of the J/y-meson T = h/Fj/w explicitly entered in the final state phase

space. If the resonance width Tj/V is small, such that the matrix elements vary little over the

range of the J/y- mass, or equivalently if the lifetime of the J/y-meson is long compared to the

time of interaction, then one can approximate the Breit-Wigner distribution by the delta-

distribution 5lPj/M/-MJ/vj. The J/y-meson is then assumed to be perfectly on the mass-shell

with a restmass Mj/V. The observed small width of the J/y-resonance |32] is usually referred

to by the phenomenological OZI-rule [ 10) , which states that those processes are suppressed in

which, by energy conservation, the initial quarks cannot appear as part of the final state

particles. Consequently, the electromagnetic decay rate of the J/y-meson is of the same order

of magnitude as the strong decay rate [32|. The matrix elements squared for unpolarised muon

11



scattering off an unpolarised target factorise in a part induced by the muon scattering process

and a part induced by the target response | 9 | ;

M ' 54(k + P N - k' - P x - P,,v) - * -

|2JC)" 2 Ev

with LMVthe lepton (muon) tensor and WMvthe hadron tensor, a e the coupling strength of a

photon to a unit charge and 1/Q2 the photon propagator. The lepton tensor contains the

product of muonic currents. For an elementary fermion such as the muon, this current product

can be evaluated 11 j :

LnvdUO = 2 kMk\. + 2 kvk'M - Q-gMV .

The hadron tensor contains the product of the hadronic currents and the remaining

phase space of the nucleon fragmentation, which, if not detected, has to be integrated over

including the summation of its spin states |9 | :

2 M N W M V ( p N . c l . P J , . ) = - L - i J ^

(q+P N - ,> x -P J / v )

in which the averaging over the initial nucleon spin states and summation over final spin states

of the nucleon fragmentation together with the produced J/y-meson has to be evaluated. The

above formula forms the basis of various models describing the mechanism of the J/\j/-

production process. These models are discussed in the following sections. In a model-

independent way. the hadron tensor can be written in the most general gauge invariant form as

11,9| :

rN N
' U ' V

U-. +

J/V T N N J/V

MN

with T = P
N(J/M») q • P

N(J/\|»)

iH-

12



The four structure functions Uj then depend only on the invariants PN*<-], Q2, PN*PJ/V
 a°d

Pj/«(/#pN o r equivalently on Q2, v, P, and z. The first two structure functions are

generalisations of the two structure functions Wj(Q2,v) and W2(Q2,v) | l j to the semi-

exclusive process. The last two structure functions U3 and U4 are entered in the expression

for the hadron tensor to account for the case that P, * 0, i.e. non-longitudinal JA|/-production.

As a result, the dependence of the reaction process on the azinu'thal angle <>rj can be treated

properly. After contracting the lepton and hadron tensor, the differential cross section can be

written as |9| :

d4a(|iN->n'J/yX) = 2nEm y-Q2/2MN

2 i z 2
dQ dv dPj dz 4n a c

with £ = FL/TT the virtual photon polarisation parameter and FT(FL) the flux factor at the muon

vertex of transversely (longitudinally) polarised virtual photons.

The four structure functions Uj can be projected onto the two definite helicity states of

the virtual photon. For the inclusive scattering process, only the diagonal elements UL and UT

remain. These structure functions, when multiplied with the phase space of the virtual photon
v - O2/2M \

— — — - , correspond to the absorption cross sections ot longitudinally and transversely

polarised virtual photons. For the semi-inclusive scattering process, the off-diagonal elements

UJT and ULT , enter the total cross section, corresponding to the interference terms between the

two polarisation states of the virtual photon. These structure functions are usually weighed

with a factor (PT/Mj^)2 and (PT/MJ/V), respectively, which appeared formerly in the

contraction of Luv and Wuv. The photon polarisation parameter e, given by 111 :

£ = 4 E E - Q 2

2(E2 + E ' 2 ) + Q2

determines the longitudinal-transverse character of the emitted virtual photon. The photon flux

factor at the muon vertex, given by 111 :

_ a c ( v - Q 2 / 2 M N )

27tQ2E2(l-e)

represents the differential virtual photon emission probability per unit Q2 and v fora transverse

polarisation state of the photon. As a result, the cross section of muon induced J/\|/-production

can be interpreted as the probability of virtual photon emission times the absorption cross

sectior of photon absorption cross section, which lead to the production of a J/\|/-meson.
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II.4 THE VECTOR MESON DOMINANCE MODEL

The vector meson dominance (VMD) model is based on the assumption that a photon

carries hadronic properties, which appear when the photon couples (temporarily) to a meson.

The intermediate meson is then restricted to be a vector meson in order to conserve the original

quantum properties of the photon. The existence of vector mesons was originally suggested to

play a role in nuclear forces. At the same time, vector mesons were introduced to describe the

observed differences between the charge structure of the neutron and the proton in elastic

electron-nucleon scattering 111 ]. It was noted that the exchange of virtual vector mesons could

account for this difference 112|.

The description of the ability of the photon to transform into a vector meson lends itself

to the photoproduction of (light) vector mesons, such as p, co and $ 113]. An extension can be

made to muoproduction of J/y-mesons. The virtual photon then couples to an off-shell J/\|/-

meson, which is put on shell by scattering diffractively off the target: see fig. 2. This process

is referred to as the vector meson dominance.

Fig 2

The diagram of J/\(/-production process, according to the vector meson dominance model.

As an extension of real photoproduction, the model incorporates the assumption that the vector

meson pole at -Q2 = Mj^, i.e. when the invariant mass of the photon equals the rest mass of

the J/\j/-meson, dominates the Q2 dependence of the reaction process. This assumption is

justified when the diffractive scattering process of the J/Y-meson depends little on off-shell

effects. The cross section for muoproduction of JAj/-mesons on a target with mass number A

can then be written as 114|:
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with e2/f2 the coupling strength of a real photon to a JAj/-meson 115), £ the polarisation

parameter of the virtual photon and Pr the flux factor of transversely polarised virtual photons

at the muon vertex (section II.3). The parameter K given by K = v - Q2 /2MA, is the equivalent

photon energy corresponding to the centre-of-mass energy of the photon-nucleus system of a

real photon with energy K and a target nucleus with mass MA 116|.

The total elastic cross section of transversely polarised JAy-mesons is denoted by

OT(J/V A -> J/\|/ A) and the corresponding ratio of cross sections of longitudinally and

transversely polarised J/\j/-mesons by £j/v. Both Gj and % still depend on K. The assumption

of diffractive meson-nucleus scattering naturally introduces optical model techniques to the

description of the interaction. As such, the differential cross section can be written as 117]:

do(J/\j/ A -> J/\|/ A) _ do(J/y A -»J/v|/ A) • b ) t |
dt di ll=(} X C

with t the squared four-momentum transfer from the JA|f-meson to the target nucleus. The

slope parameter b is related to the radius of the interaction volumes by 117| :

2jhc)|v / J / v + v / N U C L E U S )

A l / 2
with h the Planck constant (reduced), c the speed of light and (r /Nlxli.LS, y /j/v the rms radii

of the density distributions of the target nucleus and the JA)/-meson, respectively.

Quasi-elastic J/y-production, i.e. (virtual) photoproduction of a J/\j/-meson on a single

nucleon, gives rise to a smaller interaction radius. Consequently, the t-dependence of the cross

section is extended towards larger Itl. In addition, the magnitude of the cross section is reduced

by a factor of A, corresponding to the number of nucleons in the target nucleus.

Natural parity exchange between the virtual photon and the off-shell JAy-meson implies a

simple helicity relation between the photon and the meson. The helicity of the JAy-meson is

observed through the angular distribution of the decay muons in the rest frame of the J/V|/-

meson. Helicity conservation in the s-channel is viewed in the helicity system and spin-

direction conservation in the t-channel is viewed in the Gottfried-Jackson system (section II.2).

The contributions of the interference terms between the two polarisation states of the virtual

photon to the cross section of J/y-production are weighed with a factor of (PT/MJ/V(/)
2 or

(PT/MJ/(|/). Consequently, these contributions can be neglected in diffractive scattering of the
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J/\|/-meson. As a result, the cross section of J/vj/-production depends only little on the

azimuthal angle <>n (section 11.2). The helicity of the virtual photon then shows up as a

correlation between the lepton scattering plane and the J/vj/decay plane. The J/\|/-decay plane is

defined by the momenta of the two JA|/-decay unions. The assumption of natural parity

exchange implies a dependence of the cross section on cos(2())l| \)), with 0(1 [>the angle between

the J/v)/-decay and the union scattering plane.

II.5 Tf Hi VECTOR MI-SON DOMINANCE MODEL AND TI IE DRELL-YAN

MECHANISM

An extension of the vector meson dominance (VMD) model can be made by the

application of the Drell-Yan (DY) mechanism 11S,19|. The virtual photon then couples to a

light vector meson which produces an on-shell J/y-meson through i|uark-nntk]iiark fusion into

a time-like gluon, see fig. 3. This picture is referred to as the VMD + DY model.

Fig. 3

The diagram of JA|/-production according to the vector meson dominance model

with the Drell-Yan mechanism.

The coupling of a gluon to a JA|/-meson is assumed to occur with constant probability when the

invariant mass of the gluon ranges between the mass of a charm-anticharm quark pair cc and

that of a DD-meson pair. It is also assumed that colour is rearranged through multiple soft-

gluon emission which does not affect the kinematics of the process. Below the mass threshold

of a charm-anticharm quark cc pair, the production of a J/V(/-meson is forbidden by energy
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conservation, whereas above the mass of a DD-meson pair, the production of a bound cc

system is suppressed by the ability to decay into a DD-meson pair, which is governed by the

strong interaction. Therefore, the contribution of J/v|/-production outside the limits is

considered to be negligible. This picture of J/ty-production is often referred to as the semilocal

duality approach, which once applied, determines the magnitude of the cross section. The

invariant mass of the gluon is induced by the centre-of-mass energy s that can be approximated

by 118] s = X[ xi s , with s the centre-of-mass energy of the meson-nucleon system and where

xi and x2 are the fractions of the meson and nucleon momenta carried by the individual quark

and antiquark. This approximation is justified when the (anti)quark mass is small compared to

the centre-of-mass energy of the meson-nucleon system. Assuming valence quark-valence

antiquark fusion to be the dominant source of J/y-production, the structure function Uo

(section II.3) can be written for an isoscalar target as 119|:

2 0
2 2 -> Mvr c V (V) d ;

= P.co 7ta c . (Mv+Q2)2

if F?<n.S) fdr , ' n'P(Ti'.2)

with p(r|',s) the colour-averaged fractional momentum distribution of a quark or antiquark

with a given flavour in the vector meson V and F2^N (ri,s) the average of the charge structure

functions of the proton and the neutron [ 19|. In this calculation the vector mesons considered

are V = p and co with masses Mv and leptonic decay widths r e v (V). The elastic JA|/-fraction

of produced charmonium is here omitted. The strength of the coupling of a gluon to a

(anti)quark, given by a s , is usually taken at the energy scale given by the rest mass of the JAj/-

meson, i.e. as=as(MjA(,). The explicit expression of U2 provides a definite prediction of the

absolute cross section. The appearance of the valence quark distributions of the nucleon in the

cross section formula distinguishes between neutron and proton targets 119].
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11.6 THE PHOTON GLUON FUSION MODEL

In the framework of quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD), the (virtual) photoproduction of

charmonium can be described in lowest order of a s by a limited set of diagrams. These

diagrams describe the production of charmonium in terms of photon-(anti)quark-gluon

interactions. In the Weizsacker- Williams approximation, the cross section of muoproduction

of charmonium is obtained by folding these subprocess cross sections with the photon density

of the muon and the gluon wave density of the target nucleon 11 ]. The simplest scenario for

(virtual1) photoproduction of charmonium is the photon-gluon fusion (PGF) process, shown in

fie. 4.

Fig. 4

The diagrams of the photon-gluon fusion process.

The formation of a colour-singlet bound state JA|/-meson requires the exchange of at least one

other gluon. In the PGF model, this formation is assumed to be a soft process with constant

probability. As such, the secondary gluon does not affect the validity of the calculation of the

photon-gluon-fusion process. Consequently, the production process of JA|/-mesons is

restricted to the elastic and diffractive domain. The initial gluon is assumed to be induced by

the target nucleon, such that it carries a momentum fraction r\ of the nucleon. The gluon

density G(rj) of the nucleon is usually considered as a function of the momentum fraction r\

only. i.e. any evolution with the probed energy scale is neglected. The magnitude of the cross

section of the subprocess is integrated over the centre-of-mass energy interval

((mc+mc) \ (M of M5) 1 of the cc system.
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Assuming a negligible transverse component of the gluon momentum with respect to the

photon direction, the cross section for the y*N -> J/\]/N reaction can be written in the PGF

model as [20]:

J /1+B

- [ ( s 2 - Q2 )2+ 4 s n 4 ] B } (1 + eR) G (Ti =

1-B

S-MN

with s the centre-of-mass energy of the photon-nucleon system, mc and ec the mass and the

fractional charge of the charm quark, f the fraction of elastically formed J/\|/-mesons, K the

virtual flux factor (in this case : K = v - Q 2 / 2MN) and [5 = V1 - (mc + m^ f I s the speed of

either quark in the rest frame of the cc system relative to the speed of light. The ratio R of the

photoproduction cross sections for longitudinally and transversely polarised photons is given

in [20]. From this, R is found to be zero at Q2 = 0 and does not exceed 0.15 for Q2 > 0.

The introduction of transverse-momentum components of the initial gluon implies

additional dependences of the cross section on Pj and $1)121]. For real photons, the shape of

do/dP-r is identical to that of the transverse-momentum distribution of the initial gluon. No

freedom for a <[>D dependence is present, however. For virtual photons, the differential cross

section do/dPT becomes broader by a factor of 1 + 8P r with 5 given by f 21J:

g 2(l+2e)Q2

For small Q2, i.e. Q2 = 1 GeV2, the increase is of the order of a few percent. However, the

structure functions UTT and U[_T can now also contribute significantly to the cross section ]21].

The PGF model can be extended to include the higher order subprocesses yg—>cc g and

yq—>cc q, yielding predictions of the cross section which depend also on PT and z [22]. The

cross section of the reaction yN—>J/\j/X can then be expressed as a linear combination of the

gluon and quark distributions of the nucleon. Although the subprocesses involve two times

the coupling of a gluon to a (anti)quark or other gluon, colour rearrangement is not explicitly

treated but assumed to happen through the emission of a soft gluon. The complete set of

diagrams of the higher order contributions is shown in figure 5. A definite expression of the

structure functions U J J and U L J is obtained by the introduction of the higher order processes

122|.
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Fig. 5

The higher order diagrams of JA|/-production, according the photon-gluon fusion model.
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As Q2 goes to zero, the following diagram

will be the dominant graph. This is due to the parallel motion of the (virtual) photon and the

quark, which absorbs the photon energy such that it does not participate in the formation of a

J/y-meson. It is then suggested to reinterprete this diagram in terms of the hadronic

component of the photon [ 19|. As such, the diagram can be replaced by the two-step process:

the (virtual) photon couples to a light vector meson, which produces a JAjMneson via the Drell-

Yan mechanism. This two-step process is described in section II.5.

II.7 THE COLOUR SINGLET MODEL

A more rigourous description of the formation of a J/\|/-meson from the photon-gluon-

fusion process is provided by the introduction of a hard gluon which is emitted from the bare

charm-anticharm quark pair (23]. In the colour singlet (CS) model, the gluon in the final state

carries off the colour charge from the cc system in a well defined way. It is then possible to

represent the J/y-meson by a definite wave function, such that the final state cc system is a

colour singlet in = 1" state with specified mass.

In general, the wave function of a bound-state cc system depends on the total momentum

of the bound state and the relative momentum of the quark-antiquark pair. In a non-relativistic

picture, the wave function is sharply damped for relative momenta large compared to the quark

mass. For negligible binding energy, the J/vy-meson can be treated as a s-wave cc system with

each spin-l/2 constituent carrying half the mass and half the momentum of the J/y-meson. As

a result, the coupling strength of a cc system to a J/\j/-meson is specified by the amplitude of

the cc-radial wave function \|/(o) at the origin in momentum space and the appropriate spin

operator acting on the three helicity states of the J/y-meson can be expressed in terms of the cc

system. The magnitude of the cross section is then fixed by the orbital wave function. The

normalisation is related to the decay width of a J/y-meson into a \i+\i- pair. The diagrams of

the ygi -> J/v/g2 reaction are shown in fig. 6.
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Fig. 6

The diagrams of J/y-production according the colour singlet model.

The introduction of a second (hard) gluon implies that the four momentum transfer squared

between the photon and the J/vj/-meson is not constrained to zero. Consequently, the

expression of the momentum fraction of the nucleon carried by the initial gluon gains additional

dependences on Pj and z. The momentum fraction x can be expressed in the CS model as

[231:

x =
1

M N + 2 M N V - Q 2 z(l-z)

with syfg and sy*N the centre-of-mass energies of the photon-gluon and the photon-nucleon

system, respectively. At the limit where the emitted gluon is soft, i.e. z -> 1 and PT / (1 -z) -»

0, the expression for x resembles the one for the momentum fraction in the PGF model.

The gluon distribution in the nucleon is usually assumed to be probed at an energy scale

specified by the four momentum transfer squared t between the photon and the J/y-meson.

The strong coupling constant and the gluon distribution then enter the expression of the cross

section at the energy scale Mj*,, + 111. It is common to require a minimum momentum transfer

of 111 > 1 GeV2 |23|. The reason is that for smaller values of 111 the second gluon may become
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soft. i.e. carries little energy. This restriction is proven to be valid when z < 0.9 |23| .

Therefore, the CS model is applicable only in the inelastic domain of JA|/-production. In the

CS model, the cross section of the photo-reaction yN -»JAy'X can be written as |23|:

!/X) „ 8jratrc*e<J/vi0 z( l -z)Mj / v
= X(J(X) = x

dPydz

/

+

with re
+e-(JA|0 the leptonic width of the J/y-decay. The muoproduction cross section can be

obtained, neglecting the contribution of longitudinally polarised vinuai photons, by multiplying

da/dP ^dz with rT , the flux factor of transversely polarised virtual photons at the muon vertex
-» 2 -j

and with a VMD like propagator term (1 + Q'/Mllv)'-. Consequently, the obtained expression

for the cross section is factorised in a Q2 dependent term and terms depending on v, PT and z

only. A numerical comparison of the factorised expression and a complete expression of

muoproduction is presented in fig. 7 for incident muon energies following a gaussian

distribution centred at 280 GeV with a width of 0 = lOGeV |23,24|. In the latter calculation,

the kinematic variables of the JA|/-production process are generated as the invariants Q2, sy»g, t

and x. The photon energy v, the elasticity z and the transverse momentum PT are then

determined by the relations:

Z = ( S^g + t - Q2 ) / ( Sy*g+O2 )

Pj = -zt - Q2(l-z)z - M ^ d - z )

From fig. 7, it can be seen that the factorised and the unfactorised muoproduction cross

sections differ by less than 5r/e. As a result, the lengthy expression of the muoproduction

cross section 123,24,251 can be approximated by the simple expression of the photoproduction

cross section multiplied with the photon flux factor at the muon vertex and a VMD like

propagator term.
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The explicit description of the formation of the bound state cc system allows for a

definite prediction of the four structure functions UL. UT> U-TT and UL T |16|. For real

photons, the probability P(J=1, m=0) for producing longitudinally polarised J/\j/-mesons in the

Gottfried-Jackson system is given by |23|:

P(J = l, m = 0) = —

The photoproduction cross section yN -* J/\j/X does, according the CS model, not conserve

helicity.

A similar approach as in the CS model is used in the intrinsic charm (IC) model |26| . In

this model, the formation of a J/y-meson is described by the fusion of a charm (anticharm)

component in the nucleon and a anticharm (charm) component from gluon bremsstrahlung and

subsequent coupling to a bound state cc system. As such, the cross section of J/\|/-production

is proportional to the charm-quark distribution in the target nucleon. The set of diagrams of the

reaction yc—»J/\(/c is shown in fig. 8.

Fig. 8

The diagrams of the reaction yc—»J/\j/c.
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The IC model and the CS model can be directly compared on the subprocess level by the cross

sections of the corresponding reactions s(-yc-»JA|/c) and s(yg—>J/\(/g) . These cross section do

not involve the convolution with the (anti)charm and gluon distribution of the nucleon. For a

fixed centre-of-mass energy of the photon-nucleon system, these cross sections depend only

on the momentum fraction x of the nucleon carried by the (anti)charm quark and gluon,

respectively. The ratio of the cross sections obtained by the IC and CS model is shown in

fig. 9 |27|. The calculation is performed for real photoproduction at an energy of 200 GeV.

Fig. 9

The cross section ratio of the reactions s(yc-»JA|/c) and s(yg-»J/Vg).

From fig. 9, it can be seen that for x smaller than 0.3. the ratio is less than 20. This result can

be related to the simultaneous fit of the calculated gluon induced and charm induced cross

section of DD-meson production to the measured cross section of open charm production |27).

This fit revealed a charm component of less than 0.5% relative to the gluon component in the

nucleon at a 90% confidence level. As a result, for x < 0.3. the contribution of charm

components in the nucleon to the total cross section of J/ty- product ion is expected to be smaller

than 10%.
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II.K RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS AND THE FINAL STATE INTERACTION

In sections II.4-11.7. the muoproduction of J/y-mesons is reviewed in the one photon

exchange approximation. If the cross section is to be known more accurately, radiative

corrections to the muon current need to be considered. These corrections relate the true one

photon exchange cross section, presented as diagram a) in fig. 10, with a radiatively degraded

cross section. The most significant contribution to the radiative corrections arise from vacuum

polarisation, the vertex correction and internal bremsstrahlung, presented as diagrams

b) & c), d) and e) in fig. 10, respectively.

Fig. 10
Diagrams of the inclusive muon scattering process :

a) The one photon exchange diagram.
b) as a), with a vacuum polarisation of the exchanged virtual photon.
c) as a), with a radiatively degraded muon vertex.
d) & e) as a), with an additional bremsstrahlung photon.

The vertex correction and the vacuum polarisation do not depend on the target; these effects

enhance the true one photon exchange cross section by some 8%. The internal bremsstrahlung

involves the emission of a real photon, such that the observed kinematics differs from those at

the muon vertex. Consequently, the magnitude of the corresponding cross sections vary, with

a dominant contribution at the lowest Q2 and for the two extremes in v. For incoherent

processes, such as muoproduction of J/y-mesons on a target nucleon, the magnitude of the

bremsstrahlung depends on the nucleon form factors. The form factors are obtained from the

first order photon-gluon fusion model calculation |20). In the present calculation, the strong

coupling constant ocs is chosen to be a s = 0.3 and the gluon distribution is parametrised as

G(x) = 3/x (1-x)5. The calculated signal strength has been obtained by integrating the cross
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section of the reaction y*g —> cc from the charm quark mass mc up to the D-meson mass

with n\ chosen to be n\- = Mj/̂ ,/2 and Mfj taken from ref. |32|. In the calculation of the

radiative corrections the JAj/-fraction of produced channonium cancels out. The total radiative

correction arising from internal bremsstrahlung, vertex correction and vacuum polarisation is

given in table 2 as a function of y = v/E and x = Q-/2MNv. These correction factors are

presented as the ratio of the radiatively degraded cross section and the one photon exchange

cross section of muoproduction of J/y-mesons from a deuterium target at an incident energy of

280GeV [28|.

y

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Radiative correction

x 0.002

1.003

1.006

1.009

1.011

1.013

1.015

1.016

1.019

1.025

(

0

!

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

.004

.995

.001

.006

.010

.014

.016

.017

019

024

factor for th«

0.01

0.9S4

0.998

1.006

1.010

1.014

1.017

1.018

1.020

1.022

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Table 2

'. cross section

.02

979

992

004

011

014

017

019

019

025

0.04

0.974

0.990

1.000

1.006

1.014

1.014

1.019

1.021

1.025

of muoproduction

0.1

0.957

0.981

0.993

1.003

1.009

1.014

1.018

1.021

1.023

0.2

0.947

0.972

0.986

0.995

1.002

1.007

1.008

1.010

1.020

of JAf -mesons

0.3

0.936

0.964

0.978

0.987

0.987

0.989

0.995

1.003

1.011

0.4

0.928

0.951

0.959

0.967

0.974

0.981

0.987

0.992

1.005

The corresponding values for hydrogen do not differ more than \ck from those presented in

table 2. The cross section when determined in the ranges 0.001 < x < 0.1 and 0.2 < y < 0.85

yield radiative corrections of typically 1ch or less. The small varation of these correction

factors indicate no need for a dedicated calculation of the radiative correction factors for the

observed cross section a((iN -»(i'JAj/ X). For coherent processes, however, the magnitude of

the radiative correction factor of internal bremsstrahlung is amplified with the charge form

factor of the nucleus.

In introducing the kinematicd variables of the J/iy-meson. it is assumed that its

asymptotic momentum equals the nomentum right after its production. Actually, the final state

interaction (FSI) between the J/V|/-meson and the target fragmentation influences this

momentum. In the photon gluon fusion process, it is generally assumed that the JAy-meson is
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first produced as a pointlike quark-antiquark system, which then needs time to convert into a

meson. For sufficiently high momenta of the quark-antiquark pair, Ej/y > 80 GeV |29|, the

formation time is long enough to travel away from its source as a pointlike object. As a result,

the FSI is small enough such that the distonion effects on the momentum of the JAy-meson can

be neglected.

II.9 TWO-STEP PROCESSES IN THE REACTION (iN -+ n'J/\j/ X

The various models are so far applied to the direct production of J/y-mesons. Some

fraction of the J/y-signal might arise from a two-step process in which, e.g. a x-'"eson or a

Y|/'-meson is produced followed by its decay into the ground state JA|/-meson. In semi-

exclusive processes, these different sources of JA|/-production are indistinguishable. The

contribution of two-step processes to direct J/i|/-production depend on the production cross

sections of the excited charmonium states and the branching ratios of the decay into a J/v|/-

meson. Therefore, only the production of xcn. Xu- Xe- and V|/'-mesons, with branching ratios

of 0.7%, 27%. 14% and 55%, respectively [32] , need to be considered at muon-nucleon

centre-of-mass energies below' 100 GeV |30|. The production cross sections of excited

charmonium states can be obtained by the application of the models for JA|/-production.

In the pure vector meson dominance model, the coupling of a virtual photon to an excited

charmonium state implies a small shift in the position of the Q--pole. In addition, the

diffractive scattering process involves a bound cc state which is different from that of a J/i)/-

meson. However, both changes modify little the picture of the JA|<-produciion process and

therefore result in equal production rates of J/\j/, x and \|/'-me sons.

In the vector meson dominance model combined with the Drell-Yan mechanism and the

photon-gluon fusion model, bo'rh first and second order, the magnitude of the cross section is

obtained by the semi-local duality approach. In this, the production of different charmonium

states, below the mass of a DD-meson pair, occur with equal probability.

The ratio of production rates of i{/' and J/y-mesons. however, was found to be

19±4% (311. This disfavours the application of the above-mentioned models io ihe calculation

of the two-step processes.

In the colour singlet model, the formation of a JA(/-meson is treated by using a definite

wave function, such that the final cc system is a J* = I" state. A parity change implies the

introduction of a third gluon. thus reducing the cross section by a factor of as. Consequently,

the x-meson signal is suppressed. However, the xj/'-production involves only a modification

in the normalisation of the bound state wave function and the four momenta of the charm and

anticharm quark. For photon-nucleon centre-of-mass energies large compared to the rest mass

of the \|/-meson, the ratio of iy' and JAy-production is about 26% |23|, which agrees well with

the observed ratio. Therefore, the colour singlet model is used to estimate the contribution of
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the two-step process of V|/'-production and subsequent decay into a J/\|/-meson. In this model,

the cascade reaction generates an additional transverse momentum of

P-rS( M v - Mj/M, )" /4M^ = 0.1 (GeV/c) . Moreover, the residual decay particles carry

away energy such that the actual elasticity of the Vj/'-production is reduced to an effective

elasticity of the J/y-production process. Using the colour singlet model, two calculations were

performed : one corresponding to direct J/y-production and one corresponding to the two-step

process of y'-production and subsequent decay into a JA|/-meson, both for an incident muon

energy of 280 GeV. In the calculation of the latter one, a constant invariant mass distribution

of the nn pair and an isotropic angular decay distribution of the y'-meson in its rest frame

were assumed. In order to account for the total decay mode y'—»J/y+anything, the values of

the branching ratio of a y'-meson decay into a J/y-meson were taken to be

Br(y'—>J/yTt7t) = 50% and Br(y'-*J/yrp = 2.7%. The results of both calculations are

presented in fig. 11.
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Fig. 11
The cross section of muoproduction of J/y-mesons.

The solid curve corresponds to the direct process and the dashed curve
corresponds to the two-step process (see text).

From fig. 10, it can be seen that the two-step process of y'-production and subsequent decay

into a J/y-meson contributes only in the inelastic domain up to 15%. relative to the cross

section of direct J/y-production.
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11.10 SUMMARY

A general formalism of muon-induced JA|/-production is presented in section II.3. In the

one-photon-exchange approximation, the cross section of muoproduction of J/\)/-mesons can

be written in terms of two photon flux factors and four target response functions.

The application of the vector meson dominance model to muoproduction of JA|/-mesons

is presented in section II.4. In this process, the energy of the recoiling nucleus is small,

restricting the JA|/-production process to the elastic domain.

Various models, which describe the photoproduction of JA|/-mesons by the photon-gluon

fusion process (PGF), are reviewed in sections II.6 and II.7. The J/\(/-meson is then

considered as the ground state of a charm-anticharm quark pair. The PGF process involves the

coupling of a gluon to a quark. In the framework of QCD, this coupling is characterised by

as. In leading order of the energy scale, a s is given by 111 :

as(Q
2) =

(33-nf)xln(C?/A2)

with nf the number of quark flavours with a rest mass of the quark-antiquark pair (mq+ iriq)'

below the energy scale Q of the process and A the universal scale parameter. The strong

coupling constant is not constrained in the theory of QCD, but has to be determined

experimentally. For JA|/-production, the energy scale is generally assumed to be at the rest

mass of the JA|/-meson, implying nf = 4 (up, down, strange and charm flavours). The value of

a s is not well known since the scale parameter A is not determined accurately. The value of a s

is usually taken to be as(MJ/V) = 0.3 [23].

The simplest scenario of the PGF process is described in section II.6, which also

contains the extension to higher order diagrams. The PGF process itself does not describe the

cc system as a colour singlet state. The formation of a bound state JAf-meson then requires the

exchange of at least one other gluon. In both the first order and second order PGF model, this

formation is assumed to be a soft process. Consequently, the JAf-meson is produced fast

forward in the lowest order processes, i.e. in the photon-nucleon centre of mass system the

JA|/-meson moves parallel to the photon direction and all centre-of-mass energy enters its

kinetic energy. In the higher order diagrams, the contributions from quark and gluon

bremsstrahlung are considered. It was found that at low Q2, i.e Q2 < 5 GeV2, the diagram

of the dominant contribution can be reinterpreted as the following two-step process : The

virtual photon couples to a light vector meson and the JA|/-production takes place via a Drell-

Yan mechanism. This two-step process is described in section II.5. The photoproduction of

light vector mesons is traditionally interpreted in terms of vector meson dominance. The time-

like photon in the Drell-Yan mechanism is here substituted by a gluon. The momentum of this

gluon is picked up from both the light vector meson and the target nucleon, such that the J/V|/-
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meson does not carry away all the energy in the photon-nucleon system. Consequently, the

contribution of the VMD+DY process is restricted to the inelastic domain.

The colour singlet model is described in section II.7. In this model, the J/y-meson is

represented by a definite wave function, which describes the cc system as a colour singlet state

with )K = 1". For this description, the amplitudes of the reaction ygi -> J/yg2 are calculated,

in which the outgoing gluon is required to carry off the colour charge. For inelastic JA|/-

production, it has been shown that the process is hard. It is then expected that soft gluon

effects may be neglected.

Radiative effects on the J/i(r-production process are estimated to give rise to minor

corrections, typically around 2%. Little is known about the final state interaction between the

produced J/\|/-meson and the target fragmentation. The FSI is expected to be small, such that

the asymptotic momentum of the J/y-meson represents correctly its initial momentum.

In the framework of the colour singlet model, the contribution from the production of V|/'-

production and subsequent decay to a JAy-meson has been estimated to be less than 15%.
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Ill EXPERIMENT

III.l THE M2 MUON BEAM LINE

During the period 1978-1990, experiments on deep-inelastic muon scattering have been

performed using the M2 muon beam line at the CERN Super Proton Synchroton (SPS) see

Rruring the bombardment of a production target with 450 GeV protons. These high energy

protons are obtained through a complex of accelerators at the CERN site (fig. 1). The primary

acceleration of protons takes place in a linear accelerator the (LINAC). After a short storage in

the BOOSTER, the protons are injected and accelerated further in the CPS (Central Proton

Synchroton) and finally accelerated to 400 GeV in the SPS. The cycle of the SPS is fixed to

16 seconds.

Fig. 1

CERN accelerator facility.
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Protons for the muon experiments are extracted during a spill of approximately 2 s and

transferred to the production target. This target consists of a 50 cm long beryllium cylinder.

The produced pions and kaons traverse a 600 m long decay channel composed of a regular

array of alternately focussing and defocussing (FODO) quadrupole magnets. At the end of the

decay channel, hadrons are removed by a l()m long beryllium absorber. A material with low

proton number was selected to minimise multiple scattering of muons. The measured pion to

muon ratio after this absorber is N(7C+)/N(fi+) < 10~5 at a muon momentum of 280 GeV/c.

The muons are then transported through several bending magnets for momentum determination

to the experimental hall (NORTH EXPERIMENTAL AREA, fig. 1). In order to reduce the beam

halo, a system of magnetic collimaters is used to deflect unwanted muons outside the beam

envelope. The measured rate of halo muons traversing veto hodoscope V3 and the

downstream hodoscope H4 (see fig. 2) amounts to about 7% of the total beam flux at a muon

momentum of 280 Ge V/c. The muon rate in the spectrometer per incident proton on the 50 cm

Be production target is 1.8 x 106 for this muon momentum. The beam profile at the position

of the experimental targets has a width of 40 mm (rms) in the horizontal direction and 30 mm

(rms) in the vertical direction. During the data taking in the period 1986-1990, an average

intensity of 1.5 x 107 (i+/s of 280 GeV/c muons was obtained during the spill. The

momentum band of the beam muons was Ap(|i+)/p(|i+) < 5% (rms).

III.2 GENERAL FEATURES OF THE NMC SPECTROMETER

The apparatus of the New Muon Collaboration (NMC) is an upgraded version of the

forward spectrometer, which was used by the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) in the

experiments NA2, NA9 and NA28 [ 11. A complete description of the EMC spectrometer can

be found in ref. 2. A schematic view of the NMC spectrometer is shown in fig. 2. The

spectrometer has a large acceptance for scattered muons and also detects hadrons and electrons

produced in the forward hemisphere. Good energy and angle resolution is obtained by using

high precision wire chambers and a long lever arm.

The large gap (height x width x length = 1 x 2 x 3 m3) of the forward spectrometer

magnet (FSM) in combination with high resolution proportional chambers (P0C, PV1, PV2

and P0D) in front and large drift chambers (Wl, W2, W4 and W5) behind, offers large

acceptance with good momentum resolution. Proportional chambers (PI, P2 and P3) inside

the magnet provide the information for tracking of charged particles through the magnetic field.

A momentum resolution of Ap(n+)/p(|U+) = 0.5% (FWHM) is obtained. Muons are identified

by the presence of their trajectories behind a 2 m thick iron absorber. Large drift chambers

(W6 and W7) positioned behind this absorber are used to reconstruct these trajectories. The

angular acceptance of the spectrometer is ± 8° in the bending plane (horizontal) for scattered

muons with an energy of E^1 > 15 GeV and 15° in the vertical plane.
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Fig. 2

The NMC spectrometer (horizontal cross section).

An electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter (H2) is placed in front of the 2 m thick iron

absorber wall. The response of this calorimeter to shower particles provides information to

identify hadrons and electrons |2,3|. The H2 calorimeter, as well as the scintilllation

hodoscopes (H1H, HI V, H3H, H3V and H4H) do not cover the central region through which

the beam passes. In addition, all wire chambers, except the P0 chambers, are made

insensitive in their central region covered by the beam, in order to resist beam intensities as

high as 5 x 107 |i/s. A complete list of scintillation hodoscopes and wire chambers is given in

table 2a and table 2b, separately.

A specially designed target setup has been built in order to measure the ratio of cross

sections for two different target materials with minimal systematic error. For this purpose, two

target sets are used, each containing two (or more) segments with different materials. The two

sets differ only in the ordering of the target segments with respect to the beam direction. Both

target sets were alternately exposed to the beam. As a result, the ratio of cross sections for the

two target materials can be determined without precise knowledge of beam flux and

spectrometer acceptance.
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Two different setups for the hydrogen/deuterium (19X6-19X7) and tin/carbon (1988)

runs have been used, both are shown in fig. 3. The surface densities of the target segments are

given in table 1. The tin targets are made up of various slices along the beam direction, such

that the target segments of tin and carbon cover the same length.

DEUTERIUM HYDROGEN

BEAM !
HYDROGEN DEUTERIUM

B M B POB POC

CARBON TIN CARBON TIN

BEAM

TIN CARSON TIN

BHB POB

CARSON CONCRETE

POC

Fig. 3

Experimental target setup. Above hydrogen/deuterium 1986-1987.
below tin/carbon 1988.
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Segment

Position

1 (Jura)

2 (Saleve)

Segment

Position

1 (Jura)

2 (Saleve)

Table 1
Target densities in

UPSTREAM

D2 48.6

H2 21.2

1 11

C 142.7 Sn 149.1

Sn 149.2 C 142.8

g/cm2

C

Sn

DOWNSTREAM

H2

D2

III

143.6

149.3

21.2

48.6

IV

Sn 149.2

C 143.2

The tin/carbon setup is used in combination with an active calorimeter and a passive absorber

in front of the FSM. The active calorimeter is used to impose additional requirements onto the

on-line event selection and the passive absorber removes most of the hadronic background

accompanying the scattered muon. As a result, the trigger rate is reduced and the selected

events contain a clean sample of deep inelastic scattered muons.

A set of beam hodoscopes (BHA and BHB) were placed in front of the targets fo

measuring the position and direction of the incoming muons. The incident muon momentum is

measured in the beam momentum station (BMS). During the experimental runs, the beam was

monitored by dedicated beam-sampling triggers. The beam flux was determined off-line to an

accuracy of ± 27c by using the information obtained from these triggers.

Fast (200 ns) on-line event selections are made by triggering only on events that satisfy

certain predefined hardware conditions. The triggering on scattered muons is provided by the

response of fast hodoscopes (V123 and HI34) which are subjected on-line to hardware-

electronic conditions (section III.5). In this way, the total trigger rate can be brought down to

an acceptable level for the data acquisition. The trigger activates the data acquisition which

reads out the equipment and stores the data into a large buffer before writing them to magnetic

tape. Data acquisition and recording on tape progress in parallel during spill. Between spills,

all remaining data are stored on tape and data samples of complete events are copied and sent to

programmes for monitoring the experiment. As a result, the dead time of the data acquisition is

less than 30% with some 500 triggers per spill and on average 1600 words of 16 bits per

event.
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Equipment

BMS
BHA
BHB

V1.5
V2
V2.1
V3

H3.9

H1H
HIV
H2
H3HC>
H3V
H4HC>
H5A
H5B

HI1

H3'
H4'

x-position
(m)

-170, -80
-17.0

-10.5 (-1I.31")

-16
-12

-14.5
-15

14

2.5
2.7

8.7 - 10.2
12.5
12.8
18.5
19.0
19.0

8.6
15.2
20.3

Table 2a
List of NMC hodoscopes
Plant-

configuration0'

4Y
T'VTTZZYY
YYZZTTTT

Id)
Id)
Id)
Id)

Y

Y
Z

>l)

Y
Z
Y
Z
7.

Y
Y
Y

Number of
elem. per plane

64
20
20

4
4
4

96

1

IX
36

40.20.20
23
48
29
5
4

24
24
32

Element
thickness (cm)

2.0
0.41
0.41

1.0
0.5
0.5
2.0

2.0

0.5
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

Element sizea)

(y x zcm2)

(10-60) xO.5()
8.0 x().41
8.0 x().41

70 x 70
25 x 25
25 x 25
50 x UK)

100 x 30

250 x7
7 x 130

280 x28
390 x 15

15 x34()
500 x 15

(1.5-8) x2()
(1-6) x20

50 x 1.4
50 x 1.4
50 x 1.4

a) The x-axis is defined along the beam direction. The vertical and horizontal direction arc along / and y,
respectively, such that the (xyz) system is righthaiuled. The origin is at the centre of the FSM.

b) For the tin/carbon target setup, 11>8K.
c) Hodoscope planes are split up in two halves covering the leli-haml (Jura) side and the right-hand (Saleve)

side.
d) The various elements are constructed in different orientations.
e) T^ pbnes of strips inclined ± 45" with respect to y-axis, in which Y and Z correspond to the orientation

of the strips.
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Wire
Chambers

P0A
P0B
P0C
P0D
P0E

PI
P2
P3

P4A
P4B
P4A
P5B
P5C

PV1
PV2

Wl
W2
W3

W4A
W4B
W5A
W5B
W6A
W6B
W6C
W7A
W7B
W7C

x-position
(m)a»

8.3
- 6 . 6 ( - l l . ( ) b >)

-1.7
-2.0
2.5

-1.5
-0.3
-0.3
6.8
7.2
7.5
7.8
8.1

-2.5
-2.1

2.7
3.0

7.0
7.3
7.6
7.9
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5

Table 2b
List of NMC wire chambers

Plane
configuration^

T+T+YYZZTT
TT+YYZZTT
TT+YYZZTT
ZZT+YYTZZ

T+T+YYZZTT

ZYT
T+YZ
T+YZ
YT
YT+

YT
YT+

YT+

T+YT-Y
YT+T+TTY

TYT+ZTYT+Z
ZTYT+TYT+Z
NOTOPHRATIONAL

YYZZ
TT-YY
ZZTT
YYZZ

ZYT ZYT
ZYTYZYT
ZYT ZYT
ZYZYT

ZYT ZYT ZY
ZYZYT

Sensitive area
(yxz m2)a>

0 14.4 cm
0 14.4 cm
0 14.4 cm
0 14.4 cm
0 14.4 cm

1.8 x0.8
1.8 x().8
1.8 x0.8
0.9 x 0.9
0.9 x 0.9
0.9 x 0.9
0.9 x 0.9
0.9 x 0.9

1.5 x 1.0
1.5 x 1.0

2.2 x 1.2
2.2 x 1.2

5.3 x 2.6
5.3 x 2.6
5.3 x 2.6
5.3 x 2.6
2.9 x 3.5
2.9 x 3.5
2.9 x 3.5
3.5 x 4.3
3.5 x 4.3
3.5 x 4.3

Wire or drift
space (mm)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.02
2.02
2.02
2.02
2.02

2.00
2.00

20.0
20.0

40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0

a) The x-axis is defined along the beam direction. The vertical and the horizontal direction are along z and
y, respectively, such that the (xyz) system is righthanded. The origin is at the centre of the FSM.

b) For the tin/carbon largct setup, 1988.
i) T^T' planes of wires inclined 20°-6()':' with respect to y-axis. in which Y and Z correspond lo the

orientation of the wires.
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III.3 DETECTION OF THE INCOMING MUON

Two sets of fast scintillation hodoscopes are used to measure the momentum (BMS) and

separately the position and direction (BHA BHB) of the incoming muons. A schematic view

of these scintillation hodoscopes and bending magnets involved is shown in fig. 4. The BMS

consists of four hodoscope planes with each 64 elements, 5 mm wide and 20 mm thick. The

large thickness and small width provide high detection efficiency combined with good position

resolution. The element lengths vary corresponding to the beam size. At high beam

intensities, it is necessary to resolve multiple beam tracks by accurate time measurements

within the BMS and relative to the beam hodoscopes (BHA and BHB) in front of the target.

For this purpose, precision time measurements are made for each hodoscope element to an

accuracy of 3(X) ps (rms).

Beam muon momenta are evaluated using a dedicated Monte Carlo simulation procedure.

In this procedure, beam tracks are generated over the full beam phase space and the response in

the four hodoscope planes is calculated. From a multidimensional least-squares fit, a

parameterisation of the muon momentum us a function of the hodoscope hits is extracted. This

parameterisation is then, in turn, used to calculate the momentum of each detected beam track.

By this procedure, the incident muon momentum is determined to an accuracy of Ap(p.)/p(u.) <

\°/c (rms).

V15 V3 V21 V2

vertical bends

momentum measurement

0 D
D 0 ?

BHB

position and angle
measurements

100m

Fig. 4

Beam momentum station and the beam hodoscopes.
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The position and direction of ihe incoming muons is measured by the set of beam

hodoscopes. The beam hodoscopes are divided in two subsets BHA and BHB, each with

eight planes in four orientations. Each plane consists of 20 elements. 4.1 mm wide and 4.1

mm thick. To improve the spatial resolution, pairs of planes are combined in such a way that

the elements have 50% overlap. The four orientations of the hodoscope planes are to resolve

ambiguities from high multiplicities. The hits in the various planes of the beam hodoscopes are

used to fit straight track segments upstream of the targets. The large distance of 7 m between

BHA and BHB provides an angular resolution of 0.3 mrad (rms) for these track segments.

The position resolution, perpendicular to the beam direction, is 1 mm (FWHM). By

combining the information obtained from the response of the BMS and the beam hodoscopes

(BHA and BHB), the incident muon position, direction and energy are determined.

A special case is provided by the use of the P0B chamber. For the experimental runs

with the hydrogen/deuterium targets, this chamber was placed in between the two target cells.

The response of the P0B chamber is then used to improve the reconstructed track parameters

(direction and position) of the incoming muon when the observed origin of the scattering

process (vertex) is downstream of this chamber. For the experimental runs with tin/carbon

targets, however, this chamber was moved to a position in front of the the targets. Therefore,

its response is then always used in combination with that of the beam hodoscopes.

The beam intensity is monitored on-line by the hodoscope H5. This hodoscope is placed

at the downstream end of the spectrometer and it consists of two planes. These planes are

segmented in such a way that the muon rate per element is minimised (< 1()7 \x/s). A schematic-

view of the two planes is shown in fig. 5.

60 30 10 30 60 80 15 15 80

Fig. 5

Configuration of the hodoscope elements in H5. On the left H5A, on the right H5B.
The width of the elements is in mm.

To suppress (random) background, a coincidence between the signals of the two planes

is required. The coincident output signal is multiplexed and stretched to different time lengths.

Within the corresponding time intervals, the life signal of the data acquisition is recorded by

sealers. The dead time of the data acquisition is determined on-line from these sealer counts.
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III.4 DETECTION Of" THE SCAITERED MUON AND THE PRODUCED FINAL STATE

PARTICLES

Different parts of the spectrometer are used to detect the scattered muon and the produced

final state particles. Upon passing through the large gap of the FSM, the detected charged

particles are momentum-analysed by their deflection in the magnetic field. The muon

trajectories through the spectrometer extend to beyond the 2 m thick iron absorber. Therefore,

muon detection is initiated by the response of the large hodoscopes (H3H,H3V and H4H) and

the large drift chambers (Wft and VV7) positioned behind the iron absorber (fig. 6).

H4H

H.U7H3H

H1V/HIH

SM

TARGETS

POB POCtill
POD

PV12 PI 2.1 W12

P45/W45 H2

Fe
Absorber VV(S7

Fig. 6

Detector modules used for reconstruction of muon trajectories.

A preliminary extrapolation using straight-line fits in the W67 chamber modules is made

to the W45. P45 and W12 chambers in front of the absorber. The proportional chambers P45

cover the inefficient central part of the W45 drift chambers and provide high resolution in

combination with a short time gate, thus removing out-of-time tracks. Uncorrelated hits

originating from (random) background or other particles are eliminated by choosing a suitable

road width for the extrapolated trajectory. A simple parameterisation of the magnetic field is

then used to continue the search inside and upstream of the FSM and to associate hits in the

P3, P2, PI, P0D, PV2. PVI and P0C chambers. Again the distances between the associated

hits and the reconstructed trajectory are subjected to selection criteria in order to reject

uncorrelated hits. Likewise for the reconstruction of the incoming muon. the response of the

P0B chamber is used in a special way. For the experimental runs with the hydrogen/deuterium

targets, this chamber was placed in between the two target cells. Its response is then used to
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improve the reconstructed track parameters of the scattered muon when the observed origin of

the scattering process is upstream of the chamber. Otherwise, its response is used in the

reconstruction of the incoming muon (section III.3).

In contrast to muons, hadrons and electrons are absorbed in the H2 calorimeter in

combination with the 2 m thick iron wall. Therefore, the reconstruction of their trajectories

starts upstream of H2 by searching for those remaining hits in the W45 and P45 chamber

modules, which were not used for the reconstruction of the muon trajectories (fig. 7). This

search is continued upstream in the W12 and P0E chambers. The P0E chamber covers in

addition the central region of the spectrometer. From here on, the reconstruction is similar to

that of the muon

POD POE
PVI2 PI 23 W12

Fig. 7

Detector modules used for reconstruction of final state hadron and electron trajectories.

A special treatment is required for those particles which remain in the near-beam region.

These particles traverse the insensitive inner part of the P45 chamber modules, which is

covered by the P0A chamber. Their trajectories are reconstructed by the dedicated P0-

processor which is described in chapter V. As a result, the reconstruct .i of particle

trajectories covers the complete area from the near-beam region to the outer pa: of the W45

chambers.

The precision of the momentum determination depends on the lever arm of the track

segments in front of and behind the FSM and the deflection in the magnetic field. Upon

passing through the iron absorber, the amount of energy loss and multiple scattering depends

on the momentum of the muon. Therefore, the response of the large drift chambers W6 and

W7 behind the absorber is not used in the momentum determination.
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The momentum resolution for unions hadrons and electrons can be parametrised by \2\:

Ap(n,Ji,e) / p(u.,Jt.e) = ( 14 + 0.73p + 240/p ) x 1(H ,

with the momentum p expressed in units of GeV/c. For particle trajectories reconstructed by

the response in the P0-chambers only, the momentum is determined to an accuracy of Ap/p <

2% (RMS). For an average muon momentum of 200 GeV/c, this accuracy is compatible with

the parameterisation of the muon momentum resolution.

The track angle of a particle upon leaving the target is directly determined by the

reconstructed track coordinates in the various wire chambers. In this way, the angular

resolution depends on the available length of the lever arm and the spatial resolution of the wire

chambers. In the horizontal (bending) plane of the FSM, the track angle is determined only

from the reconstructed track coordinates in the wire chambers in front of the magnet

(P0D,PV2,PV1 and P0C (P0B)). A further constraint is provided by a spline fit using track

coordinates in front of, inside and behind the magnet. In this way the angular resolution

becomes better than lmrad (mis, x-y plane). In the vertical plane, the lever arm extends to

beyond the FSM. The angular resolution in the vertical plane is better than 0.3 mrad (rms, x-z

plane).

III.5 ON-LINE EVENT SELECTION BY HARDWARE ELECTRONICS

In a high-countrate environment, fast on-line event processing is essential for the

selection of deep-inelastic scattering events from background due to halo muons and other

sources. For this purpose, an event selection based on hardware electronics is made which

reduces the number of events to be processed per spill by the data-acquisition system to an

acceptable level. The acquisition system used in this experiment is able to operate up to a rate

of 1000 events per spill. The event selection is based on predefined requirements, which are

imposed on the signals from the hodoscopes by fast electronics. The output of the electronics

provides the trigger which activates the data-acquisition system. The data-acquisition system

reads out the various parts of the equipment and stores the data on magnetic tape. An important

feature of the on-line event selection is its ability to select a predefined kinematical range in

(Q2,v). The physics trigger Tl, operates on the signals from the large hodoscopes H1H,

HIV, H3H, H3V and H4H and the veto counters VI.5. V3, V2.1 and V2 (fig. 2). The veto

counters are used to reject halo muons and the large trigger hodoscopes are used to impose

target pointing and kinematical constraints on the scattered muon. A scattered muon causes

correlated hits in all trigger hodoscopes upon passing through the spectrometer. These logical

correlations are checked by coincidence matrices |4|. Hadrons and electrons are stopped in the

iron absorber and do not cause a response in the hodoscope planes H3H, H3V and H4H. The

signals from these hodoscope planes are therefore used to identify the scattered muon from
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other final-state particles. A schematic picture of the logic of trigger Tl, designed to react on

the scattered unions, is shown in fig. 8.

VETO COUNTERS

HORIZONTAL
TARGET
POINTING

H^H

Tl

Fig. 8

Logic of trigger Tl.

The two matrices MO and Ml act as one large matrix. The imposed correlations between the

signals from HIV and H3V select from all trajectories originating from the target those with a

limited horizontal deflection in the magnetic field of the FSM. The maximum deflection is
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defined by the range of accepted H3V signals for a given HIV signal. As a result, a low-

momentum cut on the detected particles is active in the online event selection. Matrices M2 and

M3 select simultaneously tracks with target pointing in the vertical plane. Finally, matrix M6

rejects those remaining tracks which pass through the central region of the spectrometer.

Consequently, only panicles with a certain minimum opening angle to the beam direction upon

leaving the target are accepted. This selection of the scattered muon imposes a lower Q2 cut on

the scattering process through the relation Q- = 4EE'sin2(0/2). The matrix M7 acts in a similar

way for less-energetic muons by a displacement of its angle cut to the bending side of the

FSM. Events resulting from muon scattering with large energy transfer v and small scattering

angle 9, are thereby rejected. These events correspond to high y (= v/Eu in the laboratory

system) > 0.9 and small Q-. In this domain, the cross section for real photon emission

dominates the cross section of deep-inelastic scattering. As a result, the acceptance to radiative

events is minimised by the imposed hardware selection.

In a similar way, trigger T2 selects events using the signals of the relative small

hodoscopes HI', H3' and H4' close to the beam instead of those from the large hodoscopes.

Its logic is partly processed by programmable logic units (PLU's), which act as coincidence

units without time resolution. The timing is then provided by matrix M8, which imposes

correlations between HI' and H4'. The application of trigger T2 extends the overall

acceptance of the spectrometer towards smaller Q-. A list of trigger definitions is given in table

3.

In parallel with Tl and T2, sampling the scattering processes, other triggers are used.

Dedicated beam triggers are used to sample the beam during the experimental runs. The

information obtained by these triggers is used to calculate the beam flux off-line. Selected hits

in the beam hodoscopes BHA and BHB provide the signals for the beam sampling triggers T3

and T4, respectively. In addition, a random trigger T10 has been developed to calculate the

effective beam flux without knowledge of the efficiencies of the beam hodoscopes and the

BMS (section III.6). During the experimental runs, dedicated triggers were used to select data

samples providing input to alignment procedures (T5, T6, T7 and T8 : with M4 acting on H4H

and H3H), efficiency determination of trigger hodoscopes (Tl 1 and T12) and background

studies (T9) . These triggers are usually prescaled in such a way that their rates are small

compared to the rates of the physics triggers. For special alignment runs however, higher rates

are used to obtain large data samples with the required conditions in a short time. A special

trigger Tl 3 is used to read out the sealers at the beginning and the end of each spill.

During the 1986-1987 data taking, multi-muon events were sampled by the standard

trigger Tl, reacting on either final state muon. In the off-line analysis, multi-muon events were

identified by more than one trajectory in the large drift chambers behind the iron absorber.
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Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

T10

T i l

T12

T13

Tl

T2

T14

T15

TabJe 3

List of NMC trigger definitions

(MO+M1 )»M2»M3»M6»M7«IV

(H r*H3')pL(j»(H2'«H3')pLU#M8»IV
IS

I (BHAT2a\i)
IX

I (BHBZ2a),i)

H5A»H5B
10

I (HlHi)«H3.9«V1.5

I (H3Vj)» I (M4j)
i = 2 5 i — 1 2T7«IM4«H3V»V3

Pulser

Random

V3«H3H or V3-H4H

V1.5»H3' or V1.5»H4'

Start-of-burst / End-of-burst

1988 Tin/carbon target setup

(M0+Ml)»M2»M3«M6Lclt«M7«rVb)»CALORC)

(MO+M1 )»M2»M3«M6Right»M7»SVb)»CALORC)

(Hr«H31)pLU»(H2'«H31)pLu*M8*IVb)«CALORC)

(MO+M 1 ) . (N M 4>2)»(NH3V>2)»(N H IV^6)» IVb)

Physics trigger

Physics trigger

Beam flux

Beam flux

Beam monitor

Deflected beam alignment

Near beam halo alignment

Far beam halo alignment

Background studies

Beam flux

Efficiency determination

Efficiency determination

Sealer readout

Physics trigger

Physics trigger

Physics trigger

Multi-muon trigger

a) Index 2 refers to ihc second plane with specified orientation (table 2a).
b) In order to avoid vetoing by backscattering from the target, V2 is excluded.
c) A certain minimal energy deposit in the active target calorimeter is required.
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In 1988, a specially designed trigger T15 was implemented in order to select multi-muon

events on-line during the experimental runs with the tin/carbon target setup. In these runs, the

active-target calorimeter condition was imposed on the standard trigger Tl, which made this

trigger less suited for multi-muon analysis. A schematic view of the logic of trigger T15 is

shown in fig. 9.

Veto counters
Muon

Beam

MULTI MUON TRIGGER

A N IHPUT » 6

3 N INPUT » 2

C N KPUT * 2

Fig. 9

Trigger logic of trigger T15.

The veto signal (A in fig. 9) for high multiplicities N > 6 in HI V rejects large shower events

originating from the passive absorber behind the target. The "zacken-box" (B in fig. 9) is a

multiplicity unit acting on the signals from the H3V hodoscope. It selects events with two or

more distinct clusters NCLUSTER S 2 [5j. A single cluster is defined as a combination of hits

resulting from one or more neighbouring hodoscope elements firing simultaneously. The

multiplicity requirement on clusters then resolves the effect of too high a multiplicity counting

caused by a single high momentum particle accompanied by 8-electrons. As a result, the
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zacken-box accepts only two or more muon signals in H3V separated by at least one non-firing

hodoscope element. Matrices MO and Ml are used in the same way as for the standard trigger

Tl, requiring at least one particle in the event with sufficient momentum. The outputs of M4

are subjected to a multiplicity logic (C in fig. 9) accepting events with two or more tracks with

vertical target pointing. Simultaneously, a minimum opening angle in the non-bending plane of

the FSM between both tracks is requhed. Events with three final state muons having small

opening angles correspond to the kinematics of small Q- and P T . In this kinematical domain,

coherent trident production dominates the multi-muon production. Therefore, the minimum

angle cut supresses the events originating from trident production.

The physics triggers Tl and T2 were adopted to the tin/carbon target setup by including

the active calorimeter response in the trigger logic (lower part of table 3). A minimum hadronic

energy deposit in the active absorber was required in order to select deep-inelastic scattering

events from the high (coherent) background of radiative events. The matrix M6 was split in

two parts (left and right). In this way, two physics triggers Tl and T2 could operate in parallel,

only differing in their effective angle cut. The original trigger T2 was then redefined as trigger

T14. The matrix M4 was also split in two parts, one part operating on trigger T15 and the other

part on triggers T7 and T8.

The data obtained by the physics triggers (Tl, T2, T14 and T15) provides then the

information about the deep-inelastic scattering process and the J/y production process.

III.6 OFF-LINE DATA EVALUATION

The kinematics of the deep-inelastic scattering processes is reconstructed in the analysis

from the momenta of the incoming and scattered muon. In addition, hadrons and electrons

produced in the forward hemisphere can be analysed. A diagram of the various programmes of

the analysis chain is shown in fig. 10.

The analysis starts with the programme PHOENIX, which reads the raw data stored on

magnetic tape. These data contain the response of the various detector modules to particles

which traversed the spectrometer. The response is stored as wire number for proportional

chambers, as drifttime for drift chambers and as strip numbers for hodoscopes. For the

hodoscopes BHA, BHB, H1H, H3V, H4H and H5 also time information is available. The

strip numbers, wire numbers and drift times are translated into coordinates according the

alignment and calibration of the various detector modules. The precise information about the

(relative) alignment and calibration of the detector modules is obtained by the use of the

reconstruction procedures in PHOENIX on dedicated input data (section III.7). These

coordinates are used for paitern recognition of the trajectories of the incoming and scattered

muon together with the final-state particles. The incoming muon is detected in the beam

hodoscopes BHA and BHB.
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Diagram of the NMC analysis chains.

The scattered muon is identified by the presence of its trajectory behind the iron absorber and a

response in all trigger hodoscopes. If both the incoming and scattered muon are detected in the

event, the complete track finding procedure is activated. Otherwise the event is rejected. When

all track candidates are found, a preliminary reconstruction of the trajectories is made. The hits

in the various detector modules, which are used for the reconstruction of these trajectories are

subjected to certain minimum requirements. The number of planes fired in different

orientations must satisfy a predefined minimum for each detector module. As a result, the input

to the final track fit contains a redundant set of coordinates whereas tracks built up by (random)

background hits are suppressed.
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The final fits of the tracks are made in the programme GEOMETRY. At this point, all

track candidates are found and an array of coordinate vectors for each panicle trajectory is

written to an intermediate data storage together with the original information of the event. The

coordinate vectors of beam tracks are input to a straight-line fit procedure. The energies of the

incoming muons are calculated from the response of the BMS. The coordinate vectors of the

scattered muon and the produced final state particles are input toquiniic spline fit procedures in

two orthogonal planes |6|. An iterative procedure is adopted to reject hits which are not

consistent with the parameters of the fitted track. New coordinate vectors are set up and the fit

is repeated. The momenta of the fitted tracks are derived from the deflection in the magnetic-

field of the FSM. The complete parameterisation of the field map is used to determine the

momentum of each track [6]. The identification of muons is improved by linking tracks

through the iron absorber including a description of energy loss and multiple scattering [7|.

The response of the trigger hodoscopes to the identified muons is subjected to a dedicated

trigger processor. This processor simulates the on-line hardware trigger for each individual

muon trajectory. As a result, ambiguities from high multiplicities in the trigger hodoscopes are

removed. When a muon fulfils the off-line trigger requirement, an attempt is made to fit a

vertex to an incoming muon track, otherwise the event is rejected. A similar procedure was

used to process the multi-muon data obtained by the use of trigger T15. In this case the trigger

processor simulates the on-line hardware trigger for all identified muons simultaneously,

therefore requiring at least two muons to be reconstructed.

Input to the vertex fit are the single track-fit results of the incoming, the scattered muon

and the produced final state particles. The vertex fit procedure constrains a common point by

minimizing the y} on the track intercepts. The track parameters are then improved in the

constrained fit. Various vertex fits are made using different combinations of single track fit

results. To avoid ambiguities, hadrons (and electrons) are first disgarded in the vertex fit, since

they suffer more from multiple scattering. Vertex fits are therefore made using only the track-fit

results of the incoming and the scattered muon, i.e. like-sign muons (vertex type 1). The same

procedure is repeated with track-fit results of both like-sign muons and opposite sign muons

(vertex type 2). Hadron (and electron) tracks, which pass within a maximum distance of

closest approach to the muon vertex, are then used to fit a common vertex (vertex type 3). If no

vertex is found with a like-sign muon, a fit is attempted using the track-fit results of opposite

sign muons (vertex type 5). A special case is provided by the decay of short-lived particles, so

called Vo, into a Tt+n" pairs, corresponding to a secondary vertex outside the target (vertex type

4). A description of the different vertex types classified by the programme GEOMETRY is

given in table 4:
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Table 4
Description of vertex types (GEOMETRY)

1. In and outgoing muon have the same charge.

2. As 1, in addition muons with opposite charge.

3. As I, in addition hadrons, electrons and other muons.

4. Panicle decay (Vo), corresponding to secondary vertex outside the target.

5. In- and outgoing muon have opposite charge.

When a vertex is found, all track parameters are calculated at this common point including a

description for multiple scattering and energy loss. Otherwise, the event is rejected. For the

calculation of multiple scattering only elastic muon-nucleus scattering is considered, whereas

for the calculation of energy loss the experimental values dE/dx of (8| are used. The

description of the various materials which are traversed along the fitted trajectory is taken from

the alignment file (section III.7). As a result, the momenta of all particles are calculated at the

common vertex. The choice of the common vertex is in order of priority, vertex type 3, 2, 1

and 5, respectively. The output of GEOMETRY is again an intermediate data storage and

contains the fitted track and vertex parameters, the arrays of coordinate vectors obtained by

PHOENIX and the raw event data. At this point in the analysis chain, the maximum of

reconstructed geometrical and kinematical information is available together with the original

information of the raw data. This terminates the reconstruction stage of the analysis, the

following stage is the processor stage.

The processing of the data is performed by the programme SNOMUX. The way data are

processed in SNOMUX is chosen on the basis of the physics analysis. For the analysis of the

nucleon structure functions, presented by the left-hand chain in fig. 10, a beam processor is

activated in SNOMUX. This processor adds flags to the beam track parameters to indicate

whether the beam phase space, i.e. track slope, radial position and timing, falls within

predefined windows. These flags are introduced to the beam track parameters of the physics

triggers and of the beam sampling triggers T3, T4 and T10. In parallel, beam trigger

processors for T3, T4 and T10 decode the data for the beam flux calculation. A similar

processor for hodoscope H5 processes the data of H5. The output of the H5 processor

provides a cross check of the beam flux calculations. A sealer processor is activated to decode

the start-of-burst and end-of-burst records. Those records contain information for each spill.

Finally the data are compacted and written to an intermediate mini-DST (data summary tape).

The mini-DST are read in by the programme SNOMIN. The mean activity of SNOMIN

is the transformation of the variable length ZBOOK data structure |9) to a fixed length common

block data structure. The event selection in SNOMIN is performed by the following

requirements:
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a) The scattered muon satisfies the software trigger requirement.

b) The event contains a reconstructed vertex.

c) The beam track survives all cuts on the beam phase sp^ce.

d) The scattered muon survives a minimum momentum cut.

The micro-DST output of SNOMIN contains all kinematic information about the deep-inelastic

scattering process and information about the reconstruction of the incoming and the scattered

muon. The final analysis is done in the programme MICRO. This programme calculates the

beam flux for the analysis of the absolute structure functions. The beam flux calculation is

based on the analysis of the random trigger T10, which has been active during time T parallel

to the physics triggers. By counting the number of reconstructed T10 beam tracks

NRECONS(TIO) inside a fixed software time window ATsoFT. 'he muon effective flux FBEAM

can be determined from the total number of triggers NJRIGGER in time T:

FBEAM = N R E CONS(T10) X T / ATSOFT X NTRIGGER •

By sampling in parallel with the physics triggers, one includes the dead-time of the data-

acquisition in the calculated beam flux from trigger T10. By the application of the same beam

reconstruction requirements for trigger T10 as for the physics triggers, the calculated beam

flux is automatically corrected for the efficiencies of the beam hodoscopes BHA and BHB and

the BMS. Therefore, the beam flux FBEAM can be used to normalise the experimental cross

sections without knowledge of the reconstruction efficiency of the incoming muon and without

knowledge of the dead-time of the data-acquisition. This beam flux is then also used to

normalise the differential cross sections of J/y-production.

The determination of the alignment, calibration and efficiencies, presented in the third

column of fig. 10, is described in sections 111.7 and III.8.

For the analysis including the hadron reconstruction, the H2-processor can be activated

in SNOMUX. This processor decodes the data of the H2 calorimeter and identifies hadron and

electron showers.

For the analysis of J/ij/-produc!ion, presented in the second column in fig. 10, the P0-

processor is implemented in SNOMUX (chapter V). This processor reconstructs the

trajectories of particles in the near-beam region passing through the P0E and P0A chambers.

A JA|/—meson is most likely produced from the scattering of a incident muon by a small angle.

It was found that in 65% of the events the scattered muon remains in the near-beam region. Its

trajectory is then reconstructed by the P0-processor. The full kinematics of the J/Vj/-production

process can be analysed from the momenta of the incoming, the scattered and both the J/\y-

decay muons.

To the hydrogen/deuterium data obtained by using of the standard trigger Tl during the

period 1986-1987, a multi-muon selection procedure has been applied before activating the
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P0-processor (fig. 10). Multi-muon events were then selected by requiring at least two

reconstructed track segments in the large drift chambers W6 and W7 behind the iron absorber.

This selection procedure was not necessary in the analysis of the tin/carbon data obtained in

1988 by the use of the multi-muon trigger T15 (section III.5). Multi-muons events were

already selected on-line by the dedicated trigger and checked off-line by the corresponding

trigger processor in GEOMETRY.

In the analysis of J/\j/-production, SNOMUX terminates the processor stage. After

compaction of the ZBOOK data structure 11()|, SNOMUX writes the selected data to the final

data storage. An event selection has been applied by requiring:

a)

b)

c)

The

The

The

event

event

event

satisfies

contains

contains

the software trigger requirement.

a reconstructed vertex.

at least three reconstructed outgoing panicles.

The final data still contain the information about the momenta and trajectories of the incoming

and the scattered muon and the produced final state panicles. This information is then used for

the final track identification of multi-muon events. The track identification is performed by the

programme TWEETY. The main feature of TWEETY is the algorithm to identify the JAj/-decay

muons and the scattered muon from the set of final state particles. This set contains muons,

hadrons and electrons. Iti order to prevent misidentification of muons as hadrons or electrons,

all particles are included in the algorithm under restricted conditions on their momenta. These

conditions are chosen such that the JA|/-signal is maximised compared to the background. The

algorithm stans by looking up all identified |i+|i" combinations requiring the momenta of each

muon to be larger than 10 GeV/c. This requirement rejects low-energy muons originating from

pion decay. All combinations are scanned and for each combination the invariant mass of the

|a+(i' pair is calculated : see fig. 11, left-hand side. In less than \% of the events, multiple

combinations result in an invariant mass inside the mass window of |2.9, 3.31 GeV/c^. In

these events, the combination resulting in an invariant mass closest to the rest mass of the i/\\i-

meson is selected. A |U+ji~ pair is accepted only when the invariant mass is inside the JA|/—

resonance peak. For such an accepted |a+jj." pair, a search is made for the scattered muon.

When no accepted H+\i~ pair is found, all combination identified as p.te^ or n±n + with

p(e,7t) > 50 GeV/c are used in the same procedure ; see fig. 11,right-hand side, which is then

followed by the search for the scattered muon. When still no combination is found resulting in

an invariant mass inside the mass window, the event is rejected. No attempt is made to

reconstruct the J/V)/-product ion process from the J/\j/-decay into a e+e~ pair. The background to

this process is too large compared to the JA|/-signal.

The scattered muon is selected from the remaining set of outgoing particles, which have

the same charge as the incident muon. In this selection procedure, priority is given to panicles

identified by GEOMETRY or SNOMUX (P0-processor) as muons, such that at least two out

of three outgoing panicles are known as such. For elastic JAf-production, there is no room for
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additional particles and consequently, only one candidate remains. However, the processes in

which the JA|/-meson does not carry away more than 90% of the photon's energy leave room

for more than one candidate. Such events contribute to 10% of the total number of inelastic-

events. In order to include these events in the analysis, a further selection procedure is

activated in which the scattered muon is chosen on the basis of its energy and scattering angle.

In this, the candidate with the highest energy is selected, requiring that its energy is at least

50% higher than the energy of any other candidate. Otherwise, the scattered muon resulting in

the smallest scattering angle is selected. This selection procedure follows the behaviour of the

cross section as a function of these quantities. Here, the momentum requirement for muons is

p(jx) > 15 GeV/c and for hadrons or electrons p(e,rc) > SOGeV/c. If no scattered muon is

found, the event is rejected.
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Fig. 11
Invariant mass of opposite-charged particle track pairs.

On the left: Track pairs identified as M+fr.
On the right : Track pairs identified as ^ e * or ^n*.
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For the hydrogen/deuterium data, the on-line trigger is rechecked by the programme TWEETY

taking only into account the response of the trigger hodoscopes to the selected muons, such

that the background in the on-line trigger is removed. This procedure was not active for the

tin/carbon data because the specially designed multi-muon trigger acts on the correlations

between the muon trajectories and therefore all muons are processed always simultaneously in

the off-line trigger processor. The dominant source of background to the J/y-production is

trident production 1111. Trident events are most likely to be produced at low photon energy v

(=E-E' in the laboratory system) and with the elasticity parameter z ( = |E|i++E|1] / |E-E'] in

the laboratory system) close to unity. However, before the photon parameters are

reconstructed from the momenta of the incoming and the scattered muon, the algorithm selects

the JA)/-decay muon candidates. Consequently the true scattered muon can be misidentified as

a decay muon. As a result, the remaining candidate for the scattered muon has only little

energy and gives rise to high photon energy v, typically v > 240GeV, whereas the elasticity

parameter z remains close to unity. In order to reject this source of background, a high v cut

ecuj (v) is applied, excluding this region. The set of cuts introduced to suppress the

background in the experimental data, is listed in table 5.

Table 5

List of cuts

P(|i) decay >

P(7r,e) decay >

P(\x) scattered >

P(n,e) scattered >

v <

10

50

15

50

240

GeV

GeV

GeV

GeV

GeV

In order to determine the target segment in which the event took place, the position of the

vertex is reconstructed. The distribution of the reconstructed vertex positions along the central

beam direction is shown in fig. 12. Beside the cuts listed in table 5, a window is applied to the

invariant mass of the decay muon pair. For the hydrogen/deuterium data, this window was set

at [2.9, 3.3| GeV/c2. For the tin/carbon data, this window was enlarged to 12.8, 3.4) GeV/c2

in order to include the copious multiple scattering inside the target.
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T

Fig. 12
Distribution of the reconstructed vertex positions along the beam direction summed over both

target positions. The boxes represent the positions of the actual target segments
Above : The hydrogen/deuterium target setup. Below : The tin/carbon target setup.

From fig. 12, it can be seen that a good vertex resolution is obtained. As a result, the

association of events to the wrong target segment gives rise to corrections less than 1% and as

such, no corrections are applied.
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Finally, TWEETY calculates the experimental J/y-production rates normalised to the

beam flux calculated by the programme MICRO and corrects these rates for the different target

densities.

An analysis similar to that of the experimental data is performed on the generated Monte

Carlo data, presented by the right-hand chain in fig. 10. In the Monte Carlo programme, the

response of the apparatus to the generated particles is simulated by the calculation of their

trajectories through the spectrometer. In this calculation, the alignment and efficiencies of the

various detector modules are applied. The same alignment parameters as used for the analysis

of the experimental data, are taken. The efficiencies of the wire chambers are also calculated

using experimental data. A detailed description of this analysis is presented in chapter IV. The

results of this analysis are used to calculate the acceptance of the spectrometer and to correct the

experimental counting rates for this acceptance.

All information, i.e. beam flux, J/y-production rates and spectrometer acceptance is

combined to calculate the measured cross section for JAj/-production.

III.7 GEOMETRICAL ALIGNMENT AND CALIBRATION

In order to enable particle-trajectory reconstruction to sufficient accuracy, it is necessary

to obtain precise information about the (relative) positions of the various detector modules of

the spectrometer. The measurement of the positions of the detector modules by optical survey

forms the initial step. The information from these measurements is improved by using

reconstruction procedures inside the programme PHOENIX on dedicated input data. Such

data have been obtained during experimental runs by triggering on beam halo muons while the

FSM was switched off. Consequently, these data contain straight muon trajectories over a

wide range of distances from the beam line. In this alignment procedure, the distances

between preliminary fitted tracks and the closest hit in each detector plane are collected in

histograms. The resulting distributions are then centred around zero by correcting the position

parameters of the corresponding detector modules. This alignment procedure is then iterated

whenever needed. In this way, the alignment of the detector modules is determined to a typical

precision of 0.2 mm (rms) perpendicular to the beam direction.

Other alignment data are taken by using a low-intensity deflected beam. The beam is

then deflected by the last dipole magnet in front of the spectrometer while the FSM is switched

off (fig.2 ). The beam muons then pass both the beam hodoscopes (BHA and BHB) and the

sensitive region of the large drift- and proportional chambers (W12, P45 and W45). The beam

hodoscopes and the large chambers can then be directly aligned relative to each other. By the

operation, in addition, of the alignment procedure on data sampled by the standard physics

triggers with the FSM switched on, such that particle trajectories with large deflection angles

are analysed, the positioning of the detector modules along the beam direction is determined to
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an accuracy of ±1.5 mm. In a similar way, all time sensitive detectors are calibrated

beforehand.

Finally, checks on the alignment parameters are made by the programme GEOMETRY.

These checks provide second order corrections for optimising the alignment parameters.

Similar checks are made by the P0-processor in SNOMUX, in order to tune the alignment

parameters of the P0-chambers relative to the large drift and proportional chambers.

The alignment parameters are stored for each data taking period in a database and referred

to as : alignment file.

III.8 DETERMINATION OF THE EFFICIENCY OF THE APPARATUS

In order to simulate accurately the response of the apparatus to particles, it is necessary to

describe the detailed behaviour of each detector module and to incorporate this behaviour in the

analysis. Both alignment and inefficiency determine the overall track reconstruction probability

and therefore the acceptance of the apparatus.

The efficiency of the trigger hodoscopes is calculated using the programme PHOENIX

with dedicated input data. These input data are such that the muon trajectories contained in the

sample cover the full size of the trigger hodoscope planes. For this purpose, the on-line event

selection of the efficiency trigger Tl 1 requires a response in the large veto wall V3 and the

trigger hodoscopes H3H or H4H. The response in H3H and H4H is required alternately by

changing automatically the Tl 1 logic between two successive experimental runs. The two

different Tl 1 requirements then provide for each trigger hodoscope unbiased data samples to

determine the efficiency. The programme PHOENIX is then adopted to reconstruct track

segments without using the response of the trigger hodoscopes. The various track segments,

only reconstructed from the response in the wire chambers, are extrapolated to the hodoscope

planes. The hodoscope strip closest to the predicted position is then selected. The hodoscope

strip efficiency is determined by the ratio of the number of detected responses and the number

of predicted responses. If no response is detected, however, the adjacent hodoscope strip

closest to the prediction is selected. As in the experiment, the hodoscope strips overlap with

their neighbours. In order to reject uncorrelated hits the distance between the edge of the

hodoscope strip and the prediction is subjected to a window. If a response is detected in this

hodoscope strip, the result is used to calculate the efficiency of this strip. Otherwise, the result

is used in the efficiency calculation of the original strip.

The efficiency of wire chambers are determined in two steps. In the first step, the size of

the active region is determined to great precision, discarding local inefficiencies from chamber

edges, dead regions, support wires and aging, In the second step, the efficiency of the active

region is calculated by the programme SNOMUX. For this purpose, a dedicated efficiency

package can be connected to SNOMUX. The programme then selects tracks which fulfil the

minimum plane requirements for the track reconstruction ignoring a certain preselected plane.
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The efficiency of this plane can then be determined by the ratio of the number of tracks in the

selected sample which include a hit from the selected plane under the normal conditions of

track reconstruction and the total number of selected tracks:

Number of tracks including pre-selected plane
Efficiency of wire plane = •

Total number of selected tracks

In order to compress the amount of information, the efficiency per hodoscope strip is taken

constant and the chamber efficiencies are parametrised. No evidence was found for position or

rate-dependent inefficiencies of the hodoscopes. Under the assumption that the chamber

response behaves isotropically around its dead region, the efficiency can be parametrised by a

radial-dependent efficiency only. However, local inefficiencies have been observed in drift

chambers near the sense wires. Therefore, the total efficiency of drift chambers include a

dependence on the distance between the track and the closest sense wire.

Finally, all information about efficiencies of the various detector modules is stored for

each data taking period and is referred to as : efficiency file.
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IV MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF J/y-EVENTS

IV. 1 INTRODUCTION

For the determination of the JA|/-production cross section from the experimental data, the

acceptance of the apparatus was calculated using a dedicated Monte Carlo simulation. This

simulation describes the complete kinematics of the detected JA|/-production processes and the

response of the apparatus to the produced particles. In the analysis of the data, the vertex and

the kinematical variables of the JA|/-production process were reconstructed from the trajectories

and the momenta of the incident, the scattered and the J/vj/-decay muons. Consequently, for the

Monte Carlo simulation to be representative, the same kinematic variables are generated. The

generation of these quantities is according to such probability distributions that the Monte Carlo

data represents statistically the gross features of the expected cross section. For this purpose,

the NA37 Monte Carlo code THEtvIC 111 was used in combination with a specially designed

J/\|/-generator.

The simulation starts with the generation of an incoming beam muon and a longitudinal

coordinate of the interaction point. The track of the beam muon is then extrapolated to the

interaction point. At this vertex, the J/v|/-generator is activated and generates values of all

kinematic variables describing a muon-induced production of a J/vj/-meson. The momenta of

the scattered muon and the muons of the J/\j/-decay are calculated from these generated

kinematic variables. The response of the apparatus to the produced particles is simulated by the

calculation of the muon trajectories through the spectrometer. In this calculation the hits in each

detector module are recorded. The detection efficiency of the apparatus is applied by removing

randomly hits with the local detection inefficiency. The response of the apparatus is then

stored together with the values of the generated kinematic variables. The response of the

trigger hodoscopes is checked by the trigger processor, which simulates the experimental

trigger conditions. The calculated response of the apparatus.to the generated Monte Carlo

events , accepted by this trigger processor, is then subjected to the same analysis as the

experimental data. This analysis provides fit results of the momenta and tracks of the generated

particles. These results are then used to reconstruct the kinematics of the J/\j/-production

process. A detailed comparison of the successfully reconstructed Monte Carlo data with the

experimental data is made after folding out the probability distributions of the generation and

folding in the (observed) cross section. In this, the probability functions of the generation are

substituted by a suitable cross section. Consequently, the J/y-production cross section can

only be obtained in the detected domain of kinematic variables and for the experimentally

selected JA|/-decay mode JA|/-»|i+|U\
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To obtain total JA|/-production cross sections, it is essential to estimate the contribution of

the excluded, i.e. not-observed, cross section as a function of all kinematic variables. The

values of the total cross section can then be obtained from the known branching ratio of a J/y-

decay into a |O.+ja pair: 6.9 ± 0.9% |2|. A model prediction is preferred to a parametrisation of

the experimental data. The latter must be extrapolated to the undetected domain to cover the full

range of kinematic variables, whereas a model can be directly applied to the full range of

kinematics, provided that it describes the measured data in the accepted range accurately.

Therefore, the experimental data are directly compared with the successfully reconstructed

Monte Carlo data after folding in a calculated cross section. Good agreement was found

between the experimental data and a simplified calculation of the cross section with the colour

singlet model ( section 11.7). In this, the accepted range of kinematics covers some 50% of the

total J/vj/-production cross section. Total cross sections of the JAj/-production are obtained by

defining the acceptance of the apparatus as the ratio of the reconstructed and the generated

Monte Carlo data weighed with this calculated cross section.

1V.2 GENERATION OF THE VERTEX

The vertex is defined as the interaction point inside the target where the scattering of an

incident muon on a target nucleon takes place. The probability for a deep inelastic scattering

process is constant along the longitudinal position within the target. Therefore, in the Monte

Carlo generation, vertices are distributed equally between the front and the back of a target

segment. Only the longitudinal position of the vertex is generated, since the transverse

coordinates are provided by the extrapolation of the beam track to this longitudinal position.

As different target segments were exposed simultaneously to the beam during the experimental

runs, the vertices of the various Monte Carlo events are distributed over the target segments in

proportion to the densities of the corresponding target materials.

IV.3 THE INCOMING MUON

The incoming muon is defined by its position, direction and energy. For the measured

data, the energy was calculated from the response of the beam momentum station (BMS) and

the position and angle in the beam hodoscopes (BHA, BHB). The reconstructed beam track

was then extrapolated from the beam hodoscopes to find the point with the nearest approach to

the scattered muon. The result of this procedure then defined the interaction point of the

incoming muon with the target.

In the Monte Carlo simulation the incoming muon and the vertex are generated. Different

transverse positions (y, z) and transverse directions (dy/dx, dz/dx) of the incoming muon are
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generated at the fixed longitudinal position of the beam hodoscope BHA. The energies are

generated corresponding to the experimental incident energy spectrum. Five gaussian

functions were adopted for the probability distributions of the generation of the energy (E^),

position (y,z) and direction (dy/dx.dz/dx). The values of the width and centre of each gaussian

function are given in table 1. The values of target position and orientation were measured by

the surveyors (section III.7).

E

y
2

dy/dx
dz/dx

Table 1
Beam profile parameters

Centre

280 GeV

yiargct
zlargci

(dy/dx)mrgcl

0

a

1.4 GeV

0.01 m

0.01 m

0.005

0.005

After the generation of the incident muon and the longitudinal position of the vertex, the

beam track is extrapolated to this vertex. During extrapolation the effects of multiple scattering

and energy loss are taken into account. As a result the parameters of the incoming muon are

defined at the generated interaction point.

IV.4 MUON-PHOTON-MUON VERTEX

The process of scattering of the incident muon by the emission of a virtual photon is

defined as the muon-photon-muon vertex. The virtual photon y* can then be described by the

invariant energy and mass transfer squared v, -Q2 and the azimuthal angle <|)y» of the virtual

photon direction in the plane perpendicular to the incident beam track, in which :

v = M,
^ B E -E and

V cos6 ,

with PN, Pu a nd Pu' fhe four momenta of the nucleon, the incident and scattered muon and 6

the scattering angle. For the experimental data, the virtual photon parameters were calculated at

the fitted vertex from the directions and energies of the incident and scattered muon. In the

Monte Carlo simulation, the virtual photon parameters are generated and the scattered muon

momentum is calculated from the incident muon and generated virtual photon parameters.
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Before generation of the virtual photon, limits are applied to the values for v and Q2. A

lower limit on the photon energy VLOW = (Mj/yc2)2/2MNC2 is chosen such that sufficient

energy is provided in the final state for the production of a J/vy-meson with a rest mass Mj/y

from the virtual photon -nucleon interaction, in which MN is the rest mass of the nucleon. The

upper limit vyp = Eu - muc2 is determined by the requirement that enough energy is left for

the scattered muon. Within these limits, the energy transfer v is generated according to a

constant probability distribution. After generation of the photon energy, limits on the mass

transfer squared -Q2 are defined by considering the extreme cases of forward (8 = 0°) and

backward (0 = 180°) scattering. The lower limit on the generated Q2 is then set by taking

e = 0 ° - Q a ) W = 2(m f lc
2)2 +2E^ER. - 2VE^ - (rn^c2 )2 V E J . • (m^c2)2 . The upper

limit is set in the same way by taking 8 = 180°. This limit however, usually comes out to be

large, typically Qyp = 400 GeV2, whilst no measured data are found above Q2 = 20 GeV2.

Therefore, a user-defined upper limit on the generation of Q2 is introduced. Throughout the

present analysis, the limit on the maximum value of the generated Q2 was set to 18 GeV2.

Between the lower and (chosen) upper limit, Q2 is generated according to a probability

distribution e'0-5 ^2, with Q2 in GeV-. As a result, the events are concentrated at low Q2.

Finally, the azimuthal angle 0y is generated isotropically within its full range.

I V.5 VIRTUAL PHOTOPRODUCTION OF THE J/y-MESON

The production of J/y-mesons in virtual photon-nucleon interactions is described by the

energy fraction z, its transverse momentum P-r with respect to the virtual photon and the

azimuthal angle 0D of the J/\|/-nieson direction in the plane perpendicular to the virtual photon

direction, in which

= ^ ^ ^B *hll and
4 * P N V

1 - 1 -I

P^ = [EJAt, / v

with Ej/y the total energy of the J/\|/-meson, 0rj the angle between the J/\j/-meson and the

virtual photon direction and 0D = 0,7t corresponding to the J/y-meson directions in the muon

scattering plane.

In the experimental data, a JA|/-meson was detected from the reconstruction of its decay

muon momenta. The JA|/-production kinematics were then determined from the reconstruction

of the incident and scattered muon momenta. In each event of the Monte Carlo simulation, a

J/\|/ meson is generated and its decay into a u+u pair is treated explicitly. Before the generation

of the J/y-meson, limits on the energy fraction z and transverse momentum squared Pj are

applied. By definition, the maximum value of z is unity whereas z must be at least Mj/yC2/v.

The energy fraction z is generated between these limits according to a probability distribution
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e-2(i-/)( s u c n that most events correspond to elastically produced J/vj/-mesons. The limited

values for the transverse momentum squared PT are obtained by longitudinal (6D=0°) J/y-
2

production with P T , L O W = ^
 a n d by transverse production ( 9 D = 9 0 ° ) with

P j up= E"j/V - (MjyyC2^ . In the measured data however, J/y-mesons are found to have PT <

10 (GeV/c)2, whilst their energies are typically Ej/y = 80 GeV, corresponding to PT UP ~

6400 (GeV/c)2. Therefore, a user defined upper limit of P^, UP = 10 (GeV/c)2 is applied.

Between the lower and (chosen) upper limit, P T is generated according to a probability

distribution e °-3 ' \ with PT in (GeV/c)2. As a result, the events are concentrated at low P T .

The azimuthal angle §Q is again generated isotropically within its full range.

IV.6 DECAY OF THE J/y-MESON INTO }1+\1-

In the rest frame of the J/y-meson, the energies of decay muons originate from the

restmass of the J/y-meson only, i.e. E^+cm= E(I-
tm = - MJ/H,c2 and their directions of motion

are opposite. In this frame, the J/\|/-meson decay into a \i+\i- pair is described independent of

its production by a polar angle 9(j and an azimuthal angle 0,j. The reference axis (Gj = 0) can be

determined by the direction of the J/\|/-meson in the photon-nucleon centre of mass system.

For unpolarised J/y's, the decay-muon distribution is isotropic. Therefore, the polar angle 6d

is generated between 0 and n according to a probability distribution cos 8<] and the azimuthal

angle §$ is generated between 0 and 2n with a constant probability distribution. Finally, the

energies and directions of the decay muons in the laboratory system are obtained by the

appropriate Lorentz transformation.

IV.7 TRACKING THROUGH THE SPECTROMETER

In order to simulate the response of the apparatus to the J/y-production process, the three

outgoing muons from the generated Monte Carlo events are propagated through the

spectrometer. The outgoing muon momenta are defined at the generated interaction point, the

vertex, inside the target. The scattered and both the J/y-decay muons are then tracked

individually from the vertex through the apparatus. Their trajectories are bent in the field of the

forward spectrometer magnet (FSM) according to the strength of the magnetic field. The

magnetic field strength is described by a parametrisation of the measured magnetic field of the

FSM [3]. The same description is used for the spline fit in the track reconstruction by the

programme GEOMETRY. From the spline fit, the momentum of the reconstructed particle

track is calculated. During the track propagation, multiple scattering and energy loss are

applied to the track parameters in order to simulate the effects of the same processes for

reconstructed tracks of the measured data. For the calculation of multiple scattering, only
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elastic muon-nucleus Coulomb scattering is considered, whereas for the calculation of energy

loss, the experimental values dE/dx of |4| are used. The description of various materials,

which are traversed during the [rack propagation is taken from the alignment file, which is

described in section III.7.

After track propagation, the track coordinates are digitised and translated into hits for

each detector plane. For this purpose, the description of individual detector modules is used to

invoke the resolution and detector alignment. This description is again provided by the

alignment file. The hits then correspond to wire number, timing value and strip number for

proportional chambers, drift chambers and hodoscopes, respectively. Hits are then subjected

to the efficiency programme. This programme rejects hits randomly according to the

description of detector inefficiencies. This description is obtained by a parameterisation of the

measurement of detector efficiencies and is provided by the efficiency file (section III.8).

Information about the response of the trigger hodoscopes is then entered into the trigger

processor. The trigger processor contains a description of the trigger logic of the experiment.

It processes all combinations of hodoscope hits through the corresponding logical structure and

returns a final trigger response. When a positive trigger response is returned, all information

belonging to the current Monte Carlo event is recorded. This information then covers the

generation of variables and the response of the apparatus to the outgoing tracks. These events

are subjected to the full analysis chain (section III.6). When a negative response is returned

from the trigger processor, only the information about the generated variables is recorded.

These events are flagged for identification as being not accepted by the trigger processor. An

example of the result of the full analysis chain on a generated event is shown in fig. 1. The

trajectories of the generated panicles are represented by dashed curves and the reconstructed

trajectories are represented by solid curves. The trajectories of the two JA|/-decay muons are

completely reconstructed and therefore the dashed curves overlap with the corresponding solid

curves. The scattered muon, however, is reconstructed up to the front of the the H2

calorimeter, i.e. no link is made to the large drift chambers behind the iron absorber.

Consequently, the particle is misidentified as a hadron or electron. To established complete

event topology of the J/y-production process, trajectories of hadrons and electrons are included

in the analysis under restricted conditions of the momenta (section III.6).

No additional tracks have been generated besides the three final-state muons. It was

found that in the identification of the J/\j/-decay muon pair, multiple combinations of accepted

track pairs occur in less than 1% of the events and in the identification of the scattered muon,

multiple candidates occur in less than 10$ events (section III.6). Therefore, the effect of

particles accompanying the scattered and both the JA|/-decay muons on the determination of the

acceptance is assumed to be small, since their trajectories only interfere at the level of track

reconstruction efficiencv.
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TARGETS FSM W12 P45 H2 Fe W67
W45 Absorber

Fig. 1
Schematic view of generated (dashed lines) and reconstructed (solid lines) particle trajectories.

Above : top view, below : side view.

IV.8 DETERMINATION OF ACCEPTANCE

The acceptance for the J/\|/-production processes as a function of the kinematic variables

was calculated from the results obtained by the full analysis chain on the Monte Carlo data. In

order to describe the physics properties corresponding to the detected J/y-production process,

weights are assigned to the Monte Carlo events. These weights incorporate the cross section at

the generated conditions with their probability distributions. For this purpose, the weights are

treated as a function of the generated variables {X|,..,XJ,..,XN) with their corresponding phase-

space factor. The cross section can be integrated implicitly over some variables, thus leaving a

subset x = {xi,..,xj,..XM }(M<N). For each Monte Carlo event, phase-space factors pjand

generation volumes Vj are introduced to describe the way in which values for xj are generated.

The inverse phase-space factors 1/pj correspond to the probabilities for generating the

given values within the volumes Vj, i.e. if rj is the random number in the interval [0,l>

providing a value for XJ according a certain probability function, then pj=drj/dxj.
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Consequently, the summed products of phase-space factors and generation volumes

X T-'zr are normalised to the total number of generated events. Differential cross
evcnisPj v j

sections can then be calculated numerically by weighing each Monte Carlo event individually

with the value of an analytical function describing the cross section given at {X|,..,XJ,..,XM|

divided by the product of phase-space factors, pj. The differential cross section can be

represented by binning the weighed Monte Carlo data and dividing the bin contents by its width

and the total number of generated events. Ideally, the product of the values for cross section

and inverse phase-space factors is constant. Practically, the weight fluctuation is minimised.

As a result, the weighed error on the numerically calculated cross section is minimised for a

given number of Monte Carlo events. At the level of generation, the kinematic variables are

treated independently by fixing their probability functions for generating their values. In the

calculation of the cross section however, cross-tenns of the kinematic variables are present and

therefore the weighed error exceeds the statistical precision.

In order to obtain total cross sections from the detected data, the contribution of the

excluded, i.e. not-observed, cross section is estimated by the colour singlet prediction. As a

test, the measured data are directly compared with the successfully reconstructed Monte Carlo

data after folding in the calculated cross section from this model prediction. In order to

calculate the acceptance, the dependence of the observed cross section on the kinematic

variables must be described accurately by the model, whereas the normalisation of the model

cancels.

With a good description of the measured data, the acceptance of the apparatus at the

condition |X|,..,XJ,..,XM), abbreviated to (XJ), can be formulated as:

A « x ; | =
(dx) M

d^b , i
N GENERATEDI X , I — I x = x 11 Pi

(dx)M '

with A{xj)

NRECONS|Xj;Xkj

H X = X.

(dx)M

Pi
NGENERATEDIXJ}

the acceptance at condition {XJ},

user defined switches on kinematic variables {XJ},

the number of Monte Carlo events reconstructed at condition

(xj) whilst generated at condition {xk(,

the differential cross section calculated at condition (xi},

the inverse phase-space factor for generation of variable XJ and

the number of Monte Carlo events generated at condition {XJ}.
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The generation volumes and the total number of generated Monte Carlo events cancel in the

ratio and are therefore not explicitly entering in the acceptance calculation. The switch

ECUT{XJ) has been determined from the experimental data by optimising the true J/y-signal to

background ratio and by excluding regions of poor counting rates (acceptances). The quantity

NRECONs(xj!xk) contains the information of the fit results from the analysis chain on the Monte

Carlo data. It can be factorised as:

:
 xk) = x £.sOFTWARElxk} * EAPPARATUs{xk) X NGENERATED(xkK

with P{xj;xk) : Correlation function describing smearing of kinematic variables x^ i.e.

probability of reconstructing a Monte Carlo event at condition {XJ)

whilst generated at condition (x | j ,

^SOFTWARE (xk} : Software reconstruction efficiency (PHOENIX,GEOMETRY,SNOMUX) and

^APPARATUS I xk) '• Detection efficiency, probability of a positive trigger response in the

Monte Carlo data under condition {x^}.

Rather than determining the individual quantities P{XJ;X|<}, £soFTWARElxk) and

£APPARATUs{xkK the quantity NREcoNs{xj;xk} has been deduced directly from the analysis

chain including track, vertex and momentum fit of the generated particles trajectories.

In order to determine the £CLnixj}> the acceptances are first evaluated taking only the

ratio of the number of reconstructed events and the number of generated events. Minimal

energy cuts are applied on the detected particles depending on their reconstruction identity

(section III.6):

P(H)decay ^

P(t,e)decay ^

P(^)scattered ^

P(rt,e)SCattered ^

lOGeV

5OGeV

15GeV

5OGeV

In fig. 2, these acceptances are shown.
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Acceptances obtained by the ratio of the number of accepted and generated events.
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From fig. 2 it can be seen that the overall acceptance is about 25%. This fraction

includes the track reconstruction inefficiency and the energy requirement on the outgoing

muons. It can also be seen that for v < 60 GeV the acceptance is poor. This is a

consequence of the low detection efficiency for J/y-decay muons with small energy.

Therefore, an additional cut ECUT(V) is applied on the reconstructed events to exclude this

region. For the same reason, the outer regions of cos(Od), i.e. lcos(8cj)l > 0.95 and the region

z < 0.2 are excluded. Smearing effects are included by chosing the limits of the highest z-bin

to be 0.95 and 1.1. In order to cause a positive trigger response in the event, it is sufficient

that one outgoing muon leaves the target with such an opening angle that its trajectory survives

the angle cut of Tl. As a result, the acceptance as a function of Q2 and PT is constant. The

inclusion of the P0-chambers in the track reconstruction of the scattered muon extends the

acceptance of the spectrometer towards small scattering angles (6=0°) and consequently

towards small Q2. The rectangular shape of the sensitive area causes the acceptance to depend

strongly on the azimuthal angles around the beam direction <j>j (i=l,3) of any final state , nuon.

However, the azimuthal angle 0D is defined as a relative angle between the lepton scattering

plane and the il\f production plane. Therefore, the acceptance of the spectrometer as a function

of (|)D is constant.

IV.9 CROSS SECTION

The cross section can be obtained by considering two steps in the reaction process. The

first one concerns the virtual photon emission from the scattering of the incident muon. This

process is governed by the electromagnetic interaction and can be rigorously calculated in the

framework of QED. From this calculation, the muon-photon-muon vertex can be characterised

by two photon flux factors I \ (Q2,v,E,,) and Pr (Q2,v,Eu) (section II.3). The factors I \ and

Vj correspond then to the probability of emitting a longitudinally and transversely polarised

virtual photon, respectively. The second step describes the photoproduction of a J/\j/-meson.

This process can be characterised by the two structure functions UL(Q 2 ,V,Z,P 'T) and

UT(Q 2 ,V ,Z ,P T ) . These structure functions describe the absorption of longitudinally and

transversely polarised photons, respectively, which lead to the production of a J/\|/-meson.

The muoproduction cross section is then the sum of the two virtual photoproduction

cross sections weighed by the corresponding photon flux factors. Assuming the contribution

of UL to be negligible, the cross section of the muon induced production of a J/y meson can

then be formulated as:

d4a 2 4rc2a , 2
O i N > ^ J / v X ) r ( O / v E ) x - J ^ x U T ( Q > , Z , P T )O i N > ^

dQ dvdzdPT v-Q72MN
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with Pr =
ae(v-Q72MN)

— the flux factor of transverse polarised virtual photons and
2JCE2Q2

4EE-Q2

c - — —~ the virtual photon parameter describing its longitudinal-transverse character

2E i+2E"+Q"

(section 11.3).

For the determination of the acceptance, values for U-r(Q2,v,z,PT) are taken from a

calculation of the colour singlet model for real photons (5). In order to describe the off-shell

effect of the virtual photon, an additional vector meson dominance like propagator term of

vl+G^/Mj/^)"2 is introduced. After folding in this cross section to which a radiative correction

factor on the leptonic width Fcc of (1-16OCS(MJ/V)/3JC) is added (6j, the reconstructed Monte

Carlo data is directly compared with the experimental data. This comparison is presented in fig.

3 by the ratio of the experimental data and the Monte Carlo data. The comparison is made in

the region where the model is claimed to be applicable [5j. Therefore, the following cuts

u) have been applied on both the experimental and Monte Carlo data:

60 <

0 <

0.2 <

0.1 <

-0.95 <

v <

Q2 *

z <

PT *

cos(6) <

240 GeV

18 GeV2

0.9

10 (GeV/c)2

+0.95

In fig. 3, the experimental data have been summed over the four SPS periods P3C86,

P3D86, P1C87 and P2A87. During the period P3C86, the trigger logic of Tl (section III.5)

changed. Therefore, the period has been split up in two corresponding parts. The result is then

normalised to the total flux and corrected for the branching ratio of the J/y-decay into a (im-

pair. The Monte Carlo data of the five individual periods are combined by weighing the result

of each period by the corresponding flux fraction. From fig 3, it can be seen that a good

description of the experimental count rates is provided by the Monte Carlo simulation using the

cross section as calculated in the colour singlet model. However, an underestimation of the

model by a factor of 2.4 is apparent. In the domain of inelastic JAj/-production, the total cross

section can be obtained by defining the acceptance as the ratio of the reconstructed and

generated Monte Carlo events weighed with the cross section calculated in the colour singlet

model. In this, the normalisation mismatch cancels. The average acceptance is then

determined by combining the acceptances of the five periods weighed with their corresponding

flux fractions.
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>-PROCESSOR

V. 1 INTRODUCTION

The P0-processor is an off-line programme by which one identifies and reconstructs

multi-muon events. These events are classified by demanding more than one muon in the final

state, discarded their charges. A special subset of such events is formed by those that

correspond to the production of a J/v|/-meson and subsequent decay into a n+|J." pair. A J/\|/-

meson can be produced by deep inelastic scattering of a high-energy muon off a target nucleon.

The J/vj/-particle has a branching ratio of 6.9 ± 0.9 % for decay into a |i+|a.- pair, with a partial

width of r u
+

u -= 4.7keV|l | .

The cross section for the J/\|/-producrion is maximal at small values of Q2. This means in

this case that the incident beam muon most likely scatters by only a small angle, typically less

than 5 mrad. The scattered muon then remains in the near-beam region, which is covered by

the P0-chambers of the muon spectrometer; see fig. I. Tracks in these beam chambers are

reconstructed by the P0-processor.

FSM

TARGETS

POC

i

POE POA

POD

Fe
Absorber

Fig. 1
Experimental setup of P0-chambers.
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V.2 DATA PROCESSOR

The P0 processor operates in the environment of SNOMUX. It makes use of the

information already obtained by PHOENIX and GEOMETRY (section III.6). This

information covers the hits belonging to the fitted particle trajectories, the position of the fitted

vertex and the signature of a J/y-meson. This signature is present as a decay muon pair in the

final state. The P0-processor is used to extend the acceptance for track reconstruction by

covering, in addition, the near beam region. In measurements of the inclusive cross section,

this region has been discarded. For exclusive measurements the tracks in this region are not

detected by the H2 calorimeter in front of the iron absorber and therefore they cannot be

identified. To overcome this detection inefficiency, the P0-processor reads in the output events

from GEOMETRY and performs track fitting starting at the vertex and extending up to the P0-

chambers downstream of the field spectrometer magnet (FSM). A fast selection on these

events is made before the track fitting procedure is activated. Here the minimum requirement is

to have an event with the selected trigger mask and with a reconstructed vertex. Events with

decoding errors are skipped. The selection of multi-muon events is based on the information

from PHOENIX. After this selection, the track identification by GEOMETRY is used. The

information about the vertex, fitted by GEOMETRY, is used in further track reconstruction.

This information can cover different types of vertices for a single multi-muon event, depending

on which tracks are included in the vertex fit. The description of the different vertex types and

their corresponding priorities are given in section III.6.

Information about newly reconstructed tracks is appended to the information already

obtained by GEOMETRY. This information is stored in ZBOOK banks |2]. The data format

of newly booked banks is made consistent with the description imposed by GEOMETRY. The

track reconstruction flag of these banks is set in such a way that they can be uniquely identified

as being reconstructed by the P0-processor in SNOMUX. The track type flag is always set as

being a muon track. No link is made, however, to track segments downstream of the iron

absorber. Hit information of the detector planes used in the track reconstruction are stored in

the same way as by GEOMETRY. Events are stored when three or more tracks are

reconstructed by either GEOMETRY or SNOMUX. Optionally, the ZBOOK structure is

compressed by deleting and redistributing ZBOOK data. The full description of the

compressed ZBOOK structure is given in ref. 3.
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V.3 TRACK RECONSTRUCTION

The P0 processor is designed for the reconstruction of particle trajectories in the near

beam region originating at the vertex and extending beyond the FSM. For this purpose, points

are reconstructed in the P0C, P0E and P0A chambers. These points are then used, together

with the interaction vertex, to fit straight track segments upstream of the FSM and separately

downstream of the FSM. For all combinations of these track segments, mismatches of the

slope Adz/dx and intersection Az in the non-bending plane (x-z plane) are calculated. A set of

best combinations is provided by applying the Munkres algorithm to the mismatches |4]. In

this case, the algorithm selects from all combinations of track segments a subset in such a way

that the summed mismatches (quadratic) of the coupled track segments is minimised. The

intersection and slope residuals of this subset are then subjected to windows. These windows

are tuned in order to have large (small) acceptance for combinations of track segments with

small (large) mismatches. Only combinations which result in mismatches inside these

windows are selected for further use. For the selected combinations, the track segments are

then linked through the bending plane (x-y plane) of the FSM by a two dimensional circular fit.

Input to the fit are the track positions and slopes upstream and downstream of the FSM at

given x-positions. These x-positions are chosen such that they correspond to the front and

back of the FSM. The goodness-of-fit parameter y} is calculated using the errors on the track

position and slope which were obtained by the straight line fits. The least y} procedure results

in a measured radius of curvature of the track through the magnetic field.

The individual track segments upstream and downstream of the FSM are reconstructed in

different ways. Those downstream of the FSM are found by a single three dimensional line

fit. This is a straight line fit through all the accepted hits in the P0A and P0E chambers. A set

of accepted hits is provided by applying the point-finding procedure for both chambers

separately (section V.4). Track segments upstream of the FSM are found by two 2-

dimensional line fits through the vertex and a reconstructed point in P0C (section V.4). These

line fits are straight line fits in the x-y and the y-z planes.

The combined lines are extrapolated to P0D with a certain road width. For each of the

eight planes in P0D, the hit closest to the prediction of the combined line fits is selected. The

selected hit is then accepted when the distance between the prediction of the line fits and the

current hit lies within the road width. This road width is chosen to include the error from the

extrapolation and to minimise the acceptance for wrong (random) hits. Before the procedure of

looking up hits in P0D, the hits were corrected for the alignment of the chamber. Only hits

not used for the reconstruction of other tracks are considered. If sufficient hits in the various

planes are accepted, a point is reconstructed in P0D and two new line fits, with the inclusion

of the P0D point, are made. If this attempt fails a rescue is made by considering hits in the

four z planes of P0D only. An average z point is then calculated provided sufficient hits are

accepted. As a result only one new line fit in the x-z plane can be made.
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Monte Carlo studies showed that the P0-processor reconstructs more than 98% of those

generated muon trajectories tor which the corresponding hits in the P0-chambers fulfil the

minimum requirements (section V.4). This shows that the code is efficient. Not all muon

trajectories, however, are reconstructed because of the (response) inefficiencies of the P0-

ehambers (section III.8).

In order that beam tracks are not misidentified as scattered muons, all beam tracks not

selected by GEOMETRY in the vertex fit, are extrapolated with a certain road width to the

P0B, P0C and P0D chambers. The hits in the various planes, which are lying within the

road width on these extrapolated beam tracks, are used to refit the beam track. In this case, the

corresponding hits will not be used for the track reconstruction starting at the vertex. The

refitted beam tracks are then linked to track segments downstream of the FSM. These

complete tracks are not stored in the ZBOOK data. However, when the link fails, the track

segments downstream of the FSM remain available for the track reconstruction starting at the

vertex. For the heavy target set up in 1988 with two target segments of 142 g/cm2 carbon and

two sliced target segments of 148 g/cm2 tin and including the passive absorber, this procedure

was not active. Multiple scattering of the beam tracks would cause an overlap with hits

belonging to other tracks via an increased road width.

V.4 POINT-FINDING PROCEDURE IN THE P0-CHAMBERS

In order to reconstruct tracks in the near-beam region, points are reconstructed by the

P0-proccssor in P0C, P0E and P0A. Each chamber has eight planes, with two planes per

orientation. The resolutions of the four orientations cover the y, z, T " and T + directions. The

T +, T " directions make an angle of 60° and 120° with the negative z-axis, respectively. The

four orientations are presented in fig. 2.

r

1
V a"

Fig. 2

Read-out resolutions of the planes in the P0 chambers.
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The resolution in each orientation is improved by a relative shift of half a wire spacing of the

two planes with respect to each other. The raw hits are translated to coordinates according to

the alignment of the chamber. A duster of sparks, i.e. if two or more neighbouring wires fired

simultaneously, is combined into a single hit. For each chamber, hits belonging to the same

orientation are merged. Merging takes place when the distance between hits is smaller than the

wire spacing of the corresponding planes. Otherwise the individual hits are kept. A set of hits

for each orientation then forms the input to the final point-finding procedure.

For P0C and P0E, only hits not used for track reconstruction by PHOENIX /

GEOMETRY are considered, whereas for P0A all hits are free for use since this chamber is

not included in PHOENIX. The point-finding procedure is activated when a set of hits for the

various orientations is provided. For any combination of two orientations a preliminary point

is set up. Projections of such a point onto the two remaining orientations are then calculated.

A so-called fast cut is applied to the distance between this projection and the closest hit in each

orientation, i.e. the distance should be smaller than a certain value, typically two wire

spacings. All permutations of accepted hits are scanned and samples of hits with optimised

combinations are set up. A definite point is then reconstructed from each sample of hits when

the number of orientations with an available hit satisfies a certain minimum requirement. When

this required number of orientations is set to its maximum, four, the procedure stops here and

the reconstructed points are stored. Jf the required number of orientations is lower than its

maximum, the procedure continues with the remaining samples of hits. Additional points will

be reconstructed using hits from three orientations instead of four. These points are then

appended to the already reconstructed points. In the analysis of the data, the requirement has

been .;et to three.

V.5 MOMENTUM OF P0 TRACKS

The P0-processor provides a value for the fitted radius of curvature of a track through

the FSM in the near beam region (section HI.2). As the P0-tracks pass through the central

part of the FSM, a constant bending power is expected arising from a homogeneous field

strength. The relation between the radius R and the longitudinal momentum px is found

empirically by using Monte Carlo data as an input to the P0-processor. A Monte Carlo

programme is then used for the generation of panicles at a vertex and their propagation through

tKe spectrometer. The trajectories of the tracks through the FSM are calculated from a field

map. This field map is a parametrisation of the measurement of the magnetic field of the FSM

(section III.2). The positions of the tracks at each detector plane are digitised according the

spacial resolution and then stored as hits. In order to find the relation between R and px, P0-

tracks are sampled and reconstructed from the digitised hits. This procedure then provides a

way to parametrise the true momentum of a P0-track as a function of the fitted radius:
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Px.TRUE -

The measured relation between px and R is shown in fig. 3. The solid line is a straight line

through the origin (px = 0, R = 0).

00 240 230 3:0 360 400 440 480 520

Fig. 3

Fitted radius of curvature as a function of longitudinal momentum.

The observed linear dependence allows the use of a simple linear expression:

Px = (0.456 ± 0.005) x R and

1 /'* B.cdl =0.48x

with px in GeV/c and R in m. The fitted value of the proportionality constant agrees with the

average magnetic field of the FSM in the x-range |-1.7 m, 1.7 m]. This corresponds to ihe
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picture that the field may be represented by a rectangular shape as shown in fig. 4. Hence the

use of a simple circular fit instead of a spline fit as in GEOMETRY.

2.4
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Fig. 4
The FSM field from the parametrisation of measured fieldmap and the approximation

by a rectangular box used in the circular fit.

The transverse momenta of P0-tracks are calculated from the slopes dy/dx, dz/dx of the

track segments upstream and downstream of the FSM. These slopes were found by straight

line fits through the vertex, P0C and P0D and separately through P0A and P0E:

p' *• /dx)ui>5-STREAM

Px
UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM

The relation between the fitted radius and the longitudinal momentum is in principle

independent of the alignment of the P0-chambers. By applying this method to real data,

however, one assumes u correct measurement of the radius R. The result of the circular fit

(section V.3) is found indeed to be sensitive to the alignment of the P0-chambers. Therefore,

their alignment is compared with the fit results from PHOENIX. For this purpose, tracks

which are reconstructed in the overlapping region of P0A and P45 are used. These tracks are

then extrapolated to each plane in P0A. The distance between the extrapolated track and the

closest hit in the corresponding plane of P0A is calculated for each track. The alignment of the
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P0A chamber is then optimised in such a way that the width of the distribution of these

distances is minimised and the position is centred around zero. A similar procedure is

performed for the combination of P0E and W12. This procedure is not performed for P0C

and P0D. The sensitivity to the alignment of P0D was found to be small, since the

information from P0D is only used as an additional constraint to the line fit through the vertex

and P0C. The alignment of P0C however, is better defined by the general alignment

procedure with PHOENIX.

A comparison was made between the momenta of tracks reconstructed in P45 by

PHOENIX and reconstructed in P0A by the P0-processor. The average momentum

difference was found to be - 0.1 GeV/c with a standard deviation of 2.0 GeV/c. This result is

consistent with a smooth transition of kinematics from tracks reconstructed by the P0-

processor to tracks reconstructed by PHOENIX.
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VI J/vj/-PRODUCTION IN MUON INTERACTIONS WITH
HYDROGEN AND DEUTERIUM

VI. 1 INTRODUCTION

The principal aim of studies on deep-inelastic muon scattering is to determine the

structure of the nucleons 111. This structure can be extracted from the measured cross section

of such processes. The cross section, when interpreted with the quark-parton model, reveals

the momentum distributions of quarks inside the nucleon 11 ]. In this interpretation the deep-

inelastic interaction is described by the elastic scattering off a quark. The observed broad

momentum distribution of quarks implies a strong interaction between the constituents of the

nucleon. The total momentum fraction of the nucleon carried by the charged quarks was found

to be about 50% 111. In the framework of quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD), the interaction

between quarks is described by the exchange of gluons, which carry only colour charge. A

solution to the momentum deficit of the quarks is that the missing half of the nucleon's

momentum is carried by gluons.

It has been realised that the cross section of J/\|/-production can be related to the gluon

distribution of the nucleon [2|. In the one-photon exchange approximation, the cross section

of muon-induced JA|/-production can be written in terms of two photon flux factors arising at

the muon vertex and four nucleon structure functions (chapter II). The photon flux factors

describe the emission probability of longitudinally and transversely polarised virtual photons

and the nucleon structure functions describe the absorption of a J/y-meson. The photon flux

factors can be expressed in terms of Q2 and v, with -Q2 and v the invariant mass squared and

energy of the virtual photon. In general, the nucleon structure functions do not only depend on

the photon parameters but also on the J/vj/-production parameters z and PT, with z the energy

fraction of the J/\|/-meson relative to the virtual photon and Pj its transverse momentum with

respect to the direction of the photon in the laboratory system. For zero PT the cross section

can be written as the sum of the two photoproduction cross sections, i.e. those of

longitudinally and transversely polarised virtual photons weighed with the corresponding

photon flux factors. For non-zero Pj the cross section also contains contributions from

interference terms between the two helicity states of the virtual photon. Consequently, an

additional dependence on the azimuthal angle (J)D enters the cross section, where §Q is the angle

between the muon scattering plane and the J/y-production plane (chapter II).

The cross section of muon-induced J/\j/-production on hydrogen and deuterium was

studied at an incident energy of 280 GeV. The experiment and analysis are explained in

section VI.2. In the subsequent sections VI.3 -VI.5, the outcome of the analysis is presented.
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In section VI.3 the results on the production of JA|/-mesons. studied in relation with the colour

singlet model, are discussed |3 | . The breakup of the nucleon is ensured by the requirement

that the invariant mass of the nucieon fragmentation is larger than the nucleon's rest mass. In

section VI.4 inelastic J/\|/-production data are presented in relation to the colour singlet model,

the vector meson dominance model with the application of the Drell-Yan mechanism and the

second order photon-gluon fusion model [3,4,5,6,7). The gluon distribution of free nucleons

is extracted from the measured cross section by an interpretation in twims of the colour singlet

model |3,8|. Elastic J/\|/-production is presented in section VI.5. The measured cross sections

are in this case compared with the first order photon-gluor. fusion model, the pure vector

meson dominance model and the colour singlet model (9,4,3). The decay angular distributions

of the JA|/-meson are discussed in relation with the vector meson dominance model |4|. A brief

summary of the results is given in section VI.6.

VI.2 EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

The experiment was performed at the CERN muon beam line M2, of the SPS with an

upgraded version of the EMC forward spectrometer; see chapter III. A special target setup was

built in order to measure the cross section ratio of two different materials with a minimal

systematic error. For this purpose two target sets were used, each containing two cells of 3 m

length filled with liquid hydrogen and deuterium, respectively. The two target sets differ only

in the ordering of the cells with respect to the beam direction. Both sets were exposed

alternately to a beam of muons (|a+) with an average energy of 280 GeV. As a result, the cross

section ratio of deuterium and hydrogen can be determined without knowledge of the beam flux

and spectrometer acceptance. In this analysis, the data from two target cells filled with the

same material were combined cumulatively in order to collect a significant number of events.

For this purpose the data of the two target positions were normalised with the corresponding

beam fluxes.

Data were collected in 1986 and 1987 during the four SPS periods P3C86, P3D86,

P1C87 and P2A87 using the standard trigger Tl (section III.5), which accepts muons with a

scattering angle larger than 10 mrad. The energy of the incident muons was tuned for each

period at 280 GeV: the inherent energy spread was 11 GeV. The beam was monitored during

the experimental runs by the beam sampling trigger T10 (sections III.5-III.6). From the

analysis of the data samples by this trigger, the effective integrated flux of the incident muons

was measured to be (3.05 ± 0.06) x 1()12, corresponding to a total useful luminosity of 125

pb1 . During the period P3C86, a change in the logic of Tl was made. Therefore, this period

was split into two corresponding parts. The effective muon flux per period and per target set is

given in table 1.
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Period

P3C86

P3C86

P3D86

P1C87

P2A87

Table 1

Effective integrated muon

Target position

part 1

part 2

flux per periocI

Flux (10" tnuons)

1

2.01

2.43

2.29

3.82

3.59

2

1.93

2.62

3.21

3.97

3.78

Events with three or more outgoing tracks were selected in the analysis, including tracks

at angles smaller than 10 mrad (chapter V). The invariant mass of any track pair of particles

with opposite charge was calculated for this data sample. A J/y-decay muon pair is recognised

by the identification of a muon in this track pair and an invariant mass at the JAj/-resonance. In

less than 1% of the events, more than one combination is found with an invariant mass inside

the mass interval |2.9, 3.3) GeV/c2. In these cases the combination, resulting in an invariant

mass closest to the rest mass of the J/y-meson, is taken. The observed width of the J/\j/-peak

is determined by the amount of multiple scattering of the decay muons when traversing the

targets and detector modules and by the experimental momentum resolution. The scattered

muon is selected from the remaining reconstructed tracks demanding the corresponding particle

to have the same charge as the incident muon, such that at least two out of the three selected

outgoing tracks are identified as muons. If more than one candidate for the scattered muon is

found, the event is subjected to a further selection procedure in which the scattered muon is

chosen on the basis of its energy and scattering angle. The muon with the highest energy is

then selected whenever its energy is 50% higher than the energy of any other candidate.

Otherwise, the scattered muon is defined by the track resulting in the smallest scattering angle.

For this class of events, Monte Carlo studies showed that the scattered muon was misidentified

in less than 10% of the cases using these criteria. In the selection of the J/\j/-decay muon pair

and the scattered muon, tracks identified as hadrons or electrons are included under restricted

conditions: the energy is required to be larger than 50 GeV and priority is given to tracks

identified as muons. The contribution of the background is minimised and regions of poor

acceptance are excluded by the application of cuts to the kinematical variables (see also chapters

III-IV). These cuts are listed in table 2. The angle 8j is defined as the polar angle of the

direction of the positively charged decay muon in the rest frame of the JA|/-meson; the reference

axis is parallel to the J/\)/-direction of motion in the photon-nucleon centre-of-mass frame.
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Table 2

List of applied cuts in the event

* E,'

— £-Decay-Muon

< v < 240

— I^Hadron/Elcctron

> 0.2

lcos(9d)l < 0.95

Invariant mass cut

< My+r < 3.3

selection

GeV

GeV

GeV

GeV

GeV/c2

In order to determine the target cell in which the interaction took place, cuts are applied to

the reconstructed vertex position along the central beam direction. Figure 1 shows the

distribution of the reconstructed vertex positions.
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Fig. 1
Distribution of the reconstructed vertex positions along the beam direction summed over both

target positions. The boxes represent the positions of the actual target segments.
The dotted histogram is obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation (see text).

The dashed lines at x = -10.29,-6.83 m and at x = -6.4,-3.09 m indicate the applied cuts on the

vertex position defining the upstream and downstream target cells, respectively. In addition to

the cuts listed above, the invariant mass of the decay muon pair is at this point subjected to the
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window of |2.9, 3.3) GeV/c-. From fig. 1 it can be seen that a good vertex resolution is

obtained. As a result, the probability of the association of events to the wrong target segment

is less than \%. No correction for this was applied in the present analysis.

The dotted histogram in fig. 1 shows the distribution of the reconstructed vertex positions

from a Monte Carlo simulation (chapter IV). In the Monte Carlo generation, vertices are

distributed equally between the front and back of the target cells. The generated events were

then subjected to the same analysis procedure as the experimental data events. Both

distributions are found to be more constant over the range of the two target cells than the

corresponding distribution of the single muon data [ 1()|, indicating a smaller dependence of the

acceptance of the spectrometer for J/\|/-production as a function of the vertex position. Only in

the case that the acceptance is a constant, the integrated beam flux per target position cancels in

the determination of the cross section ratio. The ratio was therefore obtained by explicitly

using the measured beam fluxes.

Figure 2 shows the invariant mass Mu+U- distributions of pairs of oppositely charged

particles in the selected data samples of hydrogen and deuterium, corrected for the different

luminosities.
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2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5

Mass (GeV/c2) Mass (GeV/c2)

Fig. 2

Invariant mass distribution of selected Ji+)i~ pairs for deuterium and hydrogen.
The smooth curves are fit to the observed distributions (see text).

The dotted histograms are obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation (see text).
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A gaussian function exp|-(MM+M-" M»)2/2a2l on top of an exponentially falling background

e.\p|-aMu+u-| was fitted to each mass spectrum, in which the true J/\j/-signal is represented by

the guussian only. The experimental mass distributions were obtained as follows. The mass

spectra for hydrogen and deuterium were first combined for each SPS period. The momenta of

the outgoing particles, determined from their deflection in the magnetic field of the FSM

(chapter III), were then scaled in such a way that the peak centres Mo of the four periods

coincide. The values of these scale parameters, given in table 3, are in good agreement with

the results of an independent calibration procedure in which the momenta determined by the

beam momentum station (BMS) and the forward spectrometer are compared with an external

reference [11]. As a result the widths of the total mass spectra for hydrogen and deuterium

separately (fig. 2) are minimised. The procedure yielded Mo = 3.093±().()03 and 3.095±0.002

GeV/c~ for hydrogen and deuterium, respectively. The widths were found to be 28 and 22

MeV which corresponds to an average momentum resolution of ^P/p = \°k. By the

application of these small corrections to the momenta of the outgoing particles good agreement

is found between the fitted peak centres and the known rest mass of the JAj/-meson, Mj/V =

3096.9 ± 0.1 MeV/c: |26|. The dotted histograms in fig. 2 show the invariant mass

distributions as obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation. In the Monte Carlo generation, the

natural decay width of the J/i|/-meson is taken to be zero, since it is much smaller than the

experimental mass resolution. The observed non-zero width is then determined by the

simulation of multiple scattering of particle tracks passing through the targets and the various

detector modules and by the momentum resolution (chapter IV). For comparison with the

experimental data, a constant background is added to the mass spectra of the Monte Carlo data.

From fig. 2 it can be seen that the width of the J/y-resonance is described well by the Monte

Carlo simulation. The JA|/-signal was determined by the sum of the events in the defined mass

interval (see table 2) from which the background events parametrised by the exponential curve

had been subtracted. This yielded 239 ± 17 and 537 ± 25 events for the hydrogen and

deuterium respectively.

In order to check the relative calibration of the momenta of the incoming and outgoing

muons, a specific event selection was made. In this selection, only events with low Q2, Pj an

Mu+H" w e r e considered. Under these conditions trident production is assumed to dominate the

data sample [ 12|. This process is known to be elastic. For negligible kinetic energy of the

recoiling nucleus, the sum of the energies of the three outgoing muons equals the energy of the

incoming muon. The corresponding events are presented in fig. 3 as the distribution of

missing energies Emiss = E^inci,min!, - I E^hOUtgoinj,. For this purpose, an event selection is

made by requiring Q2 < 1 GeV2. P^ < 1 (GeV/c)- and 0 < Mu+U- < 1.5 GeV/c-.
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Fig. 3
Distribution of the missing energies.

The solid curve is a fit to the observed distribution in which
the dashed curve represents the background signal (see text).

A gau.ssian function with a radiative tail

P(E,
i-fcmj..

iss> = A « X J
• _ run

r(E-E0)2 /2O2 x

was fitted to the observed distribution. The fit parameter Eo represents the relative calibration

of the incoming and outgoing muon momenta. In the fit, a small parabolic background is

included. Such fits have first been made for each SPS period individually. The momentum of

the incoming muon is then scaled such that the fitted peak centres are put to zero. The values

of these scale parameters (BMS) are also given in table 3. Again the obtained values are in

good agreement with the results of the independent calibration procedure presented in ref. 111 \.

The application of the scale parameters minimised the width of the total distribution in fig. 3.

The fitted values of the width of the gaussian function and the slope parameter of the radiative

tail were found to be o = 2.8±0.2 GeV and (3 = ().25±().O2 GeV"i. This former value includes

both the experimental momentum resolution of the incoming and outgoing muons and the effect

of internal bremsstrahlung at the vertex. The fitted trident signal and its background are

presented in fig. 3 by the solid and dashed curves, respectively. From fig. 3 it can be seen

that the radiative tail does not extend to missing energies larger than 30 GeV. The small

strength of the background signal indicates that an efficient procedure of eliminating beam

tracks which accompany the incident muon was followed (chapter V).
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Period

P3C86

P3D86

P1C87

P2A87

Table 3
Scale parameters of the momenta of incoming

outgoing (FSM) particles

BMS

(BMS) and

FSM
Beam momentum station Forward spectrometer magnet

1.000

1.000

0.993

0.993

1.000

1.000

1.007

1.007

In the analysis of J/\|/-production, a cut on the invariant mass of 2.9 < Mu+u-< 3.3

GeV/c2was applied. The correction for background events was performed for each

kinematical bin separately by fitting the invariant mass distributions to a gaussian distribution

on top of an exponentially falling background. The background signal was then integrated

over the range of the invariant mass window. The calculated number of background events is

then subtracted from the total number of events inside the mass window to obtain the true J/\j/-

signal in each kinematical bin. The background signal is found to be strongly dependent on the

photon energy v.

The cross section ratio per nucleon of J/y-production in deuterium and hydrogen when

determined by its average over v. is found to be:

N
° ( = 0.96 ± 0.08 (stat.) .

ON(H)

This result indicates that, within the error, the JAj/-production rates on protons and neutrons are

equal. Therefore, the hydrogen and deuterium data have been combined in the further analysis,

resulting in 776 ± 31 reconstructedJAjz-events above background.

In order to obtain an absolute cross section from the observed number of J/y-events, the

acceptance of the spectrometer was calculated using a dedicated Monte Carlo simulation. The

generated Monte Carlo events were subjected to the same analysis procedure as the

experimental data events (chapter III). The values of the absolute cross section are based on

the known branching ratio of the J/vj/-decay into a muon pair: 6.9 ± 0.9% [26]. The error on

the branching ratio is not included in the present analysis. The cross section, as calculated in

the colour singlet model, is proportional to the leptonic width of the J/i|/-decay: ru+u- = 4.72 ±

0.35 keV 126]. In the comparison of the measured cross section and the model value, both the

error on the branching ratio and the leptonic width enter in a correlated way such that
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the relative normalisation in the comparison is proportional to the full width of the J/\|/-decay

V = 68 ± 10 keV |26|. Radiative effects on the measured cross section are estimated to give

rise to small corrections, typically 2r/( or less (section II.8). The correction for non-

homogeneous event distributions inside kinematical bins is performed by taking the bin centres

at the mean positions of the measured events inside the bins.

VI.3 J/y-PRODliCTION AND THE BREAKUP OF THE NUCLEON

The usual description of deep inelastic scattering (DIS) of unions assumes the virtual

photon to couple to a quark. The large photon energy, inherent to DIS, prohibits the quark

components to recombine to a nucleon. After the deep-inelastic interaction, the nucleon is

broken up. This description can be formulated by the condition [ 11 :

W 2 > VlJ, .

with W the invariant mass of the hadronic final state and MN the rest mass of the nucleon. For

inclusive muon scattering W is given by the centre-of-mass energy of the photon-nucleon

system :

W2 = M^ + 2MNv -Q2 .

The requirement W2 > Mĵ  then leads to Q"/2MNV < 1- 1" the so-called Bjorken limit

where both Q2 and v are infinitely large, the ratio x = Q"72MNV can be interpreted as the

fraction of the nucleon momentum carried by the struck quark when calculated in the infinite

momentum frame (see chapter 11 ).

The production of a J/\j;-meson in DIS of muons is generally considered as a by-product

of the nucleon fragmentation. The invariant mass Mx of the remaining hadronic final state then

also depends on the production kinematics of the JA|/-meson :

M x = |1 -z|2MNv + zMj, + t,

with t the square of the four momentum transfer between the virtual photon and the J/vj/-meson

and z the energy fraction of the J/v)/-meson relative to the photon in the target rest frame. The

requirement M^> M^ holds when z has values sufficiently smaller than unity, depending on v

and t.

The production of J/vj/-mesons on hydrogen and deuterium is studied at an average

incident muon energy of 280 Ge V. The breakup of the nucleon is formulated in this analysis

by the requirement :

Mx > 10GeV\
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The large value of the applied lower limit on the invariant mass of the hadronic final state

ensures the breakup of the nucleon also if one takes into account possible smearing effects on

the measured kinematic parameters.

In this analysis, the acceptance of the spectrometer was determined by taking the ratio of
•>

accepted and generated Monte Carlo events, both surviving the cut on M^ and both weighed
with the cross section as calculated in the colour singlet model. Besides the cuts listed in

table 2 and the lower limit on M^, the invariant mass of selected muon pairs is restricted to the

interval 2.9 < M^+j^- < 3.3 GeV/c2. The identification procedure of the J/\|/-decay muons is

described in section VI.2. In this analysis 95% of the events do not contain any ambiguity in

the identification of the scattered muon. In the remaining events, the scattered muon is chosen

following the procedure described in section VI.2.

The deduced double differential cross section d2o(|iN->|i'JA|/X)/dQ2dv is presented in

fig. 4. t
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Fig. 4
The measured differential cross section d2a(|iN->|j'JA|/X)/dQ2dv, with labels a-f

corresponding to different v-grids (see text).
The solid curves represent the colour singlet model calculation.
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A simplified background correction has been applied, since the small number of events

per kinematical bin docs not allow for a precise background evaluation. Instead, the

contribution of background events is estimated by taking experimental data events in the mass

intervals |2 .1 , 2.9| GeV/c- and 13.3, 4.1) GeV/c- . The number of background events in the

JAj/-resonance interval is then determined by interpolation. The number of true J/v)/-events per

bin is obtained by subtraction of the thus estimated number of background events from the total

number of events in the J/\|/-resonance interval. The solid curves in fig. 4 show the results of

the colour singlet model calculation with the same minimum requirement on M%. T h e

calculation was performed using the equation of ref. [ 13|, to which a radiative correction factor

to the leptonic width rM+u- (JA|/) of (H6as<Mj/vV37r) W i i s applied 114|. Values for the input

parameters used in the present calculation were taken from ref. |26 | . The strong coupling

constant and the charm quark mass were chosen to be as(M7. ) = 0.3 and n\. = l/2Mj/w,

respectively. The gluon distribution was parametrised as G(x) = -Vx (1-x)-"5. For comparison

with the experimental data, the values of the calculated cross sections are multiplied by a factor

of 2.4. The experimental data points and curves with labels a-f correspond to the following

grids in v.

Label

a

b

c

d

e

f

v (GeV)

[60, 90)

[90, 120)

[120, 150)

|150. 180)

|1 SO, 210)

|210, 240)

Multiplication factor

10"

io-i

10-2

io-?

10-4

The multiplication factors were applied in the graphical presentation of the cross section to both

the experimental data points and the corresponding curves. From fig. 4 it can be seen that the

dependence of the cross section on the photon parameters Q2 and v is described well by the

colour singlet model.

The double differential cross section d2c(|uN->|j.'J/\|/X)/dzdPy is presented in fig. 5,

with Pj the transverse momentum of the J/\|/-meson with respect to the photon direction.
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T

The measured differential cross section d-CTfiiN-jji'J/vi/XVdzdPj, with labels a-f
corresponding to different z-grids (see text).

The solid curves represent the colour singlet model calculation.

The same cuts as before were applied and the same correction for background events was

made. The solid curves in fig. 5 represent, as before, the cross section calculated with the

colour singlet model with the additional multiplication factor of 2.4. The experimental data

points and the curves with label a-f correspond to the following grids in z.

Label

a

b

c

d

e

f

z

10.95. l.lO)

10.90. 0.95)

[0.80, 0.90)

[0.70. 0.80)

[0.50. 0.70)

[0.20. 0.50)

Multiplication factor

10°

io-i

10-^

K)-1

l()--s
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In order to include smearing effects, the upper limit of the highest / bin is taken to be 1.1

instead of unity. The multiplication factors were again only applied in the graphical

presentation. I-Yom fig. 5 it is concluded that the renormalised colour singlet model describes

the measured differential cross section as a function ofP-y- well up to /. equals 0.9. For values

larger than z = 0.9, the measured cross section is not properly accounted for (see also below).

In the experimental data 240 J/vj/-events were found with values of M^ smaller than the

formerly applied lower limit of 10 GeV-. In the colour singlet model however, the

cross section, integrated over \ l x from the rest mass of the nucleon to the upper limit of

M^ = 10 GeV- is found to be 5 x 10"- nb. corresponding to 70 events. The calculated cross

section, when multiplied with the previously introduced factor of 2.4. cannot account for the

observed signal strength.

The differential cross section as a function of z, integrated over the full range of M x is

shown in fig. 6. The cross section calculated with the colour singlet model is represented by

the solid curve. Again the calculated cross section is multiplied by a factor of 2.4. The

underestimation of the observed J/i|/-signal at values larger than z = 0.9 is striking.

Fig. 6

The measured differential cross section da((iN->|a'J/\|/X)/dz.

The solid curve represents the colour singlet model calculation.
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In order to study the J/\|/-signa! with z > 0.9, the differential cross section is shown in

fig. 7 as a function of t.

-t (GeV)2 - »

Fig. 7
The measured differential cross sections da(|iN-»|i'J/\|/X)/d(-t)

for z > 0.9 (circular points) and z < 0.9 (squared points).
The solid curves are fits of the function e" '̂1' to the observed distributions.

The circular and squared points represent the integrated differential cross sections with z > 0.9

and z < 0.9, respectively. The solid curves are fits of the function e'*3'1' to the observed

distributions. In the fit o\' the inelastic data, the point at the lowest 111 is omitted. The results of

the fit are as follows.
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The elastic data show a clear diffractive signature, indicated by the rapid fall-off of the

cross section as a function of 111. In the following sections, the inelastic and elastic data will be

presented and discussed separately.
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V1.4 INELASTIC J/vj/PRODUCTION AND THE GLUON DISTRIBUTION

It has been emphasized before that the measurement of inelastic J/y-production provides

a sensitive probe for 'he gluon distribution of the nucleon (section II.8). Since the extracted

information is model dependent, some effort is devoted to a test of the various descriptions of

JA)/-production by virtual photons. Essentially two models are considered: /' ) vector meson

dominance ( sections II.4-II.5 ) and / / ) photon-gluon fusion (sections II.6-II.7).

In the colour singlet model the amplitudes of the process yg] —> J/\j/ g2 (fig. 8a) are

calculated under the assumption that the virtual photon fuses with a gluon in the target nucleon

and colour conservation is required explicitly | 3 | . For inelastic JAj/-production, the gluons gi

and g2 are hard enough for the effects of multiple soft gluon emission to be negligible | 3 | .

Since the initial gluon carries a small fraction of the nucleon momentum, the JA|/ is produced in

the forward rapidity region in the photon-nucleon centre-of-mass frame.

Diffractive photoproduction of vector mesons lighter than the J/y is often interpreted in

terms of vector meson dominance (VMD) |4 | . The VMD model has been extended to give a

description of non-diffractive and inelastic i/\\i production by including the Drell-Yan

mechanism (DY) [5.6j. In this process, the photon couples to a light vector meson which then

interacts with the targe! nucleon and produces a i/\\i via a DY-like process in which the time-

like photon is replaced by a gluon which couples to a JA)/ (fig. 8b). The light vector meson and

the target nucleon contribute equally to its momentum. This causes the rapidity distribution of

the JA|/ to be centred around zero in the photon-nucleon centre-of-mass system. This

behaviour is distinctly different from that given by the CS model.

O, LJ

NI

a) b)

Fig. 8

The diagram of the colour singlet model (a) and the diagram of the vector meson dominance

model with the Drell-Yan mechanism (b).
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In the present analysis the inelastic and incoherent JA|/-production processes are selected

by the application of the cuts listed in table 2 and the following upper cut on z and lower cut on

Pi •

The same identification procedure of the J/\|/-decay muon pair and the scattered muon as

before is applied. In I (We of the events, the scattered muon is selected following the procedure

described in section VI.2. Figure 9 shows the invariant mass Mu
 +

 U- distribution of the

selected track pairs. The sum of a gaussian distribution and an exponentially falling

background was fitted to the mass spectrum obtained for hydrogen and for deuterium (smooth

curves in fig. 9). The average fitted value of the peak position was found to be 3093 ± 5

MeV/c2.
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Invariant mass distribution of selected n+|i~ pairs for deuterium (left) and hydrogen (rigth).
The smooth curves are fits to the observed distributions (see text).
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The JA)/-signal from hydrogen and deuterium was given by the sum of the events in the

defined mass interval (see table 2) from which the background events parametrised by the

exponential curve had been subtracted. This yielded 85 ± 10 and 194 ± 15 events for the

hydrogen and deuterium respectively. The ratio of the cross sections per nucleon for muon-

induced J/i|/-production in deuterium and hydrogen was found to be ON(D2)/CTN(H2> = 1.01 ±

0.15. The quoted error is statistical only. Geometrical acceptance and efficiency corrections

cancel in the calculation of the ratio as do the integrated beam fluxes. The systematic error on

the ratio of target densities was estimated to be less than 1 %. The effect of radiative corrections

on the ratio was estimated to be small compared to the statistical error. The result is consistent

with equal J/y-production rates for neutron and proton. The hydrogen and deuterium data

were therefore combined in the subsequent analysis, resulting in 279 reconstructed i/\\f events

and 41 background events.

The acceptance of the spectrometer is calculated using the Monte Carlo simulation

introduced in chapter IV. In this case, the above mentioned z and P? cuts are applied to both

the generated and the accepted Monte Carlo events. The Monte Carlo events are weighed with

the cross section oblained from the colour singlet model calculation. The measured differential

cross sections are then integrated over the z and Pr range, corresponding to the cuts defined

above. Radiative effects on the measured cross sections give rise to small corrections, typically

2% or less (section II.8). Although the mass resolution is good enough to separate the J/y

signal from heavier cc resonances, different sources of charm production can contribute to the

observed signal strength. In the framework of the colour singlet model, the contribution to the

observed inelastic J/y-signal through i|/' production and subsequent decay was estimated to be

less than 15%, taking into account the known branching ratio of 0.57 for \|/' decay into JAf/

[26]; see section II.9.

An experimental estimate of this contribution can be obtained by applying a further

selection procedure to the real data events. Here, it is required that two oppositely charged

pions accompany the J/\|/-decay muon pair, where both pion momenta are in the range [1,50]

GeV/c. Events with more outgoing particles are rejected. The cut on. the pion momentum

avoids any ambiguity in the identification of the J/\|/-decay muon pair and the scattered muon

(section III.6). In fig. 10 the invariant mass distribution of the u_+(j.~7t+rc~ quadruplets is

shown. A clear signal containing 7 events is found at 3.7 GeV/c2 . Knowing the rest mass of

the y'-meson to be 3686.010.1 MeV/c2 |26| , this signal can be interpreted as the i|/'-decay

into a J/y-meson and a n+n~ pair. In order to obtain information about the experimental mass

resolution and the acceptance of the spectrometer, a Monte Carlo study has been made (chapter

IV). In this Monte Carlo simulation, v|/'-events are generated and a procedure for the v/'-decay

into a J/\|/-meson and a 7t+7r~ pair is incorporated. In this procedure, the decay angular

distribution of the y'-meson is assumed to be isotropic and the invariant mass distribution of

the n+n~ pair is taken to be constant. In the Monte Carlo generation, the natural decay width of

the v/'-meson is taken to be zero, since it is much smaller than the experimental mass
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resolution. Correcting for the known branching ratio Br(\j/'—>J/\\/n+K~) of 32% |26) and for

the acceptance of the spectrometer, the contribution of \j/'-production and subsequent decay

into a J/\j/-meson is found to be a(i|/')Br(\j/'—»J/v|/)/a(J/\|/) = 7±3 %. This result is consistent

with the above-given upper limit (15%).
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Fig. 10

Invariant mass distribution of \I+\J.~K+K~ quadruplets.

The experimental mass resolution is presented in fig. 10 by the dotted curve. This curve

is obtained from a fit of two gaussian distributions to the observed mass spectrum. In this fit,

the width of both gaussian distributions is determined by the Monte Carlo simulation. A clear

second signal containing 8 events is found at 4.1 GeV/c2. Bearing in mind the possible

existence of two \j/"-mesons with rest masses of 4.04±0.()l GeV/c2 and 4.16±0.02 GeV/c2

[261, this signal can be interpreted as the \j/"-decay into a JA|/-meson and a 7i+7T pair. The

presence of this signal, however, is surprising since it is located above the D-meson threshold

and therefore, it is expected that the \j/"-decay is governed by the strong interaction. The

measured cross section was not corrected for the above-mentioned effects. Only statistical

errors are given; the combined systematic error due to the uncertainty on the target densities and

the integrated nuion flux was estimated to be less than 2%.

Figure 11 shows the observed differential cross section do(jiN^ju'J/\)iX)/dy. The

rapidity y of the J/ij/ is defined as y = 1/2 lndE+p^J/IE-p,,]), where E and p/, are the J/v|/

energy and longitudinal momentum with respect vo the virtual photon calculated in the photon-

nucleon eentre-of-mass system. From this figure i; can be seen that the JA|/ production is

peaked in the forward direction.
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Fig. 11
Cross section for J/y muoproduction as a function of the rapidity.

The solid curve shows the CS model prediction and
the dashed curve shows that of the VMD model in combination with the DY mechanism.

The dashed line in fig. 11 represents the prediction of the VMD model in combination

with the DY mechanism for an incident energy of 280 GeV. The calculation was performed

using eq. (3) of ref. |5 | , to which a multiplicative factor of 1/8 was applied , representing the

fraction of cc pairs going to if\\i (9|. The muoproduction cross section was obtained from the

photoproduction cross section by multiplication with the virtual photon flux factor |5)

computed following the convention introduced by Hand (15|. The cross section of the

subprocess qq —> J/y was integrated from the charm quark mass threshold up to the D-meson

mass [9J. Values for the input parameters were taken from ref. 126) , with the strong coupling

constant chosen to be cts( Mj, ) = 0.3, the charm quark mass mc = 1/2 Mj/y and the quark

distributions taken from ref. |5J. Although our apparatus accepts only events with positive

rapidity, it is clear that the computed distribution cannot account for the signal strength for

y > 1.

The solid line in fig. 11 represents the prediction of the CS model for inelastic and

incoherent J/y production. For comparison with the data a normalisation factor of 2.4 was

applied. The calculation was performed according to ref. 113|, with a QCD radiative correction

factor to the leptonic width F^+^- (J/i|/) of (1 -16cxs(MJ/v>/3„;) [ 14|. Values for the input

parameters used in the present calculation were taken from ref. [26|, with the same value for

as(M" ) and mc as in the VMD+DY calculation and a gluon distribution G(x) = 3/x U-x)5 •

From fig. 11 it can be seen that the cross section of JAj/ production as a function of the rapidity
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is well described by the CS model. The QCD radiative correction to the leptonic width takes

into account half of the previously measured discrepancy of a factor of 5 between model and

data 116,171. In the present analysis however, the CS model still underestimates the observed

signal by a factor of 2.4. Note that the normalisation of the CS model is sensitive to the mass

of the charm quark and proportional to the square of the strong coupling constant |3).

Furthermore, the calculation of the cross section is performed by using a non-relativistic

description of the cc bound state. It is expected that relativistic effects might distort this

description through corrections of order VT? , with p estimated to be 0.5 118J.

The normalised differential cross section 27i/a dc(|iN—>|i'J/\)/)/d<t>, where <|> is the

azimuthal angle between the muon scattering plane and the J/y production plane, is shown in

fig. 12. The solid curve is a fit of the function (1+Bcos0+Ccos20) to the measured

distribution. The results of the fit are given in table 4 together with the CS model predictions

for scalar and vector gluons 119|. The results, when compared with the predictions of the CS

model computed at the average Q2 of the data (1.5 GeV2), are consistent with Jp = 1" for the

gluon. The same results disfavour the description of J/vj/ production as presented in ref. [7), in

which the predictions of the model |9 | are extended to second order terms without explicit

colour conservation.

z
D

0A -

I

Fig. 12
Normalised muoproduction cross section as a function of the azimuthal angle 4> between the

muon scattering plane and the J/v|/-production plane.

The solid curve is a fit of the function | l+Bcos<J) + Ccos20| to the observed distribution.
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B

C

The azimuthal angle

Experimental Results

- 0.13 ±

- 0.02 ±

0.08

0.08

Table 4
distribution

J

(1 +Bcos$+Ccos2<J»

CS Model (<Q:> = 1

iihion

+ 0.12

-0.11

.5 GeV-)

^ ^luon "**

- 0.14

- 0.08

Since the CS model provides a good description of our data it has been used to extract the

gluon distribution of free nucleons. The measured differential cross section

da(|4N-n>|i'J/\j>X)/dx. with x = s / s where sand s are the centre-of-mass energies in the photon-

gluon and the photon-nucleon reference frames, was divided by that calculated in the CS model

|8,2O|. In the latter, the gluon distribution xG(x) was set to unity. The variable x given in the

CS model by x = Vs |N1y<*/z + ''t/z(l-z)l t-"110 he interpreted as the momentum fraction of the

nucleon carried by (he probed gluon. The function c -^- (1 -x)11 was fitted to the data; the result

of the fit was c = 2.4 ± 0.4 and r\ = 5.1 ± 0.9. The value of c corresponds to the

previously introduced normalisation factor and r\ represents the shape of the gluon distribution.

The extracted normalised gluon distribution is shown in fig. 13 together with its

parameterisation xG(x) = —,-(1 -x) . The results are also given in table 5. The results of EMC

from the analysis of J/ty production on NH.i |20|, also given in fig. 13. are in good agreement

with the present data.

The measured

X

0.045

0.080

0.1 15

0.160

0.220

Table 5

differential cross section and the

da(|aN->|i'J/\|/X)/dx
(nb)

0.88 ±0.13

1.40 + 0.15

1.07 ±0.15

0.47 ±0.16

0.34 ±0.13

deduced gluon distribution

xG(x)

2.20 ± 0.34

2.1010.23

1.76 10.25

0.97 1 0.34

0.89 ± 0.35
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Fig. 13

The nucleon gluon distribution \G(\ ) from the present experiment and ref. |2()|.
The solid curve is a parameterisation ot'xG(x) discussed in the text.

An attempt is made to obtain information about the mass of the charm quark by a

comparison of the measured cross section dG(|jN—>|a'J/\|/X )/dPi with that from the colour

singlet model. For this purpose, various CS model calculations are made with the same input

parameters as before but for different values of the charm quark mass m t . The comparison is

found to be most sensitive at low Pi and therefore the data with Pi < 0.1 (GeV/c)- are

included. The results of the calculations are then fitted with a free normalisation to the

measured cross section. In fig. 14. the obtained %- and the fitted multiplicative factors An are

shown as a function of 2mc. The dashed lines correspond to the rest mass of the JAj/-meson

[26]. The solid line represents a parabolic curve through the obtained y} points, showing a

clear minimum at 2n\ = 2.95 GeV/e-. From fig. 14 it can also be seen that the underestimation

of the colour singlet model can be removed ( by requiring thut Ao=l ) at the cost of a larger x~

by choosing 2mc = 2.6 GeV/c-. The reduction of the fitted mismatch and the observed

minimum in the x~-distribution for a value of 2n \ below the rest mass of the JA|/-meson

indicate that relativistic effects might distort the description of the cc bound state as used in the

colour singlet i. odel calculations. In fig. 15. the measured cross section do(|u.\—>|u'J/\|/X)/dPr

is shown. The solid line represents the CS model calculation with the charm quark mass taken

to be 2n\- = 2.95 GeV/c- and multiplied with the fitted multiplication factor Ao=1.84.
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Fig.14
The obtained y} and normalisation factors AQ from the fits of the colour singlet model

calculations to the measured cross section.

t

f?2 (GeV)2 - »

Fig. 15
The measured cross section da(|iN—>iTJ/\j/X)/dPr.

The solid curve represents the colour singlet model calculation (see text).

Gluon distributions have also been obtained previously from QCD analyses of structure

function measurements. These yield parameterisations that allow a large spread of r] values

ranging from 3 to 11 |211; this uncertainty in T) has been discussed in ref. [22|. In the present

work we have shown that the CS model is able to describe inelastic J/i|/ production and

consequently that it is possible to extract the gluon distribution directly.
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V1.5 ELASTIC JA|/-PRODU(TION FROM MUON fNTERACI'IONS WITH HYDROGEN

ANDDEUTHR1UM

The elastic niuoproduction of J/\)/-mesons on free nucleons is commonly identified as the

reaction in which all virtual-photon-iuicleon centre-of-mass energy is absorbed in the kinetic

energies of the produced J/v)/-meson and the recoiling nucleon. The elasticity of the

|iN—>ji'J/\|/X reaction is characterised by the dimensionless parameter z (section 11.3), defined

as the ratio PJ/V»PN/VMN with Pj/V and P^ the four momenta of the J/vj/-meson and nucleon,

respectively. At high photon energies v, a small deviation of z from unity provides sufficient

energy for the nucleon to break up (section VI.3). When only the J/\j/-decay muons are

detected in coincidence with the scattered union, the (nearly) elastic processes also contain

contributions from J/ij/-production processes in which the nucleon breaks up, in contrast to

those in which the nucleon remains intact. The former production pocesses are usually

interpreted in terms of vector meson dominance |4|. The application to muoproduction of JAj/-

mesons on hydrogen and deuterium assumes the virtual photon to couple to an off-shell J a -

meson, wi.i'-h ••, put on-shell by diffractive scattering off a nucleon. The additional

assumptions of helicity and parity conservation relate the J/\|/-decay angular distributions to the

polarisation of the virtual photon (section II.4).

The inelastic production of J/\(/-mesons can be related to the gluon distribution of the

nucleon in the framework of the colour singlet (CS) model (section VI.4). The primary

process of phoion-gluon fusion (PGF) is then considered to be hard. In the first order PGF

model, it is assumed that colour is rearranged by multiple soft gluon emission from the

produced ec-pair (section 11.6). Consequently, the lowest order PGF process is constrained to

the (nearly) elastic production of J/y-mesons. The nearly elastic JA|/-production processes,

however, provide sufficient room for the emission of an energetic gluon. In that case, the CS

model provides a gocxl description of the production process (section VI.3). The colour singlet

representation of the JA|/-meson by a definite wave function allows tor an explicit prediction of

the occupancies of the two helicity states of the prcxiiiced JA|/-meson.

In order to investigate the cross section of elastic J/\j/-production, the experimental events

were selected by the requirement z > 0.9 and the application of the cuts listed in table 2. The

identification of the J/\)/-decay unions and the scattered union is performed in the same way as

for the inelastic data sample. However, no events are accepted with an ambiguity in the

selection of the scattered union. The acceptance of the spectrometer for JA|/-events is

determined by the ratio of accepted and generated Monte Carlo events, surviving the same z-cut,

as the experimental events. In this analysis, the Monte Carlo events are weighed with a simple

(factorised) parameterisation o w of the observed cross section as a function of Q-, v and t:
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------- - = I T I Q , v) x t(Q ) xg(v) x h(t) ,
dQ :dvdt

with r-r(Q-.v) the emission probability of transversely polarised virtual photons at the muon

vertex. 'I'he off-shell effects of the virtual photon are taken into account by choosing a vector

meson dominance-like propagator term |4 | t\Q-) = (l + Q~/M7 )'~- 'I'he function g(v)

describes the dependence of the photoproduction cross section on the incident photon energy.

The functional dependence of g(v) is taken from ref.|9j, i.e. g(v) = Aexp|-B/(v-C)|. The

parameters A, B and C are then determined by a comparison of the observed cross section as a

function of v with the parameterisation aw(v). The comparison is repeated for different values

of A, B and C until the observed cross section is properly described by the parameterisation.

The thus obtained values for A. B and C were found to be A = 20 nb, B = 45 GeV and C = 6

GeV. The t-dependence of the parameterisation is determined by taking the fit results of section

VI.3 for the function h(t) and normalising its integral to unity, yielding h(t) = 1.2 e'1-^1'.

The JA|/-signal is obtained in the same way as before, but the results are now presented as

differential cross sections integrated over the z-interval |0.9, 1.11 : the upper limit of" 1.1 takes

the experimental resolution into account.

Figure 16 shows the cross section of elastic J/\|/-production, differentiated to the virtual

photon parameters Q2 and v. The solid curves represent the first order photon-giuon fusion

model calculation (section 11.6). In the present calculation, the strong coupling constant as is

chosen to be a s = 0.3 and the gluon distribution is parametrised as G(x) = Vx U-x)-\ The J/\j/-

f ruction of produced charmonium is here taken to be 1/8 |9|. The calculated signal strength has

been obtained by integrating the cross section of the reaction y*g —> cc from the charm quark

mass mc up to the D-meson mass MR, with me chosen to be mc = Mj/v/2 and Mp taken from

ref. (26|. From fig. 16 it can be seen that the first order PGF model describes the measured

cross section reasonably well. The dashed curves represent the colour singlet model calculation

(section II.7). For comparison, the same parameterisation of the gluon distribution and the

same values for the strong coupling constant and the charm quark mass are used as those in the

PGF model calculation. The leptonic width of the J/\|/-decay is taken from ref. [26|. The

computed differential cross section is integrated from z = 0.9 to z = 1 and multiplied by a factor

of 2.4, corresponding to the underestimation of the observed inelastic JA|/-signal (section VI.4).

From fig. 16 it can be seen that the CS model, although enforced by a factor of 2.4, accounts

for only 50% of the observed elastic J/\j/-signal. The dotted curves show the factorised

parameterisation ow used for the determination of the acceptance. The Q2 dependence is similar

to that obtained from the PGF and the CS models. The v dependence has not been constrained:

it is given by a parameterisalion g(v) of the measured cross section.
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Fig. 16

The differential cross section of elastic JA|/-production as a function of Q2 and v.

The solid curve represents the first order photon-gluon fusion model, the dashed curve

represents the colour singlet model and the dotted curve is a parameterisation of the observed

cross section (see text).

In the rest frame of the J/\j/-meson the distribution of the polar angle of the emerging \i+-

decay muon is related to the spin alignment of the JAji-meson via:

W(6d) = P(J=l,m=±l)x(l +cos2(6d)| + P(J=l,m=O)x(2sin2(0d)) ,

in which P(J=l,m=±l) and P(J=l,m=0) are the probabilities of producing JAjr-mesons with

transverse and longitidinal polarisations, respectively. In the CS model, the spin alignment of

the J/\|/-meson is given by the corresponding components of the wave function which describes

the bound state J/\|/-meson |3J. From this it is found that the cross sections for either helicity

state of the J/X|/-meson are about equal at z near unity and moderate Pj (Pj=l GeV/c). This

implies the decay angular distribution to be isotropic. The first order PGF model does not allow

for a definite prediction of the spin alignment of the J/\|/-meson. In this model it is possible to

calculate separately the photoproduction cross sections of longitudinally and transversely

polarised virtual photons [9|. In the duality approach, however, the helicity of the photon can

not be related to that of the JA|/-meson. In the VMD model, the photon couples directly to a J/vj/-

meson. In diffractive photoproduction of vector mesons lighter than the J/y, helicity

conservation has been observed [4|. The assumptions of helicity and parity conservation,

applied to the virtual photoproduction process of J/\j/-mesons, restricts the general form of the

decay angular distribution to |24|:

2£Rsin2(6d)-esin2(ed)cos(2(t)d.D)
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with Od-D 'I11-' single between the muon scattering plane and the J/\j/-decay plane, R the ratio of

the photoproduction cross sections of longitudinally and transversely polarised virtual photons

and e the ratio of the corresponding photon flux factors at the muon vertex (chapter II). In the

VMD model, R is related to the cross sections of elastic scattering of J/y-mesons with

longitudinal and transverse polarisations |25|:

Q \2
K = )

x
a-rfJ/ij/N-»J/V|/N) Mj/J

Little is known about the cross sections of JA|/ scattering. It is generally assumed that an upper

limit on R is given by R < (Q/MJ/^)2-

Figure 17 shows the normalised cross section as a function of the polar angle 0(j of the

|i+-decay muon in the helicity system and the Gottfried-Jackson system (chapter II),

represented by circular and squared points respectively. The solid and the dashed curves are

fits of the function (l+Acos;;6a)A2+2/3A) to the observed distributions in the helicity and

Gottfried-Jackson system, respectively. The results of the fits are: A = -0.2±0.3 (helicity

system) and A = -0.110.3 (Gottfried-Jackson system). In either reference frame, the observed

angular distributions is consistent with an isotropic one, yielding a non-zero value for the ratio

R, i.e R = ().9±0.6 (helicity system) and R = 0.710.4 (Gottfried-Jackson system). The values

for R are consistent with the CS model but are above the upper limit from the VMD model R =

0.25 for<Q2) = 1.5 GeV2.

O.5

Fig. 17
The normalised differential cross section dc(p.N—>|i'J/\j/X)/dcos(0d).

The polar angle 0ci of the |i+-decay muon is determined in the helicity system (circular points)
and the Gottfried-Jackson system (squared points). The smooth curves are fits to the observed

distributions (see text).
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Figure 18 shows the normalised cross section as a function of the azimuthul angle (J>d-D-

The solid curve is a fit of the function 11+Bcos(<|)d-D) + CCOS(2(|)CJ-D)] to the observed

distribution. The results of the fit are: B = 0.1 ± 0.1 and C = -0.4 ±0.1. In other words a

large negative coefficient of cos(2 (|)d-D) ar>d a small dependence on COS(<))(J-D) are found. This

result indicates a strong correlation between the muon scattering plane and the J/\j/-decay plane.

This correlation is consistent with the average value of (e) = 0.75 ± 0.01 and R being zero.

The result is, however, also consistent with the value of R previously obtained from fits to the

observed distribution of the polar decay angle.

t

c- i o 't><1-0 ~~>

Fig. 18
The normalised differential cross section do(|iN—>|i'J/\j/X)/d<|>d-D-

The solid curve is a fit of the function 11 +Bcos((|>d-D) + Ccos(2 <t>d-D)l to the observed
distribution.

In the framework of the first-order PGF model, the transverse momenta of the produced

J/ty-mesons can be related to the transverse momentum components of the initial gluon [21).

The relation between the transverse momenta implies a dependence of the cross section on the

azimuthal angle §D between the muon scattering plane and the J/i|/-production plane (sections

II.2 and II.6). The dependence of the normalised cross section on 0 D can be expressed as

| 1+BCOS(<PD) + Ccos(2 0D) | . In the PGF model, the parameter C is predicted to be small,

whereas the parameter B is predicted to be large and negative. An attempt is made to disclose a

possible 0o dependence of the cross section of elastic J/\|/-production. In order to reduce

smearing effects in the experimental data, a minimal angle of 1 mrad between the J/y-meson

and photon direction is required. Figure 19 shows the normalised cross section as a function
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of <t>D- The solid curve is a fit of the function | 1+BCOS(<J>D) + Ccos(2 <J>D)I to the observed

distribution. The results of the fit are: B = 0.1 ± 0.1 and C = 0.3 ± 0.1. No large and negative

coefficient of cos ($D) is found. This result disapproves the prediction of the first order PGF

model (B = -0.2) based on transverse gluon momenta in the nucleon.

t

0
Fig. 19

The normalised differential cross section do((iN—»|j.'J/\|/X)/d<|)D-
The solid curve is a fit of the function | 1+BCOS((J)D) + CCOS(2<{)D)| to the observed distribution.

In conclusion, the cross section of elastic J/\j/-production as a function of the photon

parameters can be described reasonably well by the first order photon-gluon fusion model.

The Q2-dependence can also be described by the product of the photon flux factor FT at the

muon vertex and a vector meson dominance-like propagator term (1 + Q 2 / M , )"2- The colour

singlet model underestimates the elastic J/\|/-signal by a factor of two more than the inelastic

J/\|/-signal, indicating that the perturbative approach is not applicable in this case. The J/vj/-

decay angular distributions show a strong correlation between the J/\|/-decay plane and the

muon scattering plane. This correlation is consistent with the assumptions of helicity and

parity conservation between the virtual photon and the produced J/\|/-meson. No strong

correlation between the muon scattering plane and the J/vj/-production plane has been found.

The absence of such a correlation rejects possible transverse gluon momenta in the nucleon.
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VI.6 SUMMARY

The production of J/\|/-mesons in muon interactions with hydrogen and deuterium is

studied at an average incident muon energy of 280 GeV. The cross section ratio per nucleon of

both elastic and inelastic JA|/-production on deuterium and hydrogen is found to be

aN(D)/oN(H) = 0.96 ± 0.08 (stat.). Due to the complementary target set up , the systematic

error in this ratio is small compared to the statistical error. This result indicates that the J/\j/-

production rates on protons and neutrons are equal within the quoted error.

In the framework of the colour singlet model, the gluon distribution of the nucleon is

extracted from the measured cross section of inelastic J/\j/- product ion. The normalised gluon

distribution xG(x) of free nucleons can be parametrised as xG(x) = (1+T|)/2 (1-X)7!, with r\ =

5.1+0.9.

The elastic J/\j/-production processes are found to have a diffractive signature, indicated

by a rapid fall-off of the observed cross section as a function of the square of the four

momentum transfer between the virtual photon and the produced J/\j/-meson. A strong

correlation between the muon scattering plane and the J/v|/-decay plane is found. This

correlation is shown to be consistent with the assumptions of helicity and parity conservation in

the virtual photoproduction process. In both the helicity and the Gottfried-Jackson frames, the

distribution of the polar decay angle is found to be consistent with an isotropic one.
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VII JA|/-PRODUCTION IN MUON INTERACTIONS WITH TIN
AND CARBON

VII. 1 INTRODUCTION

It has been shown before that ]/\\f-production in muon interactions with hydrogen and

deuterium can be used to probe the gluon density in the nucleon [1]. The primary signal

corresponds to the production of a charm-anticharm quark pair by the process of photon-gluon

fusion J2J. This process can be described in terms of the photon parameters Q2 and v, where

-Q2 and v are the invariant mass squared and energy of the virtual photon. In the colour singlet

(CS) model, the formation of a bound J/\j/-meson is related to the emission of a second hard

gluon [3|. In this case the calculated cross section also depends on the energy fraction z of the

J/\j/-meson relative to the photon and the transverse momentum PT of the J/y-meson with

respect to the direction of the photon in the laboratory system. The observed inelastic

processes are found to be well described by the CS model. This indicates that, in the

framework of quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD), the perturbative approach of the CS model is

applicable.

In earlier experiments J/\|/-production has been measured in interactions of 280 GeV

muons with hydrogen and deuterium and of 250 GeV muons with iron [4J. The single-

nucleon cross section in iron was found to be larger than that in hydrogen and deuterium.

When corrected for the difference in incident muon energies and for coherence in iron, the ratio

of the single-nucleon cross sections was found to be |4]:

= 1.45 ± 0.12 (stat.)± 0.22 (syst.) .
oN (H+D)

Most of the systematic error arises from the normalisation uncertainty between the data samples

of iron (Fe) and the combined data samples of hydrogen (H) and deuterium (D) and the

uncertainty in the applied correction for coherence in iron. In this chapter the results of a

simultaneous measurement of J/y-production in 280 GeV muon interactions with tin and

carbon are presented. A special event selection is introduced which is shown to reject the

coherent processes.
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VII.2 HXPHRJMH.NT AM) ANALYSIS

The experiment presented here was devoted to the measurement of the nuclear-mass

dependence of the cross section of J/V|/-production. The NMC spectrometer was adopted to a

simultaneous measurement of J/\|>-produclion from tin and carbon with a large total target

thickness of 600 g/em2. The inherent high trigger rate of the single-muon events was brought

back to an acceptable level for the data acquisition system by the use of two target calorimeters

[5\. A certain minimal amount of hadronic energy deposited in these calorimeters was required

in the on-line event selection. In the thick target the hadronic cascades developing from the

interaction vertex are amplified. In order to avoid these cascades 10 leak into the spectrometer

and flood the detectors, a passive absorber was placed downstream of the targets. The passive

absorber was made of concrete slices to minimise the scattering of the outgoing muons. Its

total length of 2.7 m was sufficient to absorb the (hadron) showers. A schematic view of the

spectrometer is show n in fig. 1. A detailed descrip:ion ot the detectors can be found in chapter

III.

VI5 V3 V21

BHA BHB

l i l t

^ Fe Fig. 1 0 1 2 3 L 5m

The NMC spectrometer in 1WX (horizontal cross section).

Data were collected in !9,SX during the SPS periods P2BXX and P2CXX using the

specially designed trigger T15 (section 111.5). which accepts multi-muon trajectories with target

pointing and does not involve the target calorimeters. For both experimental runs the energy of

the muons i|i+) from the \12 beam line was tuned at 2X0 GeV and the energy spread was 11

GeV (rms). The target system consisted of two complementary target sets each containing two

segments of tin and two of carbon. Both sets were exposed alternately to the beam. A list of

the target densities is given in section 111.2 (table 11. The passive absorber was used as an

auxiliary target to estimate vj/'-produclion and to obtain knowledge about the beam fluxes for

the two target positions.
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In the analysis the data from the four target segments of the same material were combined

cumulatively. For this purpose the data of the tv.o target positions were normalised with the

corresponding beam fluxes. Events with three or more outgoing tracks were selected,

including tracks in the near-beam region (chapter V). For each event the on-line trigger T15

was checked using the reconstructed muon trajectories, thus requiring at least two tracks to be

identified as muons. The invariant mass of any track pair of oppositely charged particles was

then calculated for the selected data sample. In less than 3% of the events, more than one

combination was found with an invariant mass inside the mass window of |2.8, 3.4] GeV/e2.

In these cases, the combination resulting in an invariant mass closest to the known rest mass of

the J/\|/-meson was taken. The scattered muon was then selected from the remaining

reconstructed tracks demanding the corresponding particle to have the same charge as the

incident muon. In 9c/< of the events, more than one candidate remained. These events were

subjected to the same selection procedure as the hydrogen/deuterium data (section VI.2). The

contribution of background is minimised and regions of poor acceptance are excluded by the

application of cuts to the kinematical variables. The cuts used in this analysis were identical to

those introduced in chapter VI (table 2), except for the invariant mass window, which is

chosen to be |2.8, 3.41 GeV/c-.

In order to determine in which target segment the interaction took place, cuts were also

applied to the reconstructed vertex position along the central beam direction. The distribution

of the reconstructed vertex positions is shown in fig. 2. The dashed lines at x=-l 1.0, -9.6,

-8.1, -6.8, -5.7 ni indicate the applied cuts defining the four regions corresponding to the

actual target segments (boxes in fig. 2). At this point the invariant mass of the decay muon

pair is subjected to the above-mentioned mass window.

T

Fig. 2
Distribution of the reconstructed venex positions along the beam direction summed over both
target positions. The dashed lines indicate the applied cuts defining the four target segments

which are represented by the boxes.
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For the selected data sample, a good vertex resolution is obtained. The probability of

association of events to the wrong target segment was found to be less than 1%. In view of

the statistical error, no correction for this was applied. From fig. 2 it can be seen that the

distributions of the four target segments contain similar numbers of events. This indicates that

the acceptance of the spectrometer does not vary strongly as a function of the vertex position.

Ideally, a constant acceptance makes the beam fluxes in the two target positions cancel in the

determination of the cross section ratio. In practice, the systematic error in the ratio arising

from the uncertainty in the determination of the beam fluxes is found to be less than 0.1%.

Figure 3 shows the invariant mass Mu+U- distribution of trackpairs of oppositely charged

particles in the selected data samples of carbon and tin. A gaussian distribution

exp|-(MH+M-" M »^ /2CT 2 | on top of an exponentially falling background was fitted to both mass

spectra (smooth curves in fig. 3). The results of the fit are given in table 1.

t 240 -

200 -

>

2.25 3.75 2.25 3.75

/J. fJL

Fig. 3

Mass (GeV/c2) - >

Invariant mass distribution of selected \i+\x~ pairs in carbon and tin. The smooth curves are fits

to the observed distributions (see text).

The values of the fitted peak centres Mo agree well with the known rest mass of the J/i|/-

meson, Mj/^ = 3()96.9±(). 1 MeV/c2, indicating that the momentum of the outgoing muons is

well calibrated 1111. The width of the observed resonance in tin is larger than that in carbon
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due to the increase of the multiple scattering cross section with proton number. The quoted

numbers of J/\|/-events are obtained from the total number of events inside the above-

mentioned mass window corrected for background. This correction is calculated by the

integration of the fitted background signal between the two invariant-mass limits.

T;irget

C

Sn

Results of fits to the

Mu (MeV/c2)

3101 ± 6

3096 ± 6

Table I

mass spectra of carbon

a (MeV/c2)

136 ±6

155 ±6

and tin

Number of J/\|/-events

896 ± 33

1 106 ±37

The mass spectrum of dimuon pairs in events originating in the passive absorber is used

to fit simultaneously the JA(/ and \|/'-signal. For these events, the mass resolution is best since

multiple scattering of the outgoing muons is minimal. The mass spectrum is shown if fig. 4.
,3

t

>
LJJ

10

10

10 —

100

2.25 3.75
-20

2.25 3.75

/J,+JJL Mass (GeV/c2) —>
Fig. 4

Invariant mass distribution of selected [l+\A~ pairs in the passive absorber (left) and the
background corrected mass spectrum (right).
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Two gaussian distributions on top of an exponentially falling background are fitted to this mass

spectrum (smooth curve in fig. 4). The results of the fit are given in table 2.

Result of fit

Mo( 1)

Mo(2)

a

Table 2

to the mass spectra of the

3103 ± 3

3612 ± 27

95 ± 2

passive absorber

MeV/c2

MeV/c-

MeV/c-

The value of the fitted peak centre M0(l) agrees well with the known rest mass of the JAj/-

meson |11 | . The corresponding value of Mo(2) is less well determined but can be

unambiguously identified with the y'-meson. My' = 3686.010. 1 MeV/c2 1111. The J/\|/-signal

in the mass window of j2.8, 3.4| GeV/c- yields 2()45±49 events corrected for background.

Also shown in fig. 4 is the same mass spectrum from which the fitted background is

subtracted. A clear ij/'-signal is found containing 54±12 events in the mass window of |3.45,

3.85| GeV/c2. Correcting for the known branching ratios Br(J/\|i—>|j+|a~) = 6.9±().9% and

Br(\|/'—>(a+(i") = ().77±(). 17%. the ratio of event rates yields the following ratio of production

cross section:

O(W')
= 0.24 ± 0.05 (stat.)± 0.08 (syst.).

in which the systematic error arises from the uncertainty in the branching ratios. The present

result compares well with the value of ref. |6|. It is also consistent with the colour singlet

model prediction a(\|/')/a(J/\j/) = 0.26 which depends only on the rest masses of the \\i' and

J/\|/-meson and the leptonic widths of the corresponding resonances for energies sufficiently

above the threshold production [3|.

A check on the relative momentum calibration of the incoming and outgoing muons for

the carbon/tin data is made, likewise that for the hydrogen/deuterium data (section VI.2). The

fitted value of the relative calibration was found to be Ea = -0.3 ± 0.2 GeV, which is

considered to be consistent with no relative calibration mismatch. The width a of the gaussian

distribution and the slope parameter (3 of the radiative tail were found to be o = 3.7 ± 0.1 GeV

and (i = 0.33 ± 0.02 GeV, respectively. Compared to the fit to the hydrogen/deuterium data,

the energy resolution is slightly worse and the radiative tail is steeper. In this case, the inherent

energy loss of the tnuons upon passing through the targets and the passive absorber is much

larger than that for the hydrogen/deuterium target setup. The energy resolution is therefore

also determined by the accuracy of the energy loss calculation using the reconstructed muon

trajectories.

No correction for radiative effects was applied. Radiative effects on the measured cross

section of J/\|/-production in hydrogen and deuterium were estimated to be small, typically 3%
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or less (section 11.8). It is expected that radiative effects on the measured cross section of

incoherent J/\|/-production in tin and carbon are of the same order.

It was found before that the .single-nucleon cross section of J/\|/-production in deuterium

is equal to the cross section in hydrogen (section VI.2). The uncertainty in the equality of the

bare nucleon J/\|/-production cross sections (<J"(-'/M/)/cP(J/\i/) = 0.92 ± 0.16) affects the tin-

carbon ratio, taking into account the neutron excess in tin, by less than \°/<.

The correction for background was performed for each kinematical bin separately. In the

presentation of the results, only statistical errors are given. Due to the complementary target

setup, the systematic error in the measured ratio is negligible compared to the statistical error.

VII.3 RESULTS

The measured ratio of the single-nucleon cross sections of J/\j/-production in tin and

carbon is shown in fig. 5 as a function of the elasticity z and the transverse momentum Pj .

t

c
00

Z

b

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

The measured ratio of the single-nudeon cross sections of J/y-product ion in tin and carbon.

From fig. 5 it can be seen that for z > 0.7 the cross section in tin is larger than that in

carbon. For z near unity and Pf < 0.1 Ge V-, this is to be expected because of coherence. In

these processes, the recoiling nucleus remains intact and carries away little energy. The

diffractive nature of this process concentrates the coherent cross section at small transverse

momenta. Below a more detailed analysis is presented of the elastic (z > 0.9) and the inelastic

(z < 0.9) J/\|/-signals separately. The diffractive signature of the elastic JAji-production cross

section is first discussed.
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Diffractive photoprodiiction of vector mesons is usually interpreted in terms of vector

meson dominance (VMD) |7|. In the application of the VMD model to muoproduction of J a -

mesons, it is assumed that the virtual photon couples to an off-shell J/y-meson which is put

on-shell by diffractive scattering off a target nucleus (section 11.4). In analogy to high energy

elastic hadron-proton scattering, the differential cross section do"/<j(-t) can be related to the

charge form factors of the projectile and target hadron via [8]:

= O(,x|Fj/MX-t)|2x|FNu-u.:i;s(-t)|2 ,

in which t is the square of the four momentum transfer between the virtual photon and the

produced J/y-meson. In this formulation, o"o does not depend on t. At small -t, the t-

dependence can be parametrised as da/d(-t) ~ e^t. The slope parameter b is then related to the

nns charge radii as:

2|hc) NUCLEUS

with h the Planck constant (reduced), c the speed of light and (r^)NUCLEUS • ( r 2 ) j / v
 t n e r m s

radii of the density distributions of the target nucleus and the J/\j/-meson, respectively. It has

been emphasized before that the size of the J/\|/-meson is relatively small compared to that of a

nucleon [9|. The observed (-distribution would then be a reflection oi the nucleus form factor

only. In fig. (i the observed elastic J/y-signals from tin and carbon are shown as a function of

Fig. -t (GeV)2

The (-distribution of the elastic JA|/-signal from carbon (circular points) and tin (squared points)

For the graphical presentation, the data from tin is devided by ten.

The smooth curves are fits to the observed distributions (see text).
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Kinematically -t is constrained to be positive; the finite experimental resolution, however,

causes the presence of events with negative -t. It has been verified that the acceptance of the

spectrometer does not vary strongly with t. The fast fall-off with -t of the cross section is a

signature of the diffnictive nature of the underlying process. The slope parameter b is obtained

from a fit of the function Aoe'31 to the observed distributions at -t < 2 GeV2 (smooth curves in

fig. 6). In the fit, a gaussian distribution is folded into the exponential function; the width a of

the gaussian distribution represents the experimental resolution. The results of the fit are given

in table 3.

Results

Target

C

Sn

H+D

of fits to the

b (GeV--

1.7 ± 0.2

2.0 ± 0.2

1.0 ± 0.1

Table 3
t-distribution of the elastic

) <r2>1/2 (fm)

0.37 ± 0.02

0.40 ± 0.02

0.30 ± 0.02

JA)/-signals

a (GeV2)

0.41 ±0.05

0.30 ± 0.04

0.20 ± 0.03

The values of the fitted slope parameters obtained for tin and carbon are equal within their

errors. The same fit is made to the data of hydrogen and deuterium (chapter VI). The present

result compares well with the earlier found value b = 1.2 ± 0.1 GeV"2 , which was obtained

from a fit to the acceptance-corrected data without folding in a gaussian distribution (section

VI.3). It has been verified that the slope parameters from fits to the hydrogen and deuterium

data separately are equal within their (statistical) errors. The J/i|/-signals from tin and carbon

integrated over the range -0.50 < -t < 0.85 GeV2 yield the following ratio of single-nucleon

cross sections:

N
° ' S " ) = 1.15 ± 0 . 1 0 ( z > 0 . 9 a n d - t < 0 . 8 5 G e V 2 ) .

The single-nucleon cross sections contain contributions from coherent and incoherent

J/vy-production. These contributions can be formulated as:

_ , A 1)e-bA|t! + e-bxlt|
d(-t)

in which A is the nucleus mass number and bA and b^ are the slope parameters for the nucleus

and the nucleon, respectively. Taking the slope parameters deduced from the rms radii

(r2)N"= 0.85 fm, (r:)c'~= 2.5 fm and (r2)Sn~= 4.6 fm [ 10J and integrating over the range 0 < -t

< 0.85 GeV2, one obtains aN(Sn)/oN(C) = 2.3. The calculated value of the cross section ratio

is much larger than that observed experimentally. Taking instead the slope parameter bN
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obtained from the fit to the hydrogen and deuterium data, the ratio becomes aN(Sn)/aN(C) =

1.25 which is consistent with the measured value.

The values of the rms radii (r2)1/2 indicate a much smaller radius of interaction than

expected from the nucleus form factors of tin and carbon 11()|. The small difference between

the JAj/-signal from tin and carbon at small -t indicates that coherence does not dominate the

cross section of elastic J/vy-production. The obtained small value of the interaction radius

contradicts elastic J/\j/-production as scattering off a target object which is as large as the target

nucleus. Comparison with the size of a nucleon ({r2)l/1 ~ 0.85 fm) indicates that some

fraction of the nearly elastic signal arises from processes in which the nucleon breaks up.

These processes can be related to the deviation of the observed J/\|/-signal from the above-

mentioned fit for -t > 2 GeV2 (fig. 6).

Figure 7 shows the t-distributions of both the elastic (z > 0.9) and the inelastic (z < 0.9)

J/\|/-signals per nucleon for carbon and carbon separately.

t

0 A 8 12 16 20 24 28 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28

-t (GeV)2 -> -t (GeV)'

Fig. 7
The t-distribution of the elastic (open points) and inelastic (dark points) JA|/-signal.

On the left (right) the data from carbon (tin).
The smooth curves are fits to the observed distributions (see text).

A slow decrease with -t of both inelastic J/\|/-signals is found. The straigh* lines are fits

of the function A^1 to the observed distributions. In these fits, the p^i.us at the lowest 111 is

omitted. The results of the fit are given in table 4.
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Results of fits to the

target

C

Sn

H+D

Table 4

t-distributions of the inelastic JA|/-signals

b(GeV^)

0.19 ±0.01

0.23 ± 0.02

0.23 ± 0.02

The values of the slope parameter b obtained from the fits to the inelastic J/\|/-signals

from carbon and tin are equal to that obtained before for the combined inelastic JAf-signal from

hydrogen and deuterium (section VI.3).

The colour singlet model is shown to give a good description of inelastic J/\|/-production

from muon interaction with hydrogen and deuterium (section VI.4). In this model, the

calculated cross section is proportional with the gluon distribution in the nucleon. Therefore,

the inelastic J/y-signals from carbon and tin are used to extract information about a possible

nuclear-mass dependence of the gluon distribution. For this purpose, the events are selected

by the application of the additional cuts:

In the framework of the colour singlet model, the measured ratio of the single-nucleon

cross sections of J/y-production in tin and carbon can be interpreted directly as the ratio of the

corresponding gluon distributions. In this interpretation, the uncertainty in the model

parameters a s (the strong coupling constant), Fc+C- (the leptonic width of the J/\|/-meson) and

mc (the mass of the charm quark) cancel. The ratio of the single-nucleon cross sections of JAj/-

production in tin and carbon is found to be (when determined by its average over v):

o^(Sn) = 1.0210.13 (stat.).

This result indicates that, within the statistical error, the single-nucleon cross section of

inelastic J/i|/-production does not depend on the nuclear mass.

The colour singlet model relates the cross section of inelastic J/\|/-production to the gluon

distribution in the nucleon. In this relation, the momentum fraction x of the nucleon carried by

the quark is given by x = i/s [M\/^/z + pf/z( I-z)J- where fs is the centre-of-mass energy of

the of the photon-nucleon system |3). The dependence of the cross section ratio on x is shown

in fig. 8.
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The measured ratio of the single-nucleon cross sections

of inelastic JA|/-production j n tin and carbon.

From fig. 8 it can be seen that the measured ratio of the single-nucleon cross sections of

J/v)/-production in tin and carbon does not depend strongly on the momentum fraction x.

VII.4 INVESTIGATION ON THE ELASTICITY OF THE nN->H'JA|/X REACTION

The results are so far discussed in terms of direct J/y-production. In this process the

JA)/-meson is considered as a product of the photon-nucleon interaction. Some fraction of the

JA|/-signal, however, may arise from a cascade process in which e.g. a \j/'-meson is produced

(directly) followed by its decay into a ground state J Ay-meson. The ratio of production cross

sections of y'-mesons and J/\|/-mesons is found to be <J(y')/a(JA|/) = 0.24 ± 0.05 (stat.). It

has been shown before that the decay process generates an artificial inelastic J/\|/-signaI (section

II.9). Since this source of inelasticity can not be separated experimentally from the direct

inelastic J/y-signal, an estimate is made of the contribution of the elastic y'-production to the

total J/\j/-signal. This contribution is then related to the measured ratio of the single-nucleon

cross sections of J/\j/-production in tin and carbon (fig. 5). An estimate is also made for the

inelastic data, in order to qualify the applicability of the results to the direct J/y-production

process (fig. 8).

The cross section of inelastic JAy-production (z < 0.9 and -t > 4 GeV2) in muon

interactions with hydrogen and deuterium is shown to be well described by the colour singlet

model (section VI.4). The same model, however, underestimates grossly the measured cross

section of elastic J/y-production (section VI.5). This underestimation provides room for
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speculations on contributions of the vector meson dominance like process to the total cross

section. A similar but smaller contribution is then expected to arise from elastic ^-production.

In order to estimate the contribution of the cascade processes, three calculations are made:

/ ) a CS model calculation representing the direct inelastic J/\|/-signal , ii ) a VMD model

calculation of elastic J/y-production which matches the difference between the measured cross

section of elastic J/i|/-production from hydrogen and deuterium and that calculated with the CS

model when extended to the elastic domain and //'/ ) a second and similar VMD model

calculation of elastic V)/1-product ion followed by the decay process into a J/\|/-meson. In the

three calculations, the energy of the incident muons was generated according a gaussian profile

centred at 280 GeV with a width of 10 GeV. The differential cross section da/dz of both VMD

calculations was taken to be: do/dz = 2.5 exp-'/2l(l-z)/o.()5|- nb (compare fig. 6 in section

VI.3). The same procedure for the V|/'-decay as presented in section II.9 was applied to the

VMD calculation of \|/'-production. In this case the obtained cross section was multiplied by

0.24 (see above) which takes the difference between the production cross sections of \|/'-

mesons and JAj/-mesons into account. The results of the calculations are shown in fig. 9.
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Fig. 9
The calculated differential cross section da/dz of muon induced JA|/-production.
The figure on the left (right) shows the total (cutted) differential cross sections.

The solid curve represents the sum of the cross sections from the CS model (dotted curve)
and the VMD model, both for direct J/\|/-production.

The dashed curve represents the cross section from the cascade process (see text).

From fig. 9 it can be seen that the contribution of elastic V|/'-production and subsequent

decay is maximal at z = 0.8 and amounts to about 10%. This corresponds to the above found
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enhancement in the measured ratio of the single-nucleon cross sections of inelastic i/\\i-

production in tin and carbon. The difference of the \|/'-signals between tin and carbon is

expected to be at the same level as the elastic J/y-signal. In that case, the \j/'-signal cannot

account for the measured enhancement in the ratio at z = 0.8. Also shown in fig. 9 are the

results of the calculations to which the same requirement as the experimental data are applied,

i.e. z < 0.9, -t > 4 GeV2 and the cuts introduced in section VI.2. The contribution of the

cascade process relative to the direct inelasiic J/\|/-signal is in this case reduced to about Q.\7r.

This result clearly demonstrates that the selected inelastic J/\|/-signal may be interpreted in terms

of direct JA|/-production.
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V1I.5 SUMMARY

The production of JA|/-mesons and \|/'-mesons in muon interactions with tin, carbon and

concrete is studied at an incident energy of 2X0 GeV. The \\i' and J Ay-mesons were observed

via their decay into a union pair. The ratio of their production cross sections is found to be:

= 0.24 ± 0.05 (stat.) ± 0.08 (syst.) .
CTlJM

where the systematic error arises from the uncertainty in the corresponding branching ratios.

This result is consistent with the colour singlet model prediction which depends only on the

rest masses of the \j/' and JA|/-meson and the leptonic widths of the corresponding resonances

for energies sufficiently above threshold.

The elastic J/y-signal from both tin and carbon is found to decrease rapidly as a function

of the square of the four momentum transfer between the virtual photon and the produced J/y-

meson. At small momentum transfer, a 15 ± 10 c/< enhancement of the J/\j/-signaI from tin

relative to that from carbon is found.

According the colour singlet model, the inelastic J/\)/-signal is proportional to the gluon

density in the nucleon. At large momentum transfer, the measured ratio of the single-nucleon

cross sections of JA(/-productiotfflMn and carbon is found to be:

-Sn-) = 1.02±0.13<stat . ) .

The systematic error is negligible due to the complementary target setup, while the contribution

of cascade processes in the measured ratio is shown to be less than 0.1%. Within the error,

this result is consistent with equal JAf-production rates per nucleon in tin and carbon. In the

framework of the colour singlet model, it can be concluded that the gluon distributions in tin

and carbon are equal to within 13% over the measured range of nucleon momentum fractions

x=|0.02. 0.301.
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VIII SUMMARY

Nucleons are considered to be composed of quarks held together by a strong interaction

mediated by gluons. In first approximation the nucleon structure can be described by its quark

components only. Clearly, experimental information on the momentum distributions of quarks

is needed for a detailed understanding of the nucleon structure. These momentum distributions

are deduced from experiments on deep-inelastic lepton scattering. From the results one can

resolve the momenta of quarks at various energy scales. It was found that at large energy

scales the total momentum fraction of the nucleon carried by quarks amounts to only 50%.

This apparent momentum deficit is attributed to the gluon field. Extraction of the gluon

momentum distribution from the measured evolution of the quark momentum distributions

involve the quark-gluon coupling strength at different energy scales. This coupling strength is

not well known. A refinement on the measurements of deep-inelastic lepton scattering is given

by the semi-exclusive reaction in which a J/y-meson is detected in coincidence with the

scattered lepton. In lowest order of the quark-gluon coupling strength, the corresponding

cross section is proportional to the gluon distribution in the nucleon. The large mass of the

charm quark restricts the strength of the strong coupling to vary little with the probed energy

scale. The purpose of the present work was to measure the cross section of muoproduction of

J/y-mesons and to extract from this the momentum distribution of gluons in the nucleon.

The cross section of JA|/-production has been obtained from muon interactions with

hydrogen and deuterium at an average incident muon energy of 280 GeV. The single-nucleon

cross sections of J/\|/-production in deuterium and hydrogen were found to be equal within the

statistical error of 87(. This result indicates that the J/y-production rates from protons and

neutrons are equal. In the framework of the colour singlet model, the gluon distribution of the

nucleon is extracted from the measured cross section of inelastic J/\j/-production. Ir. the

measured range of the nucleon momentum fraction x=[().O2, ().3()|, the normalised gluon

distribution xG(x) of free nucleons could be parametrised as xG(x) = (I+1D/2 (1-x)1!, with t) =

5.1 ± 0.9 . This parametrisation indicates that at small x the gluon density resembles a

bremsstrahlung spectrum, i.e. G(x) ~ l/x. At large x. the parametrisation is consistent with

that from a counting rule decription of the nucleon constituents, i.e. G(x) = (l-x)-ns"l, where

ns=3 is equal to the number of spectator valence quarks. The same model, however, is found

to underestimate grossly the cross section of the elastic JA|/-production processes. These

processes are found to have a diffractive signature and show a strong correlation between the

muon scattering plane and the J/y-decay plane. This correlation is consistent with the

assumptions of helicity conservation and natural parity exchange in the presumed direct

coupling of virtual photon to a J/\|/-meson. In both the heiicity and the Gottfried-Jackson
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frame, the distribution of the polar decay angle is found to be consistent with an isotropic one.

This observation corresponds to equal production rates of J/\|/-mesons with longitudinal and

transverse polarisations. The production of JA|/-mesons and \|/'-mesons in 280 GeV muon

interactions with concrete is used to determine the ratio of their production cross sections. This

ratio is found to be O(\ | / ' ) /G(J/ \ | / ) = 0.24 ± 0.05 (stat.) ± 0.08 (syst.). This result is consistent

with the colour singlet model prediction but disfavours the semi-local duality approach of the

first order photon-gluon fusion model. A possible nuclear mass-dependence of the cross

section of J/ty-produetion is studied in 280 GeV muon interactions with tin and carbon. The

elastic J/\j/-signal from both tin and carbon is found to decrease rapidly as a function of the

square of the four momentum transfer between the virtual photon and the produced J/i|/-meson.

At small momentum transfer, a 15 ± 10 c/c enhancement of the J/y-signal from tin relative to

that from carbon is found. According to the colour singlet model, the inelastic J/y-signal is

proportional to the gluon density in the nucleon. At large momentum transfer, the measured

ratio of the single-nucleon cross sections of J/y-production in tin and carbon is found to be

aN(Sn)/0N(C) = 1.02 ± 0.13 (stat.). Within the error, this result is consistent with equal J/V|/-

production rates per nucleon in tin and carbon. In the framework of the colour singlet model,

it can be concluded that the gluon distributions in tin and carbon are equal over the measured

range of nucleon momentum fractions x=[0.02, 0.30|

From the work presented in this thesis it is concluded that the measurement of J/vj/-

production provides a unique way to extract the gluon distribution in the nucleon. More

information, however, is still needed. First, the colour singlet model should be extended to

include QCD radiative corrections at the nucleon vertex and to account for (possible) relativistic

effects in the bound state J/\|/-meson. This is essential for the determination of a gluon

distribution with a self consistent normalisation. Second, measurements of J/\j/-production

should be made at different energy scales. From this, the evolution of the gluon distribution

can be determined. In the framework of QCD, the quark-gluon structure of the nucleon should

then provide a consistent picture. Once the gluon distribution of free nucleons is determined to

an accuracy of a few percent, determination of a possible (small) nuclear mass-dependence can

lead to a better understanding of the modifications in the quark distributions when the nucleon

is embedded in nuclear matter.
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SAMENVATTING

Nucleonen zijn opgebouwd uit quarks die bijeengehouden worden door een sterke kracht.

Men beschrijft deze kracht door middel van de uitwisseling van zogenaamde lijmdeeltjes. In

eerste aanleg kan de structuur van het nucléon worden beschreven door alleen zijn quark -

samenstelling in aanmerking te nemen. Het is duidelijk dat experimentele gegevens over de

impuls-verdeling van de quarks noodzakelijk zijn voor een nauwkeurig begrip van de structuur

van het nucléon. Deze impuls-verdelingen worden verkregen uit meetgegevens der diep-

inelastische muon-verstrooiing. Men vond dat de totale impuls van de quarks tezamen slechts

de helft bedraagt van de impuls van het nucléon. Dit klaarblijkelijke tekort wordt toegekend

aan de lijmdeeltjes. Meer informatie kan verkregen worden uit de meetgegevens van diep-

inelastische muon-verstrooiing als tegelijkertijd de productie van een J/y-meson is vastgesteld.

De werkzame doorsnede voor dit proces is gerelateerd aan de aanwezigheid van lijmdeeltjes in

het nucléon. Het doel van het hier beschreven onderzoek was het meten van deze werkzame

doorsnede teneinde daarmee de impuls-verdeling van de lijmdeeltjes in het nucléon vast te

leggen.

De werkzame doorsneden voor de productie van J/y-mesonen in muon-verstrooiing aan

waterstof en deuterium zijn gemeten bij een muon-energie -an 280 Ge V. Uit onderzoek bleek

dat deze doorsneden voor protonen en neutronen gelijk zijn binnen de meetfout. Met behulp

van het "colour singlet" model is de gluon-verdeling bepaald uit de werkzame doorsnede voor

de inelastische productie van J/\|/-mesonen. Bij geringe impuls van de lijmdeeltjes vertoont de

gevonden verdeling gelijkenis met die van een bremsstrahlung-spectrum. De gevonden

verdeling neemt volgens een eenvoudige beschrijving (counting rules) af bij grotere impuls-

waarden. Hetzelfde model onderschat echter de werkzame doorsnede voor elastische productie

van J/y-mesonen in ernstige mate. Uit onderzoek blijkt dat in de elastische productie van J/y-

mesonen beide heliciteiten van het meson evenvaak voorkomen. Tevens is een verband

waargenomen tussen het verstrooiingsvlak en het vlak waarbinnen het J/y-meson vervalt. De

productie van J/y-mesonen en y'-mesonen is onderzocht in muon-verstrooiing aan beton bij

dezelfde inkomende energie. De gemeten verhouding van hun werkzame doorsneden is in

overeenstemming met het "colour singlet" model maar is in tegenspraak met de vereenvoudigde

beschrijving die net "photon-gluon fusion" model kenmerkt. Of de werkzame doorsnede voor

de productie van J/y-mesonen afhangt van de kernmassa is onderzocht bij verstrooiing van

muonen met een energie van 280 GeV aan tin en koolstof. Uit dit onderzooek blijkt dat de

vermoedde afhankelijkheid afwezig is. Dit betekent op grond van het "colour singlet" model

dat de verdelingen van de lijmdeeltjes in de nucleonen binnen tin en koolstof gelijk zijn.
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Door lie! in dit werk besproken onderzoek is de verdeling van de lijmdeelljes in het vrije

nucléon bepaald. Daarnaast is onderzoek gedaan naar de verdelingen van de lijmdeeltjes in de

nucleonen binnen een lichte en zware kern. Verder onderzoek is echter nog steeds

noodzakelijk. Ten eerste is voor het "colour singlet" model een uitbreiding vereist die de

stralings-correcties ten gevolge van de sterke kracht en de relativistische effecten in het

gebonden J/\|/-meson omvat. Dit is noodzakelijk voor de bepaling van de correcte normering

van de verdeling der lijmdeeltjes. Ten tweede zijn meetgegevens over de productie van JAj/-

mesonen nodig bij een ander oplossend vermogen dan het hier bereikte. Hieruit kan dan de

ontwikkeling van de verdeling van lijmdeeltjes bepaald worden. De verdelingen van zowel de

quarks als de lijmdeeltjes dienen binnen het kader van de quantum-chromodynamica een

consistent beeld te geven. Als eenmaal de verdeling van de lijmdeeltjes, op enkele procenten

nauwkeurig, is vastgesteld dan is het mogelijk om te bepalen of deze verdeling afhangt van de

kernmassa. Deze constatering leidt tot een beter begrip van de gemeten verschillen tussen de

verdelingen van de quarks in een vrij en gebonden nucléon.
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